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Abstract
In recent years, two generalisations of the theory of Lie algebras have become prominent,
namely the "semi-classical" theory of Lie bialgebras and the "quantum" theory of Bopf
algebras, including the quantized enveloping algebras. I develop an inductive approach
to the study of these objects.
An important tool is a construction called double-bosonisation defined by Majid for
both Lie bialgebras and Hopf algebras, inspired by the triangular decomposition of a
Lie algebra into positive and negative roots and a Cartan subalgebra. We describe two
specific applications. The first uses double-bosonisation to add positive and negative
roots and considers the relationship between two algebras when there is an inclusion of
the associated Dynkin diagrams. In this setting, which we call Lie induction, doublebosonisation realises the addition of nodes to Dynkin diagrams. We use our methods
to obtain necessary conditions for such an induction to be simple, using representation
theory, providing a different perspective on the classification of simple Lie algebras.
We consider the corresponding scheme for quantized enveloping algebras, based on
inclusions of the associated root data. We call this quantum Lie induction. We prove
that we have a double-bosonisation associated to these inclusions and investigate the
structure of the resulting objects, which are Hopf algebras in braided categories, that
is, covariant Bopf algebras.
The second application generalises one of the most important constructions in this
field, namely the Drinfel'd double of a Lie bialgebra, which has dimension twice that of
the underlying algebra. Our construction, the triple, has dimension three times that of
the input algebra. Our main result is that when the input algebra is factorisable, this
is isomorphic to the triple direct sum as an algebra and a twisting as a coalgebra. We
also indicate a number of ways in which the triple is related to the double.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The study of Lie algebras is long-established and widely utilized but in recent years, two
generalisations of the theory have become prominent and almost as ubiquitous. These
are the "semi-classical" theory of Lie bialgebras and the "quantum" theory of quantized
enveloping algebras. In this scheme, the original theory is called "classical". This thesis
is concerned with the an inductive approach to the study of these objects.
\Ve make use of a tool developed in the quantum theory for the classical, via the semiclassical, namely a construction called double-bosonisation defined by Majid. Doublebosonisation is defined for both Lie bialgebras and Hopf algebras and was inspired by the
triangular decomposition of a Lie algebra into positive and negative roots and a Cartan
subalgebra. In the semi-classical setting, we use double-bosonisation to add positive and
negative roots and consider the relationship between two Lie (bi-) algebras when there
is an inclusion of the associated Dynkin diagrams. We call this Lie induction and here
double-bosonisation realises the addition of nodes to Dynkin diagrams. Our motivation
here is to study when such an induction is simple, using representation theory, to provide
a different perspective on the classification of simple Lie algebras.
Next, we turn our attention to the quantum setting, to examine this inductive approach for quantized enveloping algebras. Using Lusztig's abstract approach of considering root data, we may again consider the relationship between two quantized enveloping
algebras when there is an inclusion of the associated root data, and hence the Dynkin
diagrams. Correspondingly, we call this quantum Lie induction. We show that this may
be done in a very general setting and study in detail the associated structures. The aim
is to gain further insight into the structure of quantized enveloping algebras and suggest
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how one might prove various of their properties by an inductive method.
\Ve then consider an inductive construction for Lie bialgebras which is very different
from Lie induction, although inspired by it and with double-bosonisation also underpinning it. \Ve generalise one of the most important constructions in the field, namely the
Drinfel'd double of a Lie bialgebra, which has dimension twice that of the underlying algebra. Our construction, the triple, has dimension three times that of the input algebra.
The definition of the triple is via a natural double-bosonisation and our main result is
that when the input algebra is factorisable, this is isomorphic to the triple direct sum
as an algebra. The co algebra structure is not trivial but is a natural twisting. We also
indicate a number of ways in which the triple is related to the double.
To enable us to expand on these descriptions, we briefly introduce the structures and
constructions we need. The full details may be found in Chapter 2. We also discuss our
motivations for this work.
We recall that a Lie algebra 9 over a field k is a k-vector space equipped with a map
[ , ]: 9 ® 9

---'t

g, called the bracket, satisfying [x, x 1 = 0 for all x E 9 and (the J aco bi

identity)

[ x, [ y, z 1] + [y, [ z, xl] + [z, [ x, y 1] = 0 for all x, y, z

E g.

A Lie bialgebra is a Lie algebra with a cobracket structure 5 : 9 ~ g®g satisfying axioms
precisely dual to those for a Lie algebra, with an appropriate compatibility condition.
The definition, due to Drinfel'd ([Dri83]), is comparable with that of a Hopf algebra H,
where we have a multiplication map m : H ® H

.6. : H

~

~

H and a compatible comultiplication

H®H. The comultiplication defines an algebra structure on the dual H*, so we

think of a Hopf algebra as being self-dual in this sense. The definition of a Lie bialgebra
is the semi-classical version or infinitesimalisation of this.

Moreover, Lie bialgebras

exponentiate geometrically to Poisson-Lie groups with Poisson bracket linearizing to 5
and have been of considerable interest to Poisson and symplectic geometers.
An important class of Lie bialgebras is that of quasitriangular Lie bialgebras. Here,
the cobracket 5 is of a specific form, namely, the coboundary of an element rEg ® 9
satisfying two conditions, one of which is the well-known classical Yang-Baxter equa-
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tion. \Ye will mostly be concerned with the Lie algebra structures when considering Lie
induction. (However, a quasitriangular bialgebra structure is absolutely essential to the
construction we use.) We will usually take the canonical Drinfel'd-Sklyanin cobracket,
leading to the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin Poisson bracket on the associated Lie group, which
does give a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra.
We also need a generalisation of the notion of a Lie bialgebra, that of a braided-Lie
bialgebra. Given a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra g, this is a g-covariant bialgebra in the
category of g-modules~ where the cobracket §. has non-zero coboundary. In fact d§. = 1/;,
where YJ is a canonical braiding operator. This definition has been given by Majid
([MajOO]) as the infinitesimal version of Hopf algebras in braided categories, which we
describe below.
Our principal tool here is the double-bosonisation construction of Majid for Lie
bialgebras ([MajOO]). Assuming all our objects to be finite-dimensional, we take as input
to the construction a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra go and a braided-Lie bialgebra b. One
then obtains a new quasitriangular Lie bialgebra 9 = b ><:I go K

b*oP. (In general, one

takes t,\'O dually paired braided-Lie bialgebras but we always take the usual dual in the
finite-dimensional case.) This may be defined over a field of characteristic not two but
we will now restrict to working over <C.
\Ve ask two questions:

i) Given a Lie bialgebra 9 and a sub-bialgebra go,
(a) can we find a braided-Lie bialgebra b such that we may reconstruct 9 by
double-bosonisation and
(b) if so, what is its structure?

ii) Given a Lie bialgebra go, for which choices of braided-Lie bialgebra b do we obtain
something "interesting" on taking the double-bosonisation?
For the first, we concentrate on the semisimple case with rank go = rank 9 - 1. We refer
to this as the corank one case. In this situation, as shown by Majid, we have a positive
answer to the first part. Of course, we may repeat the process to answer the question
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for higher coranks. The answer to the second part is the content of Section 3.1 and the
Appendix of this thesis.
An exan1ple of a negative answer to the first part is the corank zero case, that is
rank go

=

rank g. In fact, the cases are quite different in character. Although we may

attack both representation-theoretically by restricting the adjoint representation of the
larger algebra to the chosen subalgebra, when we consider the brackets on the modules
we obtain, we haye very different behaviour. In the corank one case we have Z-gradings,
but in the corank zero case we see 7l/(2)- and 7l/(3)-gradings. We cannot use doublebosonisation to reconstruct the larger algebra in the co rank zero case, as it cannot
reproduce these gradings by finite groups. We note that the construction attributed to
Freudenthal in Chapter 22 of [FH91] deals with the 7l/ (3)-graded case purely on the
level of Lie algebras.
For "interesting" in the second question above, we take the finite-dimensional simple
complex Lie algebras, with the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin Lie cobracket. We consider in Section 3.2 the obvious induction scheme coming from Dynkin diagrams, namely, since we
know that simple Lie algebras have connected Dynkin diagrams, adding a new node to
a diagram in as many ways as is possible. Clearly not all choices are allowed and we
give some conditions and results, purely algebraic in nature, which control this. We do
not have a complete list of such conditions, so we cannot re-prove the classification of
the simple complex Lie algebras, but we do have enough necessary conditions to exclude
some possibilities immediately. In particular, we discuss the induction from the maximal
rank exceptional Lie algebras.
There has long been interest in the exceptional series of simple complex Lie algebras,
for a variety of reasons in both mathematics and physics. One goal has been to find a
unified construction for these algebras. Double-bosonisation goes beyond this, giving a
unified construction of all simple complex Lie algebras. As we show here, it does so in a
way that is completely compatible with the natural inclusions of Dynkin diagrams. Fully
understanding Lie induction across the range of cases it encompasses is a programme that
goes beyond the present work. Here we set out some underlying theory and demonstrate
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the method for the exceptional series.
This, on its own, is a sufficient motivation to study double-bosonisation but there
are others.

Firstly, it confirms the necessity of considering Lie bialgebras-not just

Lie algebras-and their braided versions. Also, through our calculations here, we have
identified a number of new examples of braided-Lie bialgebra structures.
A second important goal has been to understand why we obtain only the infinite
series and exceptionals we know in the classification. The original proof of the classification is essentially a combinatorial analysis of a set of geometric objects, namely
root systems. Lie induction via double-bosonisation deals directly with the algebras and
their representation theory. In doing so, it emphasises the strong relationship between
the structure theory and the representation theory, which has become a theme in algebra. Using Lie induction, we are able to formulate in a new way the question of the
obstruction to finding, for example, a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of type Eg.
Our study of Lie induction in Chapter 3 falls into two complementary but intimately
connected
from

halves~

[~'lajOO]

Section 3.1 discussing deletion and Section 3.2 on induction. We know

that to each choice of simple root in a semisimple Lie algebra £I we have

associated a braided-Lie bialgebra b such that we can recover £I by double-bosonisation
from go, where go is a Lie subalgebra with Dynkin diagram that of £I with the node
corresponding to the chosen simple root deleted. We refer to calculating these b as

deletion.
Then the aim of Section 3.1 is to further analyse the structure of this b and provide
some tools for calculating b explicitly. Critical to this are Lemma 3.1.1, where we observe
that associated to each simple root is a decomposition of £I which defines a Z-grading,
and Proposition 3.1.2, where we cite a result of Azad, Barry and Seitz ([ABS90]) which
tells us that the homogeneous components of this grading are irreducible modules for
the zeroth part (except the zeroth part itself, which is not irreducible).
We have calculated the braided-Lie bialgebra structures associated to simple Lie
algebras £I in the case where we delete a simple root corresponding to an extremal node
in the Dynkin diagram, so that the subalgebra go is simple. That is, for deletion to a
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simple Levi subalgebra. We record the full results of our calculations in an Appendix
and provide a summary table (Table 3.3) of the modules we find for each deletion in
Section 3.1.3. We also consider the role of the graph automorphisms of the Dynkin
diagrams, in Section 3.1.2.
In Section 3.2~ we take the opposite view and ask for necessary conditions on braidedLie bialgebras b in general to obtain finite-dimensional simple Lie bialgebras via doublebosonisation. Some properties are immediate from our previous analysis of deletion, for
example) that b n1ust be (Z-)graded. We list these in Section 3.2.1.
From this list, we have two properties of particular importance, namely that the
irreducible graded components of b should have all their weight spaces one-dimensional
(prop erty (3) on page 58) and should have at most two dominant weights (property (4')).
\Ve call a module with these two properties a defining module. In Section 3.2.2, we record
a result communicated to us by Y. Bazlov which classifies the defining modules for the
simple complex Lie algebras.
This forms the basis of our analysis in Section 3.2.3 of some of the obstructions
to the existence of simple exceptional Lie algebras other than those already known.
Specifically, we see that there exist no non-trivial defining modules for E 8 , and so we
cannot produce a finite-dimensional algebra of type E g • Analysis of possible inductions
from A8 and D8 only reinforce this. Although we obtain some potential candidates from
each, we have none that are consistent. We make similar analyses for F5 and G3.
However, this work has implications outside of Lie algebra theory. In recent years,
the quantized enveloping (Hopf) algebra Uq(g) associated to a Lie algebra 9 has become
one of the most significant objects of study among algebraists, geometers and physicists
alike. These objects are still not fully understood, although much progress has of course
been made.
The quantized enveloping algebras are defined relative to an abstraction of the notion
of a root system for Lie algebras, called a root datum. They are quantizations of the
universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra and are Hopf algebras. We note that they
are not quite quasitriangular, due to the fact that they are infinite-dimensional, but
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there is an alternative formulation for the axioms of a quasitriangular structure which
resolyes this.
There is a strong relationship between what we refer to as the semi-classical theory,
that of Lie bialgebras, and the quantum, in the form of Uq(g).

Most notably from

our perspectiYe. double-bosonisation has also been defined for Hopf algebras, in work
of :Majid ([Maj99]) and~ independently and in a special case, Sommerhauser ([Som96]).
So, we might hope that the methods we developed for Lie bialgebras should carryover
to the quantum setting, providing some new insights into the structure of Uq(g). Indeed
this is the case.
In place of braided-Lie bialgebras, we have braided groups: these are Hopf algebras
in braided categories. A braided category is a generalisation of a symmetric monoidal
category. \\'here we have a natural isomorphism W defined by isomorphisms
WA,B :

A®B

-+

B®A

for all objects A, B

but the WA,B are not (necessarily) the tensor product flip map,

T

:

a®b

~

b ® a.

However, W does satisfy two hexagon identities and the Yang-Baxter equation holds, in
the form

for all objects A, B, C. The prototype example is that of the module category of a
quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
We may consider algebraic structures on objects in such categories, where the maps
such as the product or coproduct are morphisms in the category between appropriate
objects. For a braided group, we have all the maps defining a Hopf algebra structure as
morphisms in the category, for example .6 : B

-+

tensor product algebra structure: (a ® b)(c ® d)

B ® B. Here ® denotes the braided

= aw(b ® c)d.

As yet, relatively few

examples are known but it is clear that an analysis such as we have carried out for Lie
bialgebras will provide a large class of examples, which is an additional motivation for
our work.
In Chapter 4, we study quantum Lie induction. We start with the definition of subroot data (Section 4.1), that is, a pair of suitably related root data, denoted

J

CI-

'1'.
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This notion generalises that of the inclusions of Dynkin diagrams we have discussed
above. \Ye define an induced map on the weight lattice, which encodes the restriction
of representations from the larger algebra to the smaller.
As in the semi-classical case, Z-- and N-gradings are important as a tool for simplifying
the analysis of the structures involved, as we can consider the homogeneous components
one at a time. \Ve consider N-gradings on Hopf algebras (Section 4.2) and show that
7r

we always obtain a split Hopf algebra projection H: Ho onto the zeroth component.
The Radford-~1ajid theorem then tells us that we have a Hopf algebra B in the braided
category of D(Ho)-nlOdules (D the Drinfel'd quantum double) such that B ><:J Ho

r'V

H,

a (single) bosonisation. The bosonisation is a certain semi-direct product and coproduct
Hopf algebra. Some analysis is possible even at this level of generality: we prove that
B inherits a N-grading from H (Theorem 4.2.6).

The reason for considering such a setup is that the analogue of the negative Borel
sub algebra in the quantum setting, denoted

U: er), is N-graded and hence these results

apply (Section 4.3) and we obtain B = B(1:, J, l,), a braided group. In Theorem 4.3.4,
we show that the zeroth component of this grading is a central extension of

U: (J), the

quantum negative Borel sub algebra of the smaller algebra. Then we may use the idea
of Drinfel'd of constructing Uq (1:) as a quotient of the double to prove that Uq (1:) is a
double-bosonisation of Uq(J) (Theorem 4.4.2).
In Section 4.5, we analyse the algebra, module and coalgebra structures of B. We give
a set of generators for B (Theorem 4.5.1), show that its first homogeneous component
Bl is a direct sum of quotients of Weyl modules (Proposition 4.5.8) and show that B is in

fact integrable (Theorem 4.5.9). We cannot say so much about the co algebra structure
but we give some initial observations.
In Chapter 5 we return to the semi-classical setting and describe a second type of
inductive construction. Probably the most important of all Lie bialgebra constructions
is the Drinfel'd double that associates to any Lie bialgebra 9 a quasitriangular one
D(g)

=

9

t><l

g*oP. Here it is presented as a double cross sum of 9 and its dual acting

on each other. When 9 is quasitriangular one also knows that D(g) is isomorphic to a
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as well as a cocycle twist (g EB gh when 9 is factorisable (when

the syn1metric part of r is non-degenerate). Here!!. denotes the braided-Lie bialgebra
associated to 9 by transmutation ([MajOO]), a canonical braided-Lie bialgebra structure
on the adjoint representation of g.
There are, however, some defects of the Drinfel'd double and these are solved in a
canonical 'triple' construction T(g) which we formulate and study in Chapter 5. First
of alL the Drinfel'd double does not respect the Cartan decomposition of Lie groups
and Lie algebras into positive roots, Cartan sub algebra and negative roots, so cannot
be used to construct them directly. (Drinfel'd here, and in the quantum version to
construct quantum groups, uses the double of the Borel sub algebra and then identifies
the two Cartan subalgebras via a quotient, an idea we use in our study of quantum Lie
induction.) Related to this, the double is a special case of constructions which do not
in general yield quasi triangular Lie bialgebras. By contrast our triple

is a canonical example of a triple product construction, via the double-bosonisation
b~9K

b* ([MajOO]) which is always quasitriangular and which respects the Cartan

decomposition of simple Lie algebras (and of quantum groups in the quantum case). The
special case in which b

= !! and

the actions are (co )adjoint is canonical and provides

our natural extension of the double. After formulating T(g) we examine its structure
and prove that it is indeed an extension of the Drinfel'd double. Our principal result
(Theorem 5.2.5) is the isomorphism of T(g) with (g EB 9 EB g)x, the twisting of the direct
sum bialgebra by a cocycle. This is precisely analogous to that for the double mentioned
above. Another result is that T(g) is isomorphic to

!!

C><:l

D(g) (Corollary 5.3.2), i.e. a

double cross sum as a Lie algebra and semidirect as a Lie coalgebra.
Apart from its internal structure, some secondary motivations are as follows. In our
study of Lie induction, we asked why there is no Eg arising from 9

= E8,

for which we

would need to consider braided-Lie bialgebras in the category of modules of E8. Since
the smallest non-trivial representation of E8 is the adjoint one, we were naturally led to
the quasitriangular Lie bialgebra E8 ><:J E8 K

E8 = T(E8) as the smallest candidate
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for Eg frOl11 this point of view. Our Theorem 5.2.5 tells us that this is not simple as a
Lie algebra~ as expected, but note that it is non-trivial and not a direct sum as a Lie
bialgebra. (Also, the adjoint representation fails the tests for valid candidates for simple
inductions in Section 3.2.1.)
Secondly~ Lie bialgebras (and the Drinfel'd double in particular) playa central role in

mathematical physics-in the theory of integrable systems and more recently in string
theory. For example, both the Lie bialgebra D(g) and its corresponding Poisson-Lie
group D( G) occur when one considers Poisson-Lie T-duality ([Kli96]) in a-models. The
algebraic structure behind this has been analysed in [BM01], making central use of
the cot"'ist theorem for the Drinfel'd double mentioned above. Beggs and Majid also
generalise T-duality to more general double cross sums. It seems likely then that our
extension T(g), which has both the cotwist property and can be represented as a double
cross sum~ should be the natural basis for an extension of Poisson-Lie T-duality, possibly
in the context of higher order dualities based on a 'triple product' factorisation rather
than a binary factorisation. Likewise for other models in mathematical physics where
the Drinfel' d double is used.
Also, the results about the Drinfel'd double infinitesimalise results about the Drinfel'd quantum double in terms of braided groups and Hopf algebra twisting respectively.
\\"e should then define the quantum triple T(H) of a Hopf algebra H in the obvious way
and the information we have obtained about the (semi-classical) triple should give us
insight into the structure of the quantum triple. We discuss the quantum triple a little
further in Section 6.3.
The structure of Chapter 5 is as follows. Section 5.1 defines and studies the triple

T(g) and contains our first simplifications of its algebraic structure in the factorisable
case. Section 5.2 contains our main results that the Lie algebra structure is isomorphic
to the direct sum 9 E9 9 E9 9 (Theorem 5.2.3) and a cocycle twisting as a Lie bialgebra
(Theorem 5.2.5). Note that these results do not imply that the triple T(g) is trivial any
more than for D(g). Next, in Section 5.3, we give several theorems relating the triple
to the Drinfel'd double, as an extension, in various ways.
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All these general results are over any field of characteristic not 2. In Section 5.4, we
work over CC and examine the half-real forms of the triple. A half-real form is a choice
of basis of a complex bialgebra with real Lie algebra structure constants and imaginary
coalgebra structure constants. We prove that if (u, r) is a half-real form of (g, r) then

T(u), defined to be the appropriate double-bosonisation, is a half-real form of T(g),
under a natural reality assumption on r, and that T(u) has its quasitriangular structure
also of this real type.
Finally, for completeness, we discuss the case when our input bialgebra is triangular,
the opposite extreme from factorisable. Whereas factorisability is the property that the
symmetric part 2r + of the quasitriangular structure defines an isomorphism of 9 with g* ,
triangularity is the case where this symmetric part is zero. We examine this situation
in Section 5.5.
\Ye conclude with some remarks on further extensions of Lie induction, quantum Lie
induction and the triple.

It is our opinion that the results we have obtained here and the applications described
above strengthen the argument that among the variety of double cross products and
coproducts, the study of double-bosonisation in particular is well justified. Much further
work is clearly necessary, in particular for the quantum case, but we hope this work will
stimulate that.

The material in Chapters 3 and 5 on Lie induction and the triple construction has been
published as [Gra05a] and [Gra05b] respectively.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this chapter, we recall the definitions of the structures we are interested in, together
with some associated results and constructions. We divide these into three settings,
using the terminology we introduced above. The first, the classical setting, is that of
Lie algebras. \Ye introduce Lusztig's abstract notions of Cartan data and root data and
set some notations.
The second setting is the semi-classical, which refers to the theory of Lie bialgebras.
These, as \ve shall see, are Lie algebras with an additional structure, dual to the bracket.
\\Te will describe these in more detail and introduce several related structures and con-

structions. All will be important in the sequel but of particular note is the definition of
a braided-Lie bialgebra, a braided version of a Lie bialgebra.
Finally, we have the quantum setting, namely bialgebras and Hopf algebras. Like
Lie bialgebras, the definition of a bialgebra has a 'self-duality'. Bialgebras are algebras
with additional structures: a comultiplication and a counit. Hopf algebras have one
further structure, an antipode. It is often observed that the antipode on a Hopf algebra
plays the role of an inverse. Bialgebras are thought of as 'quantum monoids' and Hopf
algebras as 'quantum groups'. Again, we particularly note the braided setting: that
of Hopf algebras in braided categories, also called 'braided groups'. We also introduce
quantized enveloping algebras associated to root data.
For both the semi-classical and quantum settings, we give the definitions of the
bosonisation and double-bosonisation constructions of Majid. These form the basis for
the inductive constructions of the title of this thesis.
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Throughout~ we will use the following conventions regarding the natural numbers:

N

= {O, L 2, ... }, N* = {I, 2,3, ... }. That is, for us N is a monoid. (Recall that a

senligroup is a set with an associative binary operation and a monoid is a semigroup
with an identity element for the binary operation.)

In all three settings, we will use the following notations when dealing with tensor
products. \Ve use

T

to mean the tensor product flip map, e.g.

T :

V ®W

-?

W ® V,

T(V~W) = w0v for all v E 1", w E W, on any appropriate pair of vector spaces. We adopt

the Sweedler notation for elements of tensor product structures, i.e. linear combinations
of elementary tensors. That is, we use upper or lower parenthesized indices to indicate
the placement in the tensor product, e.g.

I: a(l) ® a(2) ® a(3)

E

A ® A ® A. We will

usually drop the summation sign, as in the Einstein convention.

2.1

The classical setting: Lie algebras

Let k be a field (of any characteristic). A Lie algebra 9 over k is a k-vector space with
a bilinear map [ , ] : 9 x 9

-?

9 called the bracket, satisfying [a, a] = 0 for all a E 9 and

the identity
[ a, [ b,

c) ] + [ b, [ c, a] ] + [c, [a, b) ] = 0

for all a, b, c E g. This is the Jacobi identity. The above imply anti-symmetry, I.e.
[ a,

b)

+ [ b, a] = 0 for all a, bEg.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of complex semisimple Lie
algebras, as can be found in [Ser87]' [Hum78] or [FH91], for example. Recall that such
a Lie algebra has an associated root system and that the information in the root system
is sufficient to distinguish two algebras, up to isomorphism. We may therefore take the
view that the information in the root system is the more fundamental and, indeed, this
perspective unifies the aspects of the semi-classical and quantum theories that we are
concerned with.

2.1.1

Root data and Serre's presentation

We follow Lusztig ([Lus93]) in defining Cartan data and root data.
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Definition 2.1.1. A Cartan datum is a finite set I and a symmetric bilinear form· on
Z[I] such that

i) i· i
ii)

E 2N* and

C ij def
~i·j
= Ti
E {O ,-1, -2, . .. } for all "/.
, i-.
J E I.

The C ij form the Cartan matrix and we define Ci

def

2 We may identify certain classes

i i.

of Cartan data, as follows.

Definition 2.1.2 ([Lus93, Section 2.1.3]). Let 'T = (I, . ) be a Cartan datum. We say
that'r is
• of finite type if the (symmetric) matrix M = (i . j)i,jEI is positive definite (that

is, has only strictly positive eigenvalues).

i- j there exists
< 0 for p = 1,2, ... , n - 1.

• irreducible if Ii-(/) and for any i
in I such that ip . ip+l

a sequence i = iI, i2, ... ,in = j

• of affine type if 'I is irreducible and M as above is positive semi-definite but not
positive definite.

That is, M has no negative eigenvalues and zero occurs with

multiplicity at least one.

We may use Serre's presentation (cf. [Ser87, p.52]) for complex semisimple Lie algebras to work only in terms of generators and relations. Let 'T = (I, .) be a Cart an
datum and let l

= III.

Form the Cartan matrix C

=

Cij . Let 9 be the complex Lie

algebra defined by the 3l generators X i-, Hi, Xi for 1 < i < l and the relations
[Hi,Hj]=O

foralll<i,j<l,
for all 1 < i,j < l,

[Hi, Xj]

= CijXt
= -CijXj-

[Xi,Xj]

= 6ijHi

for alII < i,j < l,

[Hi, Xj]

[X~
... [X~
X:+-]]···]
[ X~
1.'
1.'
1.'
J

for all 1 < i,j < l,

=0

for i

[Xi-, [Xi-, ... [X i-, X j-] ] ... ] = 0 for i

i- j, 1 i- j, 1 -

Cij brackets,
Cij brackets.

If'T is of finite type, 9 is a finite-dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra.
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However. working with general fields, one would like to be able to carry as much algebraic
group information as possible. The concept of a root datum allows us to do this and,
for example, distinguish the quantized enveloping algebras Uq (£i[2) and Uq (p£i[2) (recall
that SL(2, C) is the double cover of PSL(2, C)).

Definition 2.1.3. A root datum'! is a Cart an datum (1, . ) together with

i) two finitely generated free Abelian groups Y, X with a non-degenerate pairing

< , >: Y x X· ---- Z and
ii)

inclusions Y

~1~

X· such that <i 1 (i),i 2 (j»

= Gij .

Here, X plays the role of the character lattice, into which the root lattice is embedded;
Y corresponds to the cocharacter lattice.

2.1.2

Lie algebra conventions

Our notations will typically follow those of [Ser87] and [Hum78]. In particular, we will
usually label the simple Lie algebras by the Cart an labelling (Al' Bl, etc., where l is the
rank) and use the numbering of the simple roots as given on page 58 of [Hum78].
The adjoint action of g on itself-that is, via the bracket-can be extended naturally
to tensor products as follows. For x, y, z E g,

We will use this throughout without further comment. We use the term ad-invariant in
the obvious way.
We also assume knowledge of the highest weight theory of representations.

Our

notation for highest-weight g-modules will be V(A; g) for a highest weight A, unless
the algebra in question is clear from the context, when we write V(A). We may use
a notation for a specific realisation of the module, for example S+ for a positive spin
representation. The notation V (with no A) is reserved for the appropriate natural
representation, unless otherwise stated.
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The semi-classical setting: Lie bialgebras

\Ye now restrict to a field k of characteristic not 2.

2.2.1

Lie bialgebras

The definition of a Lie bialgebra is originally due to Drinfel'd ([Dri83]' [Dri87]). The
idea is the same as that for Hopf algebras, where we have two structures dual to each
other, compatible in a natural way. It is worth commenting that Lie bialgebras form
a richer class than Lie algebras: the choice of the cobracket, the dual structure to the
bracket, is not usually unique.

Definition 2.2.1 ([Dri83]). A Lie bialgebra is (g, [ , ], 5) where
(g~

i)

[

~

]) is a Lie algebra,

(g,5) is a Lie coalgebra, that is, 5 : 9

ii)

---+

5+T05=0
(5 ® id)

0

5 + cyclic = 0

9 ® 9 satisfies
(anticocommutativity)
(co-Jacobi identity)

(Here, "cyclic" refers to cyclical rotations of the three tensor product factors in

g®g®g.)
iii)

we have a cohomological compatibility condition: 5 is a l-cocycle in Z~d (g, 9 ® g).
Explicitly,

5 ([ x, y ]) = ad x (5y) - ad y ( 5x).
Examining this definition, we see that if 9 is a finite-dimensional Lie bialgebra, then
(g*, 5*, [ , ]*) is also a finite-dimensional Lie bialgebra. Here, 5* and [ , ]* are the
bracket and cobracket, respectively, given by dualisation.
In many of the natural cases we wish to consider, the cobracket 5 anses as the
coboundary of an element rEg ® g. Explicitly, 5x

=

adx(r) for all x E g. Imposing

the further conditions that r satisfies the classical Yang-Baxter equation and has adinvariant symmetric part, we say that (g, r) is a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra.
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The classical Yang-Baxter equation, in the Lie setting, is

Here, writing r = r(l) ® r(2), we have r12 = r(l) ® r(2) ® 1, etc., with the indices showing
the placement in the triple tensor product g® g® g. The bracket is taken in the common
factor, e.g. [1'12' r13]

=

[r(l) ~ r,(l)] ® r(2) ® r,(2) with r' a second copy of r. The bracket

[ ~ ] is the Schouten bracket, the natural extension of the bracket to these tensor spaces.
\Ve can take [r~ s] in the above definition by replacing r' with

s.

Note that to construct a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra, it is sufficient to find an
element

T

E 9 ® 9 satisfying the classical Yang-Baxter equation and with ad-invariant

symmetric part. Then we take the coboundary dr for 8. Also, any quasitriangular
structure r giYes a second for free: it is easy to check that if r satisfies the conditions
above then so does - r 21 •

We call - r 21 the opposite (or conjugate) quasitriangular

structure to r.
Considering the symmetric part of r, 2r + clef

r+T(r),

we can distinguish two sub-cases

of quasitriangularity. Firstly, if 2r+ = 0 we say (g, r) is triangular. Secondly, considering
2r+ as a map g* ~ g, if this map is surjective, we say (g, r) is factorisable. We will
use "factorisable" and "triangular" for "factorisable quasi triangular" and "triangular
quasi triangular", respectively. We also refer the reader to the paper of Reshetikhin and
Semenov-Tyan-Shanskil ([RSTS88]).
For each finite-dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra g, there exists a canonical
quasitriangular structure, the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin solution:
r =

L

co:(X: ®

X~) + ~ L

(2.1)

i, j

cr.ER+

with R+ the set of positive roots of g, Co:

Ci(C-1)ij(Hi ® H j )

= o:;t and C the Cartan matrix. In Chapter 3,

we concentrate on the Lie algebra structure rather than the coalgebra structure and,
unless otherwise stated, we use this choice.
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Braided-Lie bialgebras

\Ye now consider the braided version of Lie bialgebras, as defined by Majid in [MajOO].
Here we consider the module category gM of a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra 9 and
objects in this category possessing a g-covariant Lie algebra structure. Following the
line suggested by the theory of braided groups, we associate to these objects a braidingtype map generalising the usual flip. If b is a g-covariant Lie algebra in the category

gM. we define the infinitesimal braiding of b to be the operator 'IjJ : b ® b
'IjJ(a 0 b)

=

2,,+

t>

(a 0 b - b ® a) where

t>

---+

b ® b,

is the left action of 9 on b. In fact, 'IjJ is a

2-cocycle in Z~d(b, b ® b).

Definition 2.2.2 ([MajOO]). A braided-Lie bialgebra (b, [ , ]b,Q)

1,S

an object in gM

satisfying the folloll'ing conditions.

i) (b ~ [ , ]b) is a g-covariant Lie algebra in the category.
ii) (b,Q) is a g-covariant Lie coalgebra in the category.
iii)

dQ = V.

There is a braided structure!!. naturally associated to any quasitriangular Lie bialgebra
g~

coming from the adjoint representation.

Definition 2.2.3 ([MajOO]). Take!!. to be the adjoint representation of g. For the Lie
bracket of g, we take the Lie bracket of g. Clearly, this is covariant. For the braidedcobracket we take

for all x E !!.. Here, r is considered as an element of!!. ®!!. in the obvious way. We call

!!. the transmutation of g.
For a finite-dimensional factorisable Lie bialgebra g, this braided structure is very natural. Using the isomorphism 2r+ : g*

---+

9 provided by the factorisability assumption, we

have that §.. is equivalent to the Kirillov-Kostant Lie cobracket, which is the cobracket
given precisely by dualising the Lie bracket of g. Then we see that!!. is self-dual.
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This example will be particularly important

III

Chapter 5 but we will see other

eXalllples not of this type in Chapter 3.

2.2.3

The Drinfel'd double of a Lie bialgebra

The Drinfel'd double is one of the most studied and most used Lie bialgebra constructions
and it will play an equally important role in our study of the triple.

Definition 2.2.4 ([Dri87]). Let 9 be a finite-dimensional Lie bialgebra. The Drinfel'd
double, D(g), is the quasitriangular Lie bialgebra given by

i) 9 E9 g* as base vector space,
ii)

Lie bracket given by 9 as a sub-Lie algebra in the first part, g*op as a sub-Lie
algebra in the second part and bracket between the two given by

for x E g.
iii)

tp E

g*op and

Lie cobracket given by the direct sum cobracket, i.e.

0DX

=

Ox

and

ODtp

=

o*tp

where 0 and 0* are the cobrackets on 9 and g* respectively.
:\T ote that the above coalgebra structure is given by taking r

=L

fa ® e a with {e a } a

basis of 9 and {fa} a dual basis. We see that the double is always quasitriangular.
We have a number of different realisations of the double by other constructions.
Firstly, we have the double cross sum Lie bialgebra, 9

C><l

g*oP. Here the two parts act

on each other and the cross bracket is obtained from this: we think of a simultaneous
two-way semidirect sum. The co algebra is a direct sum. The actions here are mutual
coadjoint actions, namely

tpC>x

= X(1)<tp,X(2)

>

and

tp<lX

= tp(1)<tp(2),X>. Then the

double cross sum has bracket

We refer the reader to [Maj95, Section 8.3] for more details and references. A second is
given by considering a twisted structure, as described below. We will recall a third, the
most relevant as the inspiration for the definition of the triple, at the start of Section 5.1.
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\Ye can obtain many non-trivial structures by twisting simple ones using cohomology.
In our setting of quasitriangular Lie bialgebras we will only focus on twisting cobrackets,
or equivalently, quasitriangular structures. To twist a quasitriangular structure r, we
replace,. by r + \'. where \' E 9 ® 9 satisfies [r,\,]

+ [X,r]

+ [X,X]

=

0 and for all

~ E g~ ad~(x+ \'21) = O. Here, [ , ] is the Schouten bracket as described above. One can

check that (g, [ .

1, r +

\') is indeed again a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. We remark

that the first of these conditions is equivalent to
ad€( (id ® o)X
for all

~ E

+ cyclic + [X, X])

= 0

g. So, in particular, we can satisfy the twisting requirements by choosing X

such that X is symmetric and has (id ® o)X

+ cyclic + [X, X] = O.

Then we can describe the Drinfel'd double as a twisting, as follows.

Theorem 2.2.1 ([STS83]). Let (g, [ , ], r) be a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. There is
a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra 9 .... 9 given by twisting 9 EB 9 by

Moreover, there is a homomorphism D(g)

---7

9 .... 9 of Lie bialgebras which ~s an

isomorphism when 9 is factorisable.

o

The quasitriangular structure on 9 EB 9 we start with in this theorem is rEB -r21, i.e. the
direct sum, taking the opposite quasitriangular structure on the second factor.

2.2.4

The bosonisation constructions for Lie bialgebras

We are now in a position to state the theorem defining double-bosonisation for Lie
bialgebras. Let 9 be a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra.

Theorem 2.2.2 ([MajOO, Theorem 3.10]). For dually paired braided-Lie bialgebras b, c
in the category of left g-modules gM, the vector space b EB 9 EB c has a unique Lie bialgebra
structure b ><:J 9 K

cOP,

the double-bosonisation, such that 9 is a sub-Lie bialgebra, b,

cop
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are Lie subalgebras, and

[x,

for all

;1'

+' 1 =

x(l)

-

< <,0, ;r(~)
> + <,0(1)<
<,0(2), x> + 2r~) < <,0, r~) I> x>
--

E b. ~ E 9 and <,0 E c. Here §.x = xQl ® x~2..

o

Moreover, the double-bosonisation is always quasitriangular. This is established in the
case we will need (c

=

b*) by the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2.3 ([MajOO, Proposition 3.11]). Let b E gM be a finite-dimensional
braided-Lie bialgebra with dual b*.

Then the double-bosonisation b ><:J 9 K

b*op is

quasitriangular with

where {e a} is a basis of b and {fa} is a dual basis, and r is the quasitriangular structure
of g. If g is factorisable then so is the double-bosonisation.

D

We will occasionally refer to the (single) bosonisation, which is defined as follows.
Theorem 2.2.4 (cf. [MajOO, Theorem 3.5]). Let b E gM be a braided-Lie bialgebra.
Its bosonisation is the Lie bialgebra b ><:J 9 with semi-direct sum Lie algebra structure,
namely g, b occurring as Lie subalgebras and [~, xl = ~

I>

x, 9 occurring as a Lie sub-

coalgebra and

for all c; E 9 and x E b.

D

Note that the single bosonisation occurs as a sub-Lie bialgebra of the double bosonisation. With the notation of Theorem 2.2.2 above, b ><:J 9 is the sub-Lie bialgebra of
b ><:J 9 K

cop with base vector space b EB 9 and Lie algebra and coalgebra structures as

in that theorem.
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The quantum setting: Hopf algebras

2.3.1

Coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras

Let k be a field. Throughout we will write Q9 for

Q9k.

Then a unital algebra A over k is

i) a yector space over k with
~

ii) a map m, : A
iii) a nlap

7] :

k

---*

A

---*

A such that m

A such that m

0 (7]

0

Q9

(m ® id) = m

0

(id ® m) and

id) = rn 0 (id ® 7]).

Note: \Ye will not consider non-unital algebras and will henceforth use "algebra" to
mean "unital

algebra'~

.

A coalge bra Cover k is

i) a vector space over k with
ii) a map

~

:C

iii) a map c : C

-+

-+

C 0 C such that (~® id)
k such that (c ® id)

0

0

~ =

(id 0~)

0

~

and

~ = id = (id 0 c) o~.

A bialge bra B over k is

i) an algebra (B, m, 7]) and
ii) a coalgebra
iii)

~

(B,~,

c) with

and c algebra maps.

A Hopf algebra Hover k is

i) a bialgebra (H, m,~, 7], c) over k with
ii) a map 5 : H

---*

H such that m

0

(id 0 5)

0

~ =

7] 0

c= m

0

(50 id)

0

~.
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It can be shown that S is an anti-algebra map (an anti-homomorphism) and an anticoalgebra nlap. We call ~ the coproduct of H, c the counit and S the antipode.
\Ye can extend the concept of a dual in the finite-dimensional setting to that of

a dual pairing, as follows. Two h~-Hopf algebras H, H' are dually paired by a map

< . >: H'

0 H ~ k if

< <.p'l/;, h >

<

~(<.p),

< <.p 0 '1/;, ~(h) >,

<I,h>

c(h),

h 0 g>

<<.p,hg>,

c( <.p)

< <.p, 1 >

<S<.p,h>
for all y ~

I,)

E H' and h, 9 E H. Here

and

<<.p,Sh>

< , >

extends to tensor products pairwise. If H

is finite-dimensional, it is dually paired with the usual dual H* by taking

< , >=

ev.

This is the unique possibility in this case.
We will also need the notion of a convolution-invertible map. If (C,

~,

c) is a coalge-

bra and (A, m~ TJ) an algebra, then the set of linear maps Homk(C, A) has the structure
of an algebra (Homk(C, A), . ,J) via
'P . 'I/; = m

0

(<.p 0 '1/;) o~, that is, (<.p . 'I/;)(c) = <.p(C(1))'I/;(C(2))

and

J = TJ 0 c, i.e. J(c) = c(c)l,
where c E C. An example is the antipode in a Hopf algebra H, which is the convolutioninverse in Homk(H, H) of the identity map. Also, since a dual pairing of Hopf algebras

< , > : H ' 0H

~

k is an element ofHomk(H' 0H, k), we may talk about a convolution-

invertible pairing, namely a pairing invertible under the convolution product in this
algebra.
If A is a k-algebra, a left A-module may be defined as a k-vector space M and a

map 'I/; : A 0 M

---+

M such that 'I/;

natural isomorphism, and 'I/;

0

0

(m 0 id)

(TJ 0 id) = w, where w : k 0 M ~ M is the

=

'I/;

0

(id 0 '1/;). The dual definition, that of a

comodule of a coalgebra, is as follows: if C is a k-coalgebra, a right C-comodule is a
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k-vector space AI together with a map f3 : M

(/3 0 id)

0;3

=

---+

M ® C such that (id ® €) 0 f3 = w- 1 and

(id ® D.) 0 f3. Note that C is a right C-comodule with structure map D..

If ~\I is a right comodule and N C M with f3(N) C N ® C then N is a sub-comodule.
The right sub-comodules of C are the right coideals. The isomorphism theorem for
comodules is as usual by universal algebra arguments.

Definition 2.3.1 (cf. [Dri87]). A quasitriangular bialgebra or Hopf algebra is a pair
(H~ 'R) where H is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra, 'R E H ® H is invertible and satisfies
TO

D.h

= R(D.h)R-l

(D. 0 id)R = R 13 R 23
where R12

=

and

for all h E H,
(id ® D.)R

= R13R12

R 0 1. R 23 = 1 ® R etc.

Importantly, the element R satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation, or braid relations:

Here the subscripts indicate the placement in the triple tensor product, so R12
R13

= R(1) ® 1 ® R(2)

= R® 1,

and R 23 = 1 ® R.

As for Lie bialgebras, we have a definition of factorisable quasitriangular. Let Q
denote the product T(R)R and let

<1> :

H*

---+

H be the map defined by <p

Then (H, R) is factorisable quasitriangular (or just factorisable) if

2.3.2

<1>

f---+

(<p®id)(Q).

is surjective.

Hopf algebras in braided categories

If C is a category, let Obj(C) denote the class of objects of C and Morc(A, B) the set of
morphisms between the objects A and B in C.

Definition 2.3.2. A monoidal category (C, - ® -,1, <1>, 1 ® -, - ® 1) consists of the
following data:

i)
ii)

a category C,
a functor - ® - : C x C

---+

C,
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a natural isomorphism cI> : (- ® - ) ® -

---1

-

® (- ® -), that is, a collection of

functorial isomorphisms
cI>A,B,C:

(A ® B) ® C ~ A ® (B ® C)

for all A. B. C E C satisfying the pentagon identity:

((A®B)®C)®D

cI>A~
cI>A®B,C,D

(A ® (B 0 C)) 0 D

cI> A,B®C,D

(A ® B) ® (C ® D)

.-1 ® (( B ® C) ® D)

id~
A®(B®(C®D))
iv)
v)

a unit object li,
natural isomorphisms li ® -

rv

id, - ® li

id satisfying the triangle condition:

rv

A®B

(-®li~

~li®-)

(A ® li) ® B

) A ® (li ® B)
cI> A,:n.,B

The pentagon identity together with Mac Lane's coherence theorem allow us to consider
a monoidal category to be equivalent to an associative category, in the sense that we
may remove the brackets from expressions such as ((A ® B) ® C) ® D) and write simply

A®B®C®D.
The prototype example of a monoidal category is the category Veck of vector spaces
over a field k. The map - ® - is the usual tensor product of vector spaces and the unit
object is the field, li

=

k.

Now let - ®op - denote the functor defined by A ®op B

= B ® A.
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Definition 2.3.3 ([JS93]). A braided monoidal category (C, -0-, Jl, <P, Jl0-, -0Jl, 'l1)
consists of the following data:

i)
ii)

a monoidal category (C, -

@ -,

Jl, <P, Jl 0 -, - @ Jl),

a natural isomorphism 'l1 : - 0 - ~ -

@op - ,

that is, a collection of functorial

isomorphisms

'l1 A,B : A @ B ~ A 0° P B = B 0 A
for all A. BEe satisfying the hexagon identities:
(A@B)@C

if>~

~0id

A0(B@C)
'" A,B0C

(B0A)0C

!

!

(B 0 C) 0 A

if> B,A,C

B 0 (A 0 C)

if>~B@(C0A)~A,C
A@(B@C)

id0~

~,c

A@(C0B)
if>;;.:c,B

(A@B)0C

!

!'"

(A@C)@B

A0B,C

C0(A0B)

"'A,~(C0A)0B~B
' ,
We will often shorten 'braided monoidal category' to just 'braided category'.

The

hexagon identities together with the functoriality of 'l1 imply the Yang-Baxter equation:

'l1 A,B

0

'l1 A,C

0

'l1 B,C = 'l1 B,C

0

'l1 A,C

0

'l1 A,B·
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This is represented graphically as

The prototype example of a braided category is the module category H M of a quasitriangular bialgebra. Denote the left action of H by
by wv,w(v ® w) =

n('2) I>

w ® n(l)

I>

1>.

Then the braiding map W is given

v for v E V, w E W, with V, W EHM.

We may consider objects in categories with algebraic structures on them. In generality, this is an object together with some morphisms from the category that satisfy the
axioms for the appropriate algebraic structure, when we translate axioms into identities
of morphisms. The first example we will need is that of an algebra in a monoidal category
C. This is a tuple (A,m,

7])

with A E Obj(C), mE Morc(A®A,A) and

7]

E More (:ll. , A)

satisfying the identities in the definition of an algebra in Section 2.3.1. Indeed, the
definition there is of an algebra in the monoidal category Veck'
Recall that if A and B are algebras, we may give A ® B an algebra structure by

=

m®

(mA ®mB)

0

(id®T®id), where mA, mB are the product maps for A and Band

is the tensor product flip map. In a braided category, we replace the (symmetric) flip

T

map

T

with the truly braided map W. This defines the braided tensor product algebra

A® B, with ~ = (mA ®mB)

0

(id® WB,A ®id), as an algebra in the braided category.

This allows us to make the following definition.

Definition 2.3.4 (cf. [Maj94]). A Hop! algebra in a braided category (B, m, n,~, s, §)
'/,s

i) an algebra (B, m, n) in the braided category,
ii)

a coalgebra (B, ~,~) with~ : B

--t

B ~ B and ~ : B

--t

:ll. morphisms in the

category and algebra maps (with respect to the algebra structure on B and the
braided algebra structure on B ® B) and
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B such that mo(id®§)o~ = I1O~ = mo(§®id)o~ (as morphisms

in the category).

We will also use the term 'braided group' for a Hopf algebra in a braided category.
\Ve use the adjective 'braided' to distinguish the Hopf algebra structures in a braided
category~

2.3.3

e.g.

~

is the braided-coproduct of B.

The Drinfel'd double of a Hopf algebra

We now define the Drinfel'd double in the form we will require. We use a variant on the
usual definition, as the Hopf algebras we will use are not necessarily finite-dimensional.
The original reference is [Dri87] but we use a form described in [Maj9S, Chapter 7].

Definition 2.3.5. Let Hand H' be dually paired k-Hopf algebras, paired by the map

< , > : H ®H'

---4

k. Assume that H' has an invertible antipode and denote the (induced)

convolution-inverse of < ,
form H

t><l

>

by < ,

>-1.

Then the Drinfel'd double D(H, H') in the

(H't P is a Hopf algebra, built on the vector space H ® H' with Hand (H't P

sub-Hopf algebras and cross-relations

The product on D(H, H') is given by

and D(H, H') has the tensor product unit, coproduct and counit.

If H

=

H' (Le. H is self-dually paired) or H is finite-dimensional so that H'

=

H*

is forced, we will write simply D(H) for D(H, H) and D(H, H*), respectively. We note
in particular that if H is finite-dimensional, then D(H) is a factorisable quasitriangular
Hopf algebra, with
a

with {e a} a basis of H and {fa} a dual basis. This is related to the categorical coevaluation.
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The bosonisation constructions for Hopf algebras

Bosonisation and double-bosonisation are the two key constructions which make this
inductive approach to the study of the quantized enveloping algebras possible. Bosonisation takes a Hopf algebra and a braided group in its category of modules and combines
these to obtain a new (ordinary) Hopf algebra. Double-bosonisation incorporates the
dual of the braided group as well and again produces a Bopf algebra.
However, bosonisation and double-bosonisation require an additional condition on
the initial Hopf algebra H which forms the input into the constructions. This condition
is the existence of a weak quasitriangular structure on Hand H' dually paired to H.
The existence of a weak quasi triangular structure is, as the name suggests, a weaker
condition than quasitriangularity.

Definition 2.3.6 (cf. [Maj90b]). Let H and HI be dually paired k-H opf algebras, paired
by the map

< , >:

H ® HI ---- k. A weak quasitriangular system consists of H, HI and

a pair of convolution-invertible algebra and anti-coalgebra maps R,
convolution-inverses R- 1 ,

R-1

Rand

R

---- H, with

respectively, such that

i) < 'IjJ, R( <p) > = < <p, R -1 ('IjJ) > for all 'IjJ,
ii)

R : HI

<p E HI and

intertwine the left and right coregular actions L *, R* with respect to the

convolution product . on Homk(H', H):
L*(h)(a)
R*(h)

def

=R

R*(h) =

< h(1)' a>h(2),

R*(h)(a)

def

h(1)< h(2), a>

. L*(h) . R- 1

R . L*(h) . R- 1

where we consider L * : HI ® H ---- H as a map L * (h) : HI ---- H by fixing h E H
(similarly for R* ).
We will denote by WQ(H, HI, R, R) a weak quasitriangular system with the above data.

We may also interpret L* and R* as left and right differentiation operators. We can
now define the bosonisation construction.
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Definition 2.3.7. Let lVQ(H, H', R, R) be a weak quasitriangular system and let B be a
Hopf algebra in the braided category of right H'-comodules, MH'. Let (3 : B
J(b)

=

b(l) 0 b(2). denote the right coaction.

--+

B

Q9

H',

Then the bosonisation of B, denoted

B ><:J H, is the H opf algebra with
i)

underlying vector space B Q9 H,

ii)

semi-direct product by the action I> given by evaluation against the right coaction
of H':
(b Q9 h)(c Q9 g) = b(h(l) I> c) Q9 h(2)g

hI> b = b(1)<h,b(2) >

iii)

V hE H, bE B

semi-direct coproduct by the coaction a of H induced by the right coaction of H'
and the weak quasitriangular structure:
l:::.(b Q9 h) = b(l) Q9 R(b(2) (2))h(l) Q9 b(2) (1) Q9 h(2)
-

iv)
v)

tensor product unit and counit and
an antipode, given by an explicit formula which we omit.

In fact, this is the ;left-handed' version of bosonisation. The 'right-handed' version is
given as follows:

Definition 2.3.8. Let WQ(H, H', R, R) be a weak quasitriangular system and let B be
a H opf algebra in the braided category of left H' -comodules,

HM.

Let (3 : B

--+

H' Q9 B,

(3(b) = b(l) ® b(2), denote the left coaction. Then the right bosonisation of B, denoted
H r:><. B, is the Hopf algebra with

i) underlying vector space H ® B,
ii)

semi-direct product by the action <J given by evaluation against the left coaction of

H':
(h ® b)(g Q9 c) = hg(1) Q9 (b <J 9(2))C

b<J h

=

<h,b(l) >b(2)

V hE H, bE B
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semi-direct coproduct by the coaction a of H induced by the left coaction of H' and
the weak quasitriangular structure:

iv)

te'nsor product unit and counit and

v)

an antipode, given by an explicit formula which we again omit.
Double-bosonisation is defined by combining a left and a right bosonisation, with

some cross relations.

Definition 2.3.9 (cf. [Maj99]). Let WQ(H, H', R, R) be a weak quasitriangular system
and let B be a Hopf algebra in the braided category of right H'-comodules, MH'. Let B'
be another Hopf algebra in the braided category M

H'

with an invertible braided-antipode

and let ev : B 0 B' ~ k be a dual pairing of the Hopf algebra structures in this category.
Then the double-bosonisation B ><:I H K

(B't P of Band (B't P by H is the Hopf

algebra with

i) underlying vector space B 0 H 0 B',
ii)
iii)

sub-Hopf algebras B ><:I H (= B ><:I H 0 1), H K

(B't P , and

cross-relations

for all bE B, c E (B't P •

2.3.5

Pull-backs and push-outs of actions and coactions

We recall the following basic facts from the representation theory of algebras. We will
need these in Chapter 4, where we will want to examine the restriction of Hopf algebra
representations and also pass to certain quotient algebras. In addition, the dual picture
will be needed, that is, the corresponding results for comodules.
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Proposition 2.3.1. Let A be a k-algebra and M a (left) A-module, via the action
[> :

A 0 "~I

---4

l~I. For I <J A an ideal of A, consider the exact sequence of algebras

o -~~

I(

A

i)

IT

~) AI I -~~ 0 .

(2.2)

Then:

AI is an I -module via the pull-back of [> along i:

i)

[> 0

(i ® id) =

I®M

[>1 :

---+

A®M

---+

M.

The sequence (2.2) splits: choose R a set of I-coset representatives, R

ii)

Define kR : AI I
and

7i 0

kR

A by a + I ~ ri if a + I

---4

= ri + I.

=

{ri}.

Then kR is an algebra map

= idA/I.

If the pull-back of [> along i,

[>1

=

[> 0

(i ® id), is zero then M is an AI I -module via

the pull-back of [> along k R :
[> 0

(kR ® id)

= [>A/I

:

AI I ® M

---4

A®M

---+

o

M.

\Ve have rephrased these results somewhat from their usual presentation. In particular,
the condition in ii) that the pull-back of [> along i is zero is more usually expressed as
'1 annihilates M", i.e. for all j E I, m E M, j

[>

m

= o.

We have used this formulation

to ease the dualisation of this proposition to the coalgebra setting, which is as follows:
Proposition 2.3.2. Let C be a k-coalgebra and M a (left) C-comodule, via the coaction

.3 : M

---+

C ® M. For D

<J

C a coideal of C (that is, 6.D C D ® C

+ C ® D),

consider

the exact sequence of coalgebras

o --)

DC

i

) C

IT))

CID - - ) 0 .

(2.3)

Then:

i) M is a C I D-comodule via the push-out of f3 along 7r:
(7r ® id)

ii)

0

f3

= f3C/D

:M

---+

C®M

---+

CI D ® M.

Assume that the sequence (2.3) splits, with a splitting coalgebra map j : C
such that j

0

---+

D

i = idD. Then lvl is a D-comodule via the push-out of f3 along j:

(j ® id)

0

f3 = f3D : M

---+

C®M

---+

D ® M.

o
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Quantized enveloping algebras and their representations

Let k be a field. Recall from Section 2.1.1 the definition of a root datum: let
'I = (l, " Y,X,il : I

clef

Y,i2 : I

= i2i.

be a root datum. Recall also that we set Ci
i Eland let qi

L...,>

L...,>

X)

Fix q E k* such that q2Ci

=I=-

1 for all

qCi.

\Ve will use the symmetric q-integers throughout. These, and the corresponding
q-factorial and q-binomial are defined as follows:
n

[n]~ =

, [n]~ ,.

IT [JL,

[k]i [n - k]i

j=l

Let the identity element of Y be denoted 0 and let Z denote the free Abelian subgroup

Z[il (I)] of Y. We can now define the quantized enveloping algebra Uq('J:) associated to
the root datum 'I over the field k with deformation parameter q.
Definition 2.3.10. We define Uq('I) to be the H opf algebra over k generated by Ei, Fi

(i E I) and K J.L (J.L E Z), subject to relations

(R1) Ko = 1, KJ.LKv = KJ.L+v
(R2) K J.L E·2-- q<J.Lh(i) > E·K
2
J.L
(R3) K J.L F·2-- q-<J.Lh(i) > F·K
2
J.L

The Hopf structure is:

!::1Ei = Ei 0 1 + Hi 0 Ei
!::1Fi = Fi 0 Hi

1

+ 10

Fi

S(Ei) = 0

SEi = -Hi- 1 Ei

c(Fi) = 0

SFi = -FiHi

s(KJ.L)

=1
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Note:

i) There are several definitions of the quantized enveloping algebras in the literature
and this one is a slight modification of that of Lusztig ([Lus93]), who has generators
1{J.t with 11 E

Y. Our definition resembles that of Jantzen in [J an96]' although he

starts with root systems, rather than root data. The reason for the restriction to
generators indexed by the subgroup Z rather than Y is technical and is discussed
below.
ii)
iii)

By relation (Rl),

!(-i

=

!(i-

1

and we will usually write the latter.

Z is finitely generated and we could define Uq(T) using only K i , i

E

I. So Uq(T) is

in fact finitely generated, rather than infinitely generated as it may first appear.
\~/e will also need certain sub algebras of

Uq(T), generated by certain subsets of the

generating set for Uq(T), as follows:

U~(T) = <KJ.t I J-l

E

Z>

U:(T) = <Ei liE I>
U;;(T) = <Fi liE I>

U: (T) = <Ei' KJ.t liE I,

J-l

E Z>

< Fi , K J.t liE I,

J-l

E Z>

U: (T)

=

These subalgebras are the quantized enveloping algebra analogues of the Cartan subalgebra, subalgebras of positive and negative root vectors and the positive and negative
Borel subalgebras, respectively.
Unfortunately, Uq(T) is not a quasitriangular Hopf algebra in general. This is because the analogue of the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin quasitriangular structure for Lie bialgebras
(2.1) involves an infinite sum, since Uq(T) is infinite-dimensional. There are several
approaches to resolving this problem. Drinfel'd ([Dri87]) works in the setting of formal
power series in a deformation parameter; Lusztig ([Lus93, Chapter 4]) introduces a topological completion. However, the notion of weak quasitriangularity (Definition 2.3.6) was
introduced by Majid in order to avoid these and remain in a purely algebraic setting.
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In the context of constructing Uq(~) as a double-bosonisation starting from the Hopf
algebra u~('r)

= k[Z]

(the group algebra of Z), it follows from [Maj02, Proposition 18.7]

that we have a weak quasitriangular system WQ(k[Z], kZ[i2(I)], R, R), as follows. Let

{hi liE I} be a basis of kZ[i~(I)]. Then R(h i ) = Hi and R(h i )

= Hi-I.

To extend this

to the whole of Uq(~), we use Lusztig's pairing between U:(~) and Uq(~), given by
I
(Ei' F j ) = (Qi- -qi)-I<5ij . This induces dual bases {fa} and {e a} and we have the quasiR-matrix, i.e. the formal series 2:a fa 0 ea. Then the R,

R are given by appropriate

evaluations against the pairing ( , ) and this is well-defined. We will not give explicit
formulre here.
Similarly, we obtain a self-duality pairing of Uq~ (~), as follows. For i, j E I, define

( F·2, F·)
J -- -(q.2 - q-I)-I<5..
i
2J

extended to the whole of

U; ('I) 0 U; (~).

and

One proof that this is a dual pairing of

Hopf algebras is in [Jan96, Chapter 6]' where the pairing is expressed as a pairing of
U;(~) with U:(~tP-we recall that we may identify

u:('rt p with U;('I).

As Jantzen

observes, the idea goes back to Drinfel'd. It is in order to have this pairing that we
index the generators of U~(~) by Z rather than Y.
Then we may construct the double of U;(~), D(U;(~)), as in Definition 2.3.3.
As a double cross product, this is U;(~)

IX]

recover Uq('I) as a quotient of D(U; ('I)).

U:(~). Now following Drinfel'd we may

Observe that D(Uq~ (~)) is generated by

{Fi01, 10Ei liE I} U {KJ.t01, 10KJ.t I J-L E Z}. Then the quotient Uq(~) is obtained

by identifying the two Cartan parts, i.e. we impose the relation KJ.t 0 1 = 1 0 Kw
The corresponding ideal defining the quotient is generated by elements of the form
KJ.t 0 K;I - 101. We will refer to the projection IP : D(U;('I))

-*

Uq(~) as Drinfel'd's

projection.
We will not consider all representations of Uq(~) but as usual concentrate on those
modules that decompose into weight spaces.
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Definition 2.3.11 (cf. [Lus93, §3.4.1]). If 'I

= (I, .

,Y, X, < ,

>, iI, i2) is a root

datum, a (left) Uq('I)-module M is said to be a weight module if it is the direct sum of

its weight spaces. The weight space M A associated to A E X is defined as

where t> denotes the left action.
\Ye may rephrase this in terms of coactions. We have a duality pairing of group Hopf

« , »: k[Z]0k[X-] ~ k given by «Kf-L' LA » =
{LA I A E ~\""} is a basis for k[X]. So we may write

algebras
Here.

q<f-L,A> for all /-L E Z, A EX.

That is. m has eigenvalue «Kf-L' LA» for the action of Kf-L.
Further. we have the coaction /3 : M ~ M 0 k[X], /3(m) = LA m A 0 LA, where
m =

LA m A is the (unique) decomposition of m with m A E M\ which exists since

AI =

EBA JIA.

then Kf-L t> m

This coaction is dual to the action of k[Z]

= «Kf-L' m(2) »m(1).

=U~('I): if /3(m) = m(1)0m(2),

The weight space MA is then the set of m E M

with /3(m) = m 0 LA' We denote the category of Uq('I)-weight modules by cr Mwt . If

M = EBAEX MA is a Uq('I)-weight module, let Pcr(M) = {A E X

I MA i-

O} be the set

of weights of M.
Among the set of weights of a module, the dominant weights are particularly important. We extend the definition of dominant in [Lus93, §3.5.5] slightly, as we will need
to consider weights and their properties with respect to more than one quantized enveloping algebra. So we define dominance relative to certain subsets of I, namely those
whose image in the cocharacter lattice is linearly independent. As noted by Lusztig, one
can define dominance without this linear independence but it is of no use.

Definition 2.3.12. Let 'I

= (I, "

Y,X,

any subset S C I such that the set {il (s)

< ,

>,il,i2) be a root datum. For A E X and

I s E S}

is linearly independent in Y, we say

A is S -dominant if < il (s), A> E N for all s E S. Denote the set of S -dominant A E X

by D§(X).
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For any weight A, we have two important modules, the Verma module M(A) and the
\Veyllllodule L(A) of highest weight A. For brevity, write U for Uq('J:) and fix A E X.
Then, following Jantzen ([Jan96]), we first define the left ideal

J).. =

L U Ei + L U(Ki iEI

The Vern1a module is defined as l\I(A)

q(i 1 (i).A)).

iEI
def

U/ J).. and generated by the coset of 1, denoted

v)... This has the following universal property: if M is a U-module and vEMA is a

vector of weight A such that Eiv = 0 for all i E I, then there exists a unique U-module
homomorphism y : l\I(A)

---*

M with <p(v)..) = v.

The Verma module "~I(A) has a unique maximal submodule. The Weyl module L(A)
is defined to be the unique maximal simple factor of M(A).

Chapter 3

Lie induction
Lie bialgebras occur as the principal objects in the infinitesimalisation of the theory
of quantum groups-the semi-classical theory. Their relationship with the quantum
theory has made available some new tools that we can apply to classical questions. In
this chapter, 've study the simple complex Lie algebras using the double-bosonisation
construction of Majid. This construction expresses algebraically the induction process
given by adding and removing nodes in Dynkin diagrams, which we call Lie induction.
\Ve first analyse the deletion of nodes, corresponding to the restriction of adjoint
representations to subalgebras. This uses a natural grading associated to each choice of
deletion. \Ve give explicit calculations of the module and algebra structures in the case
of the deletion of a single node from the Dynkin diagram for a simple Lie (bi-) algebra
in the Appendix on page 119.
\Ve next consider the inverse process, namely that of adding nodes, and give some
necessary conditions for the simplicity of the induced algebra. Finally, we apply these
to the exceptional series of simple Lie algebras, in the context of finding obstructions
to the existence of finite-dimensional simple complex algebras of types E g , F5 and G 3 •
In particular, our methods give a new point of view on why there cannot exist such an
algebra of type Eg.
Throughout, unless otherwise stated, we work over the field of complex numbers C,
although many of the definitions and some of the results can be extended to fields of
characteristic not two. We will make further comment on this later.
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Deletion

For an algebra-subalgebra pair (g, go), go C g, with 9 and go semisimple, define the
corank of go in 9 to be corank(g~ go)

= rank(g) - rank(go). In this chapter, we will

mostly concern ourselves with corank-one pairs. We will later comment on the extension
to higher coranks.
Our aim is to associate to each corank-one pair of finite-dimensional semisimple
complex Lie bialgebras (g, go), go C g, a go-module b = b(g, go) which, with the additional structure of a braided-Lie bialgebra, realises the induction from go to 9 given
by an isomorphislll of Lie bialgebras of 9 with the double-bosonisation (Theorem 2.2.2)
b ><:J go t::>< b*oP. Here, go denotes a suitable central extension of 90 which raises the
rank by one.
To do this, we use a combination of structure theory and representation theory to
give some general tools, described below, and we give our explicit calculations in an
Appendix. It is clear that without loss of generality we may assume the larger algebra
9 is simple. However, we do not in general assume that the sub algebra go is simple.

3.1.1

Gradings associated to simple roots

\Ye exhibit here a Z-grading associated to each choice of simple root in a Lie algebra
g. It is this grading that will give us most of the information we need to determine the
braided-Lie bialgebra b discussed above.
Choose a Cartan sub algebra 1) for g, a simple complex Lie algebra, and let R be the
associated root system. Let S
where l

=

dim 1)

=

= {al," . ,al}

be a base of simple positive roots for R

rank(g). Choose a Weyl basis for g, as follows: 9 is generated by

elements Hi E 1) corresponding to the

ai

and elements xt E gQ:i, X i- E g-Q:i satisfying

[xt, X i-] = Hi' In particular, we have the Weyl relations
[Hi,xt]

=

CijXt,

[Hi, Xj] = -CijX j[ xt , X j-

]

=0

if i

:f: j
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where C is the Cartan matrix associated to g. The full basis is

where R+ is the set of positive roots in R. We could use the root datum setting described
in Section 2.1.1 but we will see that all the information we will need is specified by
knowledge of the elements of R+.
\Ye will want to consider subsets of the negative roots to define b and we will work
with the coordinate system provided by S, i.e. if a is a root we can write a
and we haye all k i
Cl

E

> 0 if and only if a

E R+ and conversely all ki

L:~=1 ki a i

< 0 if and only if

R-. the set of negative roots. When a is written in this way, we may define the

support of a to be the set Supp(a) = {ai E S I ki
of ai in a: multi(a)
a

=

= L:~=1 kiCli.

def

=I O}. We will call ki the multiplicity

k i . Finally, define the height of a to be ht(a)

=

L:!=1 ki'

if

In particular, the simple roots ai E S have height one.

Since we have assumed 9 to be simple, there exists a unique root A in R+ with
maximal height, i.e. ht(a) < ht(A) for all a

=I A, a

E R (see, for example, [Hum78,

Lemma 10A.A]). We will call A the highest root in R. We recall that

xt is the highest

weight vector in the adjoint representation. The coordinate expression for A as a root,
A

= L:~=1 mi ai,

may therefore be obtained from the expression for A in the basis of

fundamental weights via multiplication by C- 1 . For later use, we record these dual
expressions for the irreducible root systems (labelled by the Cartan type) in Table 3.1.
In what follows, we use parentheses ( . , ... , .) for vectors in the root basis provided by S
and square brackets [. , ... , .] for weights using the fundamental weights {Wi

I 1 < i < l}

(dual to S) as basis. We will use the notation Wo for the zero weight [0, ... ,0].
Observe also that ht(A) = h - 1, where h is the Coxeter number of 9 ([Bou68, Ch.
6, Prop. 1.11.31]).
Let J be a subset of {I, ... ,l}. A root deletion of J is defined to be a 4-tuple
(g, J, go, [,), where go is a subalgebra of 9 generated by a choice of 3(l -

IJI)

generators

{H,t, X:+ X~ l i d J} and [, is the Lie algebra map extending a choice of set map
[;: {Hi, X/, Xi- I i ~ J} -+ {Hi, X/, X i- I i ~ J} to a map go ~ g. Note that to give [;
1.'

1.

'jZ:

and hence [" it is sufficient to give a permutation on the complement J of J in {I, ... ,l}.
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Highest root, A

.-L

(1,1, ... ,1)

Bl

(1,2,2, ... ,2)

Cl
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ht(A)

Wad,

highest weight of adjoint representation

[1,0,0, ... ,0, 1]

= WI

2/- 1

[0,1,0, ... ,0]

= W2

(2.2 .... ,2,1)

2/- 1

[2,0,0, ... ,0]

=

Dl

(1.2,2 .... ,2.1,1)

2/-

3

[0,1,0, ... ,0]

= W2

E6

(1 ,-,
.) 'J-, 3 ,-,
.) 1)

11

[0, 1,0,0,0,0]

= W2

E-;

(2.2,3,4.3,2,1)

17

[1,0,0,0,0,0,0]

= WI

E8

(2.3,4.6,5,4,3,2)

29

[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1] =

F4

(2,3,4,2)

11

[1,0,0,0]

= WI

G'2

(3,2)

5

[0,1]

= W2

+Wl

2WI

Ws

Table 3.1: Expressions for highest roots in the irreducible root systems
In the case when

IJI =

1, J

= {ad}

we write (9,d,90,t). Clearly, the Dynkin diagram

for 90 is given by deleting the nodes in the Dynkin diagram for 9 corresponding to the
aj, j E J. The map t defines an embedding of the Dynkin diagram of 90 into that for 9

in the obvious way.
,Ye will use the following shorthand notations for
map or write

t ; algebraically' ,

t.

We write id if

l,

is the identity

if possible. For example, we may write i ~ i

embedding of (the diagram) A3 into A4 given by 1 ~ 2, 2 ~ 3, 3
will write

t

1--7

+ 1 for

the

4. Otherwise we

in two-row permutation notation, with 90 on top, although it will not be a

genuine permutation as the label sets will differ.
,Ye now restrict to the case

IJI

= 1, J =

{ad}, i.e. the deletion of one simple root.

Let 9 be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra.
Lemma 3.1.1. Associated to each simple root ad E S, there is a Z-grading of 9 given by

the ad-multiplicity as follows. Define multd(X;)

= multd(a),

a E R, and multd(Hi )

=0

for all i = 1, ... ,l. Set
9[i] = span((:{ x E 9 I mUltd(x) =

with the convention spanc{0}

i},

= {a}. Then 9 = EBiEZ9[i)'

Proof: This is immediate from the additivity of multd(-), coming from the additivity
in the root system.

o
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);fote that this is not the trivial Z-grading of a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra,
with g as the zero part and all other components zero. In the above grading, the zero
part is g[O]

=

go, a central extension of the sub algebra go C g generated by all the

generators of g except H d ,
is 2 . n1ultd(A)

1 < multd(A)

+1

xt and

)(i.

The number of non-zero graded components

(A the highest root in g) and we see from Table 3.1 that we have

= m'd <

6 in general and md

< 3 if d is chosen such that go is simple.

The n10st in1portant property of this grading is that it gives the restriction or branching of the adjoint representation of g to the subalgebra go.

Proposition 3.1. 2. For i

i-

0, g[i] is an irreducible go -module. Also, g[O]

= go EB C

as

go-modules.
Proof: The action of go is induced by the bracket in g and it is then clear that the g[iJ

are go-modules by the grading property.
That the g[i] ~ i

i-

0, are irreducible may be deduced from a result of Azad, Barry

and Seitz ([ABS90]). Their results concern algebraic groups over more general fields
but the parts

\\'e

need are root system-theoretic and so carry across immediately. The

appropriate theorem in their paper is Theorem 2.

Note.' We observe that for i

= ±1, ±md,

D

the irreducibility of g[iJ is immediate. The

modules g[±l] have a primitive generator, namely Xi; for g[-l]' this highest weight
vector has highest weight given by the negative of the dth row of the Cart an matrix
for g with the dth column deleted and re-ordered according to that induced by the
embedding

f., :

go

'"--7

g. The modules g[±md] have a unique lowest weight vector,

xt·

These observations are useful for the calculations we perform later.

The above grading is related to double-bosonisation as follows. Let n- be the standard negative Borel subalgebra of g, so n- = fJ EB L:cxER- gcx. Let b be the Lie ideal of
n- generated by Xi. A basis for b is {X;

I ad E Supp(a)} and we have the following.
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Proposition 3.1.3. Let 9 be a finite-dimensional simple complex Lie bialgebra. Choose
a simple root of g, ad. Then we have the decomposition

lL'ith go generated by all the ge'nerators of 9 except H d ,

xt and Xi

and b = EBi<O g[i]'

a Z-graded braided-Lie bialgebra.
Proof: This follows from Proposition 4.5 of [MajOO] and the definition of the grading

o

associated to ad in Lemma 3.1.1.

3.1.2

Automorphisms

Note that in both deletion and induction, we need to take account of the existence of
graph automorphisms of some of the Dynkin diagrams associated to the simple Lie algebras. which we will call diagram automorphisms. In deletion, we see certain symmetries
appearing in the results of our calculations. There are relatively few automorphisms to
take care of-the list of simple Lie algebras with non-trivial automorphism group is as
follows: Al (with automorphism group Aut 9

= Z/(2)), D4 (83), Dl, l >

5 (Z/(2)) and

E6 (12/(2)). Observe that these are all simply-laced algebras, that is, there is only one
root length in the root system.
As a result of the existence of these automorphisms, we want to consider certain
deletions (as defined in Section 3.1.1) equivalent. It is diagram automorphisms that
lead us to insist on specifying the embedding [, as part of the deletion data but we now
record which give essentially the same data. By "essentially", we mean that we may not
find the same modules but may find their duals (where they are different). There will
be IAut gl·IAut gol equivalent deletions (g, -, go, -). We list the equivalent deletions in
Table 3.2.
We note that the potentially interesting case of the triple symmetry in the diagram
for D4 does not yield three different representations but g[-l] = V(W2 ; A 3 ) =
all cases.

1\ 2(V)

in
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9

90

Equivalent deletions

AI-t-l

Al

(A 1+1, 1, AI, it---> i

+ 1),

(A l + 1 , 1, AI, it---> 1- i

(A 1+ 1 , I, AI, id), (A l + 1, I, Al,i t---> I - i

D4

+ 2),

+ 1)

0 ~ ~)), (D4, 1, A (! ~ ~)),
(D ,3,A U~~)), (D ,3,A (! ~i)),
(D 4 ,4,A 3 ,id), (D 4,4,A 0 ~ i))

.4.3

(D.j, 1, A 3 ,
4

3,

3,

3,

4

3,

DI+l

(D 1+1, I - 1, A I,

Al

(123 ...
123 .. ·

1-1
I )) ,
1-11+1

(D 1+1, I - 1, A I, ( 1+1
1
2
3 '" l-1 l ))
l-1
l-2'"
2 1
,
(Dl+l, I, AI, id), (Dl+ 1, I, Al, it---> I - i
E6

D5

+ 1)

(E6, 1, D5,

0 § ~ ~ ~)), (E6, 1, D 5, 0 § ~ ~ ~)),

(E6, 6, D5,

(i ~ ~ ~ ~)),

(E6, 6, D5,

(i

~ ~ ~ ~))

Table 3.2: Equivalences of deletion data arising from diagram automorphisms.

3.1.3

Summary of deletions

\Ye giYe here a summary of our calculations, with the details reserved for the Appendix.
Firstly, in the above we did not consider how we obtained Al

=

.6[2,

since Al does

not have a simple semisimple subalgebra. However, Majid observed in [MajOO] that the
procedure of deleting all the roots from a Lie algebra, leaving just the Cart an subalgebra,
and its corresponding induction make sense and he gives general formulre there. A priori,
this does not fit within our deletion scheme. However, we may consider 1) = <C . H as
the central extension of the zero Lie algebra (which has empty Dynkin diagram). Note
that conventionally the zero Lie algebra is not considered to be simple, being Abelian.
From the point of view of Lie induction, one could argue that it ought to be included in
the classification.
We give the details of this deletion here:

(AI<C) Deletion (AI, 1, 1)

=

<C. H, -)

b-l is spanned by X- and we have as action H

I>

X-

=

-2X-. For the dual,

bl, we choose as basis X+ with X+(X-) = -1 (the negative of the usual choice).
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=

2X+. We consider b-l
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= <C . X-

as a braided-Lie bialgebra with

the zero bracket and cobracket and this induces the same for bl. Note that the
infinitesimal braiding is also zero.
One may check that <C . H with the zero bracket, the quasitriangular structure
r

=

iH 0 H and the above action gives the double-bosonisation

with the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin quasi triangular structure. Here we do not need to
make a furt her central extension.
\Ye now giYe a table (Table 3.3) summarising the remainder of our calculations, that
is. for the (equivalence classes of) deletions (g, d, go, l,) with corank(g, go)

=

1 and both g

and go simple. From Proposition 3.1.3, we know that b, the braided-Lie bialgebra arising
from deletion, is graded with irreducible components and it is these modules occurring
in b that \\"e give here. More details of the full braided-Lie bialgebra structure are given
in the Appendix. \Ve also indicate the type of representation, i.e. trivial, the natural
representation, a spin representation, etc.

@
Table
0

d

A'+1 l
Bl+1 1
Cl+1 1
Dl+l
E7
E8

90

/'

Al

id

Bl
Cl

i

1

Dl

7

E6
E7

8

Bl+1 l + 1 Al
Cl+ 1 l + 1 Al
Dl +1 l + 1 Al
2
E6
A5
2
E7
A6
2
E8
A7

1

1n d

+1
i ~i+1
i~i+1

2

id

1

id

~

3.~~: SUIIl mary

i

I [,-I=Ol-11
wl

natural

WI

natural
natural

2

I WI
I WI
I W6
I W7

i~l-i+l

2

WI

natural

i~l-i+l

1

2Wl

Sym 2 (natural)

i~l-i+l

1

W2

(12345)
13456

2

W3

(123456)
134567

2

W3

(1234567)
1345678

3

1

~
"'tj

of deletions
b-2

=

9[-2]

Wo

natural

(")

W3

1\ 2 (natural)
1\3 (natural)
1\3 (natural)
1\3 (natural)

Wo

trivial

W2

1\2 (natural)

Wo

trivial

WI

natural

WI

natural

trivial

2

id

2

3Wl

Sym3 (natural)

Wo

trivial

F4

1

C3

i

2

W3

Wo

trivial

F4

4

B3

id

2

w3

SpIn

WI

natural

E6

1

i~

7-i

1

W4

positive spin

E7
E8

1

D5
D6

i~8-i

2

W5

negative spin

Wo

trivial

1

D7 i

2

W6

positive spin

WI

natural

9-i

~

W6
Wo

~

~

0

1\6 (natural)
1\ 6 (natural)

W6

natural

5-i

t;j
~
tJ
c:::

trivial

WI

~

~
t:-;

3

G2

9[-3]

~

(~)

1

=

~

Al
Al

G2

b-3

CJ1
~
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Induction

\ Ve now begin the programme to analyse the classification of the simple Lie algebras
using the representation-theoretic approach of Lie induction. This gives a somewhat
different perspective to the usual method for classifying the simple Lie algebras using
the geometry and combinatorics of the root systems.
Our first task is to see to what general principles we can extract from the above
analysis of deletions to give necessary conditions for braided-Lie bialgebras to induce
simple Lie algebras.

More precisely, we wish to analyse the properties required by

a braided-Lie bialgebra b in the module category of a finite-dimensional simple Lie
algebra 90 so that the double-bosonisation b ><:J

90 K

b*op is again finite-dimensional

and simple.
In particulaL \ve would like to understand what the obstructions are that limit
the classification to the known series and exceptionals. This could suggest whether or
not relaxing certain axioms would alter the classification, e.g. using quasi-Lie algebras.
To do this, we use a classification of irreducible modules satisfying two key necessary
conditions. This determines the modules which may appear as irreducible components
in b, \,"hich we know to be graded. Then if no such modules exist for a given simple 90,
there can be no induction.

3.2.1

Necessary conditions for Lie induction

The key idea is that we are considering modules which are potential subsets of roots in
irreducible root systems and the following conditions come from this and the structure
discussed in the previous section. Firstly, we recall (Lemma 3.1.1) that we can consider
a simple Lie algebra 9 to be Z-graded by choosing a simple root ad and grading by
multd(X;=) = multd(a), multd(Hi ) = O. So we have the condition

(1)

b should be a finite-dimensional graded braided-Lie bialgebra.

That is, b

=

EBj2-m bj,

[bj, bk 1 C bj+k (possibly zero) with m

homogeneous parts should be irreducible:

<

00.

Next, the
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bj should be irreducible for all j = -1, ... , -m.

This con1es from the theorems of [ABS90l. For conditions on the candidates for the b·

J'

we look to the underlying irreducible root system. Any root system of a Lie algebra has
one-dimensional root spaces so we require
(3)

bj has all its weight spaces one-dimensional.

Also, there can be at most two root lengths and the roots of the same length and height
must be conjugate under the Weyl group of 90 ([ABS90]) so
(4)

bj has at most two \Veyl group orbits.

This can be rephrased in terms of dominant weights:

(4')

bj has at most two dominant weights.

\\"e will see that the conditions (3) and (4) are very restrictive when combined. We say
a module is defining if it satisfies (3) and (4) (equivalently, (3) and (4')).
\Ve also need a property related to the grading on b. When discussing calculating
deletions, we observe that b-2 must be a submodule of
module map [ ,
(5)

II b-l' and similarly for higher indices.

1\2 (b-l),

by considering the

So, we require

bk occurs as a submodule of bi Q9 bj for all i,j such that i

+j

= k.

This follows from considering the bracket maps, which will be module maps, and Schur's
lemma. If i

= j = k/2,

we require that bk occurs as a submodule of

1\ 2(bi).

We will classify the defining modules for the simple Lie algebras in the next section
but we can immediately see that the trivial module satisfies conditions (3) and (4) and
so is a candidate. However, the following theorem discounts this possibility.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let 9 be a finite-dimensional simple quasi triangular complex Lie bialgebra and <C be its trivial representation. Then
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as Lie bialgebras. 'Where 5l-:; (<C) has the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin Lie cobracket.
Proof: Let <C be spanned by x- and its dual <C* be spanned by x+. As braided-Lie

bialgebras, <C and <C* are trivial: they have zero bracket and braided-cobracket, by antisymmetry. Note that \\'e can therefore dispense with the "op" on <C*. We fix the dual
pairing as

< .r- , ;1'+ >

= 1.

\Ye have made a central extension to g: explicitly, let this be

9=

9 EB <C . h. The

central extension acts on <C by h t> x- = x- and this induces h t> x+ = -x+ on the dual.
This centrally-extended algebra becomes a bialgebra with the quasitriangular structure

r = r +h0

h.

\Ye now make the double-bosonisation and examine the resulting brackets. Firstly,
[g, ;1'-]
[g. h]

=

=

[g, x+]

= 0 since 9 is acting trivially

and h spans a central extension, that is,

O. To see that we have a copy of S[2(<C) from <C . x- EB <C . h EB <C . x+, we must

calculate the bracket between x- and x+ as given by the double-bosonisation formulre.
\Ye haye

[x-, x+ 1 = (x-)Ql< x+, (x-)@>

+ (x+)Ql< (x+)@' x- >

+ 2f~) < x+, f~) t> (x-) >
= 0 + 0 + 2r~) < x+, r7) t> (x-) > + 2h< x+, h t> x- >

= O+2h<x+,x->
= 2h.
\Ve can re-choose our basis vectors as H = -2h, x- =

X-,

x+ = x+ to see that we

indeed have S[2 (C) as a Lie algebra.
So, we have C ><:J 9G>< C*op '" 9 EBS[2 (C) as Lie algebras and it remains to check that
we have a direct sum as Lie coalgebras. Double-bosonisation gives us the Lie cobracket
on <C as follows.

oX-

= Ox- = §.,x- + f(2)

0 f(1)

= 0 + r(2) 0 r(l)

t>

x- -

f(1) t>

t> x- - r(l) t> x-

x- 0
0

f(2)

r(2)
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= 0 + h ® x1

= 2(X

_

- x- ® h

1
® H - H ® X-) = 2(X- 1\ H).

Sin1ilarly, we have oX+ = ~ C\"+ 1\ H). Equivalently, we see that the quasitriangular
structure given by double-bosonisation (Proposition 2.2.3) is
.new

1

~
'""" fa
1
=l+L
0e a =r+ h ®h+x + ®x-=r+-H®H+X+®X-

4

a

where La fa 0 ea is a sum over {e a } a basis for b

=

<C and {fa} is a dual basis. This

is the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin quasitriangular structure. Hence, we have a direct sum as
bialgebras.

o

\Ye note that this result is independent of the choice of quasitriangular structure on g,
since 9 acts trh'ially in any case.
\\Tith respect to the induction procedure, this excludes the choice b-l
for all simple Lie algebras. Note that choosing b-l

=

<C fixes bj

= V(wo) = <C

= 0 for all

j

<

-2 by

property (5) above together with the anti-symmetry required by a (graded) Lie bracket .

.
)

\\'e have

1\"' <C

= 0 and b-2 is required to be a submodule of this, so is zero, and this

forces all the remaining bj to be zero. So, to our list we add the property
(6)

b-l is not trivial.
An additional result, which we will refer to later, was given by Majid:

Lemma 3.2.2 (cf. [MajOO, Corollary 4.2]). Let 9 be a quasitriangular finite-dimensional
simple complex Lie algebra and let b be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation
with

1\ 2 b isotypical.

Then the double-bosonisation b ><:J 9K

b*op is again simple quasi-

triangular and of strictly greater rank. Here, b has zero bracket and braided-cobracket
and

9 is

a (one-dimensional) central extension of g.

o

Unfortunately, as we will see in our explicit calculations, the above condition on b is
rarely, if ever , satisfied outside the A series and so the usefulness of this lemma is limited.

It remains, however, one of very few positive results (Le. guaranteeing simplicity of the
output) based on conditions on b.
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Classification of defining modules

\Ye now classify the irreducible defining modules for the simple Lie algebras, that is,
those irreducible modules satisfying conditions (3) and (4) above. To do this, we combine
a result of Howe (as described by Stembridge ([Ste03])) with some analysis of dominant
weights. Howe's result classifies weight-multiplicity-free highest weight modules, that is,
those with all weight spaces associated to non-zero weights being one-dimensional. This
is almost property (3) above. We then examine this relatively short list to determine
the defining modules for each simple Lie algebra.
In our notation and the terminology of Stembridge, Howe's result is as follows:

Theorem 3.2.3 ([How9S]). Let g be a finite-dimensional simple complex Lie algebra.
Then a non-trivial irreducible g-module V(A) has one-dimensional weight spaces if and
only if

i) A is minuscule,
ii)

A is quasi-minuscule and g has only one short simple root,
g

=

C3

= SP6

iv) g

=

Al

= Sll+l

iii)

and A =

W3,

or

and A = mWl or A =

mWl

A weight A is called minuscule if < A, a>

for some mEN.

< 1 for

all a E R. In [Hum78], a dominant

minuscule weight is called minimal and an alternative characterisation is given, namely,
if f-l is also dominant and f-l

-< A then

f-l = A. Here

-< is the usual partial ordering on

weights. In [PSY98], non-zero minuscule dominant weights are called microweight. We
include the zero weight in the minuscule weights. Minuscule weights are also discussed
in the exercises to Chapter 6 of [Bou68]. Note that non-zero minuscule weights do not
exist for all Dynkin types.
A weight A is called quasi-minuscule if

< A, a > < 2 for

all a E R and there exists a

unique a' E R such that < A, a' > = 2. For an irreducible root system, there is a unique
dominant quasi-minuscule weight, namely the short dominant root. The modules V(A),

A quasi-minuscule, are called short-root representations in [PSY98].
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Table 2 in [PSY98] gives the following lists of (non-zero) minuscule and quasiminuscule weights:
N on-zero minuscule weights:

1<i

<1

Al

~'i ~

B/

u.,'1

Eo WI, W6

CI

WI

E7

Dl

WI, Wl-I, Wl

w..,.
I

Quasi-minuscule weights:
Al

[1. 0, 0, ... ~ 0, 1] (adjoint)

Bl

E7

WI

~'1

E8

W8

Gl

w'~

F4

W4

D/

,......",~

G2 WI

E6

u....':J

The modules satisfying (3) and (4) (the defining modules) can therefore be calculated
by striking out of the above classification all those with too many orbits.
Theorem 3.2.4 ([Baz04]). Let g be a finite-dimensional simple complex Lie algebra.
The following is a list of all weights A such that the highest weight g -module V (A)
satisfies properties (3) and (4).
Al

w'o, W, 2w, 3w

AI, 1>2 wo, Wi (1

< i < l),

2WI, 2Wl

E6

Wo, WI, W6

E7

wo, w7

Bl

WO, WI, WI

E8

Wo

G3

WO, WI, W3

F4

Wo

Gl , l>4 wo, WI
Dl

G2 WO, WI

WO, WI, WI-I, WI

Proof: The trivial module V(wo) satisfies (3) and (4) for all types. It is well-known that

the minuscule weights give rise to modules with exactly one Weyl group orbit ([Hum78],
[PSY98]). Indeed, this is often given as essentially the definition.
Taking the types with only one short simple root excludes

W2

for Gl of the quasi-

minuscule weights since Gl has l - 1 short simple roots and to avoid repetitions in the
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labelling we haye I > 3. Of the remaining quasi-minuscule weights, we exclude the
algebra-weight pairs corresponding to adjoint representations, namely

since in these cases the zero weight occurs with multiplicity l, the rank of

{J,

which is

greater than one.
For (F-l~ ""'-l). the zero weight has multiplicity two, so is excluded. We find that V(W3)
for C3 (the long root representation) has two Weyl group orbits; the zero weight does
not occur. (\Ye used LiE ([yL94]) to obtain this information.)
For (.-h,

717 ....'

(=

717 ....'1

=

lnu.,'l)) ,

we have

W

already-it is minuscule-and if m > 4,

it is eas~" to see that 1'(mw) has more than two orbits. We are left with m
For m

=

=

2 or 3.

2. we haye 1'(2w) = Sym:2(V) (V the natural representation) and this has two

orbits. the zero weight orbit and one other. For m

=

3, V(3w)

=

Sym3 (V) does not

contain the zero weight but does have exactly two orbits.
Finally, for (At (l

> 2), mWl), m = 1 is covered by the minuscule case and if m > 3

there are more than two orbits, as is easily seen. However, (Az (l > 2),2wl) is kept:

F(2....'1) = Sym:2(V) (V the natural representation) has exactly two orbits. Since
dual tom..;.)l,

3.2.3

\\"e

mWl

is

o

are done.

Induction for the exceptional series

In the remainder, we examine the question of extending the (known) exceptional series.
In particular, we show how our method indicates the obstructions to there being a
finite-dimensional simple Eg, F5 or G3.

There are several different levels at which

these obstructions may occur. The first is that there may be no appropriate choices of
modules to feed into the induction, as a result of the classification of the previous section.
The second is that, should suitable modules exist, these may not admit a braided-Lie
bialgebra structure, to satisfy property (1) of Section 3.2.1. Thirdly, although we might
be able to find suitable candidates, we might find that candidates obtained via different
induction routes may not coincide.
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Our general algorithm is as follows, suggested by the six properties we listed in
Section 3.2.1. \Ye should take a simple algebra 90 of rank l and examine the list of
defining modules in Theorem 3.2,4 to find a candidate V(Al) for 0-1, the first graded
part of the braided-Lie bialgebra 0 we need. By Theorem 3.2.1, we exclude the trivial
module '-(""'0) as a choice for 0-1. Next calculate 1\2(V(Al)): if this is zero or has no
irreducible submodules which are defining modules (for 90)' we stop here. Otherwise,
such a submodule. together with the zero subspace, is a candidate V(A2) for 0-2. We
then see if there are non-zero maps from 0-1 ® 0-2 into any defining module V(A3) for
90 satisfying the properties of a bracket, namely anti-symmetry and the (graded) Jacobi

identity. If there is such a map, then V(A3) is a candidate for 0-3, and we repeat the
process~

considering maps from OJ ® Ok to defining modules to find candidates for OJ+k.

\Ye now apply this algorithm to the appropriate simple algebras of rank 8, 4 and 2,
to see in \\·hat respect the construction of E9, F5 and 03 fails.

The first obvious line of attack is to consider induction from Es. We may deal with
this easily. as Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.4 show that there are no possible choices for

0-1 and hence no inductions. In fact, this is a stronger statement than we need as
by considering the deletion from E9, whose Cart an matrix we know, we would require

0-1 = V(w'8; E8) = E8 (the adjoint representation). Clearly, we cannot have this as
there is the eight-dimensional Cartan subalgebra, so the zero weight space is not onedimensional. This is the first type of obstruction described above.
Of course , we could also look to induce from the other series. If we consider induction
from D 8 , then we will require 0-1

= V(W7; D8);

the embedding of Ds in E9 we choose

is " : i .-- 10 - i, where the labelling of the Dynkin diagram for E9 follows the usual
pattern for El, l

=

6,7,8. As desired, V(W7; Ds) is a defining module for D8 but we

have 1\2(V(W7; Ds))

= V(W2; D8) EB V(W6; Ds)

and neither of these is defining. So we

are forced to take OJ

= 0 for j < -2 and our first

candidate for the braided-Lie bialgebra

inducing E9 is 0 = V (W7 ; Ds). This would yield a Lie algebra of dimension 377.
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At this point. we need to know if F(W7; D8) admits an appropriate braided-Lie bialgebra structure. \Ye n1ust have the zero braided-Lie bialgebra structure, since the
grading property implies that both F(W7; D8 ) and its dual should be Abelian Lie algebras and so by dualisation the cobrackets must be zero. But for a module to be a
braided-Lie bialgebra with the zero structures, the infinitesimal braiding 'tjJ must be zero.

In the case where

/\:2 b is

isotypical, we have Lemma 3.2.2, the proof of which shows

that we illay kill the cocycle 'tjJ with the central extension. Of course, this lemma does
not apply here since

/\:2

l' (w7 ; D 8) is not isotypical. This illustrates the second type of

obstruction described above.
For the third type, we will examine the induction route through A 8 •
the correct Dynkin diagram, we must choose b_ 1
_
/., -

(1:23-1567S)
134567S9'

Now

/\2 V(W3; As) =

= V(W3; A8);

To give

the embedding is

V([O, 1,0,1,0,0,0,0] ; As) EB V(W6; As) and

1'(w'6 ; As) is a defining module for As so we have the choice of V(W6 ; As) and the zero
space for b-2. ~ext, we have (all as As-modules)

V(w'3) ® 1'(-'-"6)

=

V([O, 0,1,0,0,1,0,0]) EB V([O, 1,0,0,0,0,1,0])
EB V([l, 0, 0,0,0,0,0,1]) EB V(wo)

and the first three terms are not defining but the last is. (We excluded V(wo) as a
choice for b-l in Theorem 3.2.1 but it is valid as a choice for other bj and indeed it
does occur.) Hence we have the choices
V(~'3) ® V(~'o)

= V(W3)

b-3

= V(wo ; As) or

b-3

= 0. For

b-4'

we have

and

/\ 2(V(W6))

=

V([O, 0, 0, 0,1,0,1,0]) EB V(W3)

so we can choose either V(W3 ; A 8 ) or zero for

b-4.

Finally, for

will see the same pattern, namely

bj

=

v (W3 ; As)

if j

V(W6 ; As)

if j

V(wo; A 8 )

= -1

mod 3

=-2 mod 3
if j ° mod 3.

b-5

and higher parts, we
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o bserye that
din1

(1 '(w'3; A8) ><:J As IX 1'(W3; As)*) = 249

dim

((q~'3 ; As) EJll'(W6 ; As)) Xl A;; K

and

(V(W3 ; As) Ell V (W6 ; As))') = 417.

Recall that the proposed candidate for Eg found by induction from Ds had dimension
377. These are clearly inconsistent: we have no sensible candidate for Eg which agrees
from both the A and D inductions.
The above analysis suggests that it is very unlikely that in any enlarged scheme of
finite-dimensional algebras we would find even a semisimple Eg candidate.
\Ye haye considered only Lie induction among finite-dimensional Lie algebras. Of
course, "'e know of an (infinite-dimensional) Eg: the affine Kac-Moody algebra. Indeed. the general theory goes through to the extent that the Kac-Moody algebra Eg is
obtainable by induction from E s , via a (necessarily) infinite-dimensional braided-Lie bialgebra. Further discussion of this would take us outside the problem we are considering,
however.

In the above scenario, if we insist on the 'flatness' of the inductions across several
routes, we would have to accept that no finite-dimensional Eg can exist as soon as
we know that we cannot reach it from Es. Then this instantly rules out any diagram
with the diagram Eg as a sub-diagram: if there were a finite-dimensional ElO, say, then
flatness would require that this had a deletion to a (finite-dimensional) E g • Applying this
principle, this reduces the number of cases to be considered in a proof of the classification
of the simples significantly.

As for Eg, Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.4 exclude the possibility of an induction from the
natural starting point F4 , giving rise to the candidate for F5 with Dynkin diagram

• •
For the other choice, namely 0-1

= V(W4 ; F4),

•
we simply use Theorem 3.2.4.
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From the remaining series, we may start from either B4 or C 4. Similar arguments
to the above rule out any induction from C 4 but from B4, we obtain the candidate

17('.':-1 : B 4 ) ><:J

If:t c:><

1r(uJ-1: B4)* of dimension 69 corresponding to the diagram given

aboye. As above, we must now consider whether or not the infinitesimal braiding is zero.
The flatness question might appear not to arise, as we only have a single candidate, but
since dim F4 = 52, for consistency we would need an F 4 -module of dimension 8. Such a
module does not exist.

For G 3 • we may consider adding the new node to either the first node in G 2 or the second.
By Theorem 3.2.4, we cannot add it to the first, as this would require b_ 1 = V(W2 ; G 2)
and this is not a defining module .for G 2. However, V(WI; G2) is a defining module
so we may choose b-I

=

F(WI;G2). Then 1\2(V(WI;G2))

so we may choose b-'2 = 0 or b-2

= V(WI;G2)EBV(W2;G2),

= V(WI ; G2). If we choose the latter, we have an

appropriate map to allow us to choose b-3 = V(WI ; G2) and so on. Clearly, we cannot
go on choosing V(WI ; G2) forever so we must decide a suitable braided-Lie bialgebra
structure exists for some m and, if it does, if

(3.1)

is simple.

\\'e may only obtain G3 from A 2, other than from G2, but we may do this in two
different ways (compare with the two embeddings of Al in G2), leading to the possible
diagrams

•

(

and

(

•

We may exclude the first of these by the usual appeal to Theorem 3.2.4: V( 3W i; A 2 ) is
not defining for either i

=

1 or i

=

2. For the second, we find ourselves in a similar
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periodic situation to that for Eg, with

bj =

IT(Wl;A 2) if j

mod 3

lr(w2 ; A:;)

=-1
if j =-2

mod 3

1T(WO ; A:;)

if j

=

0 mod 3.

Some calculations with dimensions show that we do not have the same flatness problem
for this induction and that discussed above from G 2 • For example, choosing m

=

2 in

(3.1) gives an algebra of dimension 43, which is consistent with choosing b_ j subject to
the above rule and non-zero for j

=

1, ... ,7. Furthermore, since

we can find similar matching candidates for each choice of m. It may be that these
modules do not admit the required braided-Lie bialgebra structures but we have given
this example to illustrate that the flatness problem does not always arise.
\Ve \\ill discuss the three types of obstructions and potential means of overcoming
them further in Chapter 6.

Chapter 4

Quantum Lie induction
\Ye now turn our attention to quantum Lie induction, that is, the analysis of the ideas
of the preceding chapter in the setting of quantized enveloping algebras. We begin
by defining sub-root data~ denoted J C i '3:, which abstract the Lie algebra-sub algebra
pairs

\\"e

considered previously-or equivalently their Dynkin diagrams together with a

suitable embedding. \Ye then consider N-graded Hopf algebras and give some general
results on their structure, in particular that we obtain a bosonisation.
Such a grading of the quantum negative Borel subalgebra

U: ('3:) may be associated

to any choice of sub-root datum J C i '3:. We analyse the structure of the zeroth homogeneous component of this grading, showing that it is a central extension of

U: (J),

the quantum negative Borel sub algebra associated to J. This allows us to show that

------

Uq('3:) may be expressed as a double-bosonisation of this central extension Uq(J) by an
N-graded Hopf algebra B

= B('3:, J, l,)

------

in the braided category of Uq(J)-modules.

\Ve analyse the algebra structure of B, giving a set of generators. We also examine the module structure of B and see that Bl is a direct sum of (possibly quotients
of) Weyl modules and that the higher graded components are sums of submodules of
tensor products of these. Finally, we comment on the braided-coalgebra structure. In
particular, the generators of B are braided-primitive.

69
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Sub-root data

4.1

\Ve define our principal object of study, a pair of suitably related root data.

Definition 4.1.1. Let
'T
- -

(I , ' , }'',j\"v < , >,i 1 : 1'"---* Y,i : 1'"---* X)
2

"F' <
J = (J.., "' y' , -'\.,
be tu'o root data. Then we say

i)

L: J

'"--4

,

>,.,
, Z1: J

'"---*

y,.,
,Z2: J

'"---*

X')

J is a sub-root datum of't via L if

I is injective,

the restriction of . to the subgroup Z[J] C Z[I] (defined by the inclusion L( J) C I)

ii)

2S

.'

iii) Y', X' are subgroups of Y, X respectively, such that YIY' and XI X' are free
Abelian,
iv)

the restriction of < ,

v)

Y' and X"

rv

>

to the subgroup Y' x X, C Y x X is < ,

XI X' are orthogonal, i. e. < y', x" > = 0 for all y'

>',
E

Y', x"

E

X"

and

We will denote this by J C" 't.

Notes:

i) This definition makes use of the following result from Abelian group theory. If
GIG' is a free Abelian quotient of an Abelian group G, then G = G' EB Gil for
some subgroup Gil of G (see, for example, [Rob96, Section 4.2]). In particular,

Gil

rv

GIG'. Then v) makes sense, given iii).

ii) The map
by

L.

L

induces a Hopf algebra map Uq(J) ~ Uq('t), which we will also denote

We will often identify Uq(J) with its image under this Hopf algebra map.
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\ Ye nlust specify the map /." rather than just a set inclusion J C I. For example, we

distinguish between the following two embeddings of the subset J = {I, ... , l-I}
in 1

= {I, . . . . l}:

• 11
•

:J---+I, q(177)=m

/.,<J :

J

---+

+1

I, l..:: (177) = l - m

\Ye may also build up root data by taking direct sums.

Definition 4.1.2. Let

be

t'/l'O

'.r =

(I, . ,Y, X, < ,

J

(J, .' ,Y', X', < , >', i~ : J ~ Y', i~ : J ~ X')

=

>, il : 1 ~ Y, i2 : 1 ~ X)

root data. Then the direct sum 'I EEl J of 'I and J is the 'rOot datum with

• underlying set 1 U J,
• symmetric bilinear form

'61

= . x .' defined by

Z '61

J =

Z•J

if i,j E 1

i.' j

if i, j E J

o

otherwise

• associated finitely generated free Abelian groups Y EEl Y' and X EEl X',
• non-degenerate bilinear form < ,

• associated inclusions ij EEl ij : 1 U J
(il EEl iDII

= iI,

>61:

---+

(Y EEl Y') x (X EEl X')

---+

Z defined by

Y EEl Y', j = 1,2, with

etc.

It is clear that this is again a root datum. The notions of sub-root datum and direct sum
are suitably compatible: 'I, J are sub-root data of 'I EEl J via the inclusions I, J C 1 U J.
The quotients (Y EEl Y')j(Y EEl 0)

rv

Y', (X EEl X')j(O EEl X')

rv

X, etc., are free Abelian,
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< , >$,

we see that Y (respectively yl) and

X' (resp. _X-) are orthogonal.
Let

J

Cl. 'I be a sub-root datum of'T via

1.,.

Definition 4.1.3. lre have the splitting X = X, E9 X", so let
canonical projection and i: X/X"

A = A' E9 A", A'

E X',

A"

X

---+

X/X" be the

X, the isomorphism of X/X" with X'. Define

---+

the restriction map p : X -- X' to be p = i

A E _X-. we will often denote p(A)

7r :

E X, by

0 7r.

In particular, we have pix' = idx'. If

A'. This is consistent with the decomposition

E X" given by X = X, E9 X".

The following lemma will be often used in what follows.
Lemma 4.1.1. For all 11' E yl, we have <I1',P(A)>' = <11', A>.

Proof: If A =

X E9 A", we have p(A) = A' and

< 11' ~ A > = < 11', A' E9 X' >

= < 11' , A' > + < 11', A" >
= < 11' , A' > + 0

since yl and X" are assumed orthogonal

= <11', A' >'

.
SInce

< , >, <, >'

agree on yl x X'

D

= <I1',P(A»'.

We call p the restriction map as it encodes the restriction of weight representations from

Lemma 4.1.2. Let J Cl. 'I and let M

= EBAEX M~

be a weight module for Uq('I). Then

M is a weight module for Uq(J) by restriction 1 , so we may write M

=

Furthermore,
A'

ffi

A

ffi

,XI +A"

MJ = \J7 Mer = \J7 Mer
AEX,
p(A)=A'

.

A"EX"

Proof: The exact sequence of Abelian groups

o --~

X' --~ X --~ X/X' --~ 0

IThat is, the pull-back of the action of Uq('t) on M via the (Hopf algebra) map

t.

EBA'EX'

MS'·
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splits and hence the exact sequence of k- Hopf algebras

o

--+0)

k[~X"']

k[X]

--+0)

-0+-)

k[X]/ k[X']

-0+-)

0

splits. (\Ye n1ay identify k[A1] with k ®z M for any monoid M and field k; the functor

k 0:= - is exact.) Let j : k[~X"]
~o\\'

---4

k[~X"'] be the splitting map.

k[_x"'] is a sub-co algebra of k[X], so is certainly a coideal of k[X]. Hence by

Proposition 2.3.2, the coaction of k[X] on M defining the weight space grading pushes
out along j to a coaction of k[X'] on AI, giving M a weight space grading for the action
of Uq(J) on JI, given by restriction.

o

The remainder follows immediately.

It is then natural to ask if P preserves dominance. We say a root datum with associated
embedding il : I

C-..+

Y is Y-regular if the set 1m il is linearly independent in Y.

Lemma 4.1.3. Let '3: be a Y -regular root datum and let J c~ 'I. Then if A E Dj(X),

we have p(A) E D~(X'). Explicitly,
<il(i),A> EN ViE I

=}

<i~(j),p(A»' EN V j E J.

Proof: :\ote that 'I being Y-regular implies J is also Y-regular so the sets of dominant
weights are well-defined. We have A = p(A)

<il(L(j)), A> = <il(L(j)), p(A)

+ A", p(A)

E X', A" E X". So for j E J,

+ A">

= < il (L(j)), p(A) > + 0

since y' and X" are orthogonal

o

= < i~ (j), p(A) >'.
4.2

Gradings and split projections

Let (M, +) be a commutative monoid, with identity element denoted 0, and let k[M]
be the associated monoid algebra for a field k.

Definition 4.2.1. An M -graded k-Hopf algebra H =

the category of right k[M]-comodules,

Mk[Ml.

EBmEM

Hm is a k-Hopf algebra in
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That is, all the structure maps defining the Hopf algebra structure on Hare morphisms
in the category. A morphism f : A

---7

B in the category

Mk[M]

means f(Am) C Bm for

all m E i\I. Explicitly, we have:
1. H

is)

H is an AI-graded Hopf algebra with the induced grading

(H ~ H)c

= EBa+b=c Ha ® H b, (a, b, c EM),

3. k is jI-graded by ko = k, k m = 0, m ~ 0,
--1. TJ : k

6. e : H
7. S: H

---7

H has TJ(ko = k)

---7

---7

C

Ho,

k has e(Ho) C ko = k, e(Hm) = 0 if m ~ 0,

H has S(Hm) C Hm.

The following proposition relates N'-gradings 2 to split projections.

Proposition 4.2.1. Let H

=

sub-Hopf algebra of H. Let

7r :

EBnEN

H

-*

Hn be an N'-graded k-Hopf algebra. Then Ho is a
Ho be defined by
ifi

=0

otherwise.
Then

7r

is a projection of N'-graded Hopf algebras, split by the inclusion" : Ho

this, we mean that

7r, "

are morphisms in

surjective, " is injective and

7r

0" =

Mk[N]

'---+

H. By

and Hopf algebra maps, such that

7r

is

idHo (the splitting condition). Ho is N'-graded in the

obvious way: (Ho)o = H o, (HO)i = 0 (i > 0).
Proof: Clearly

7r

and" are morphisms in the category, by definition. Ho is a sub-Hopf

algebra of H by 5. above: (H ® H)o = EBa+b=O Ha ® Hb for a, b

> 0, and therefore

2In the literature (e.g. [Swe69], [Abe80j), N-gradings are usually just called gradings. However, we
will also want to work with Z-gradings and other monoid gradings, so we will specify the monoid with
which we are working, unless it is immediately obvious from the context.
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(H 0 H)o = Ho ® Ho as required. Hence /., is a Hopf algebra map. The map 7r

is a Hopf algebra map: that it is an algebra map is clear and

i) for c 1:- 0, (7r 0 7r)(~(Hc)) = (7r ® 7r)(EBa+b=c Ha ® Hb) = 0 since one of a and b is
non-zero. Also, 7r(Hc) = 0 so ~o(7r(Hc)) = 0 = (7r®7r)(~(Hc)) so 7r is a co algebra
map on He, c

i- O.

ii) since Ho is a sub-Hopf algebra, ~(Ho) C Ho ® Ho and 7rIHo

= id show that

7r is a

coalgebra map on Ho.
Here ~ is the coproduct on H and ~o = ~IHo' It is easy to see that 7r commutes
with the (graded) antipode S, so 7r is a Hopf algebra map. Finally, 7r

0

t

=

idHo by

o

definition.

Following on from the previous proposition, we can invoke the Radford-Majid theorem:

Theorem 4.2.2 (cf. [Rad85], [Maj93]). Let (H, H') be a dual pair of Hopf algebras
7r

u'ith H and H' N -graded. Assume H' has an invertible antipode. Let H: Ho be a
L

split Hopf algebra projection. Then there is a Hopf algebra B in the braided category of
D(Ho, H6)-modules such that B ><:J Ho

rv

0

H.

Here D denotes the Drinfel'd double, as described in Definition 2.3.5, where Ho and H6
are dually paired and D(Ho, H6)

= Ho

t><I

Hb oP • Note that the dual pairing of H and H'

does descend to a dual pairing of the sub-Hopf algebras Ho and Hb and the (invertible)
antipode of H' restricts to an invertible antipode on Hb.
We have the following explicit descriptions of B and the isomorphism, from [Maj93]:

i) B

def

{b E H I b(1)®7r(b(2)) = b®l}. B is a subalgebra of H, namely the sub algebra

of coinvariants of H under the coaction given by f3(h)

= h(1) ®1r(h(2))'

ii) We may alternatively describe B as the image of the surjective map II : H
given by II(h)

= h(l)((S 0

/., 0

7r)(h(2))) for all h E H. For b E B,

~

H
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= idB.
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\Ve also note that II is graded: II(Hn) C Hn for all n E N, since II

is giYen by a composition of graded maps.

iii) The action of D(Ho, H6) on B is given as follows. Let b E B. Then
• for h E Ho, h r> b = l,(h(I))b(S

0

l,)(h(2))

=

Adl-(h) (b) (since l, is a Hopf algebra

n1ap) and

iv) The braided structures on B are: for b, c E B,
• the braided-coproduct ~b
• the braided antipode §b

= II(b(I))

® b(2),

= ((l, 0 7r)(b(I)))Sb(2),

and

• the braiding 'l1(b ® c) = (7r(b(I)) r> c) ® b(2)'

v) The isomorphism 1 : H

---+

°

B ><!I H is given by

for all h E H. Its inverse is 1- 1 : B ><!I Ho

---+

H,

for b E B, h E Ho and· the product in H.
Recall that any Hopf algebra H acts on itself by Adu(v)

= U(I)VSU(2)

for u, v E H.

This is the adjoint action of H on itself.

Lemma 4.2.3. Ad : H ® H

---+

H is a graded map.

Proof: For u, v E H of homogeneous degree, deg(u)
and S are graded. Hence deg(Adu(v))

=

deg(u(l))

= deg(u) + deg(v).

+

deg(SU(2)) since ~
0

As we saw above, Ho acts on B. In fact, H acts on B.

Lemma 4.2.4. B is an Ad-submodule of H, that is, for all h E H, b E B, Adh(b) E B.
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Proof: By definition, ((id ® 7r)

0

~)(b)

=
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b ® 1. Recalling that 7r is a Hopf algebra

homomorphism, we have the following explicit calculation:
((id ® iT)

~)(Adh(b)) = ((id ® 7r)

0

0

~)(h(1)bSh(2))

= (id ® 7r)(h(1)b(1)Sh(4)
= h(1)b(1)Sh(4)

® h(2)b(2)Sh(3))

® 7r(h(2)b(2)Sh(3))

= h(1)b(1)Sh(4) ® 7r(h(2))7r(b(2))7r(Sh(3))

= h(1)bSh(4) ® 7r(h(2))7r(Sh(3))
= h(1)bSh(4) ® 7r(h(2)Sh(3))
= h(1)bSh(3) ® 7r(C(h(2)))
= h(1)C(h(2))bSh(3) ® 1

= h(1)bSh(2) ® 1
= Adh(b) ® 1

and hence Adh(b) E B.
:\ext~

o

we show that B inherits an N-grading from H =

EBnEN

Lemma 4.2.5. Let h E Hn be homogeneous of degree n.

where 1 : H ---, H ® H is given by l(h) = h(l)((S

0 L 0

Hn.

Then l(h) E Hn ® Ho

7r)(h(2))) ® 7r(h(3))' That is,

l(Hn) C Hn ® Ho.
Proof: First, recall that the maps m, ~, S, Land 7r are graded. We set ~p-l : H ~ H0P,

(By the axioms for a coproduct, ~p-l is independent of the arrangement of id's and ~
in each term.) Now H0p is N-graded by
(H 0 P)n =

EB HCl ® ... ® HCl
cl=n

where "p" denotes "is a composition of" 3 . With respect to this grading, ~p-l
graded map, since ~
3A

composition

C

=

~1

:

H ~ H02 is graded.

F= n E N is an ordered tuple

(Cl, ... ,

ct),

Ci

E N, such that L:~=l

Ci

= n.

IS

a
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Hence, T = (m ~ id)

(id ® (S

0

0 L 0

1T') ® 1T')
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0

~2 is a graded map, so T(h) is an

element of (H 0")
~ n = EBa+b=n Ha ® H b. However, 1m 1T' = Ho so
((id ® 1T' ® 1T')

~~)(h)

0

EB

E

Ha ® Ho ® Ho

=

Hn ® Ho ® Ho.

a+O+O=n
Therefore. T(h) E Hn 0 Ho.

D

\Ye may therefore make the following definition.

Definition 4.2.2. Let
set deg(b)

=

17

E N. Define Bn = {b E B IT(b) E Hn ® Ho} and if b E B n ,

n.

Theorem 4.2.6. B

'tS

an N-graded algebra: B

EBnEN

Bn. Also, for all n EN,

Bn = BnHn·
Proof: \\'e first show that Bn

= B n Hn.

We have Bn C B by definition and Bn C H n ,

since if b E Bn then T(b) E Hn ® Ho. But then T-l(T(b)) E H n , i.e. b E Hn. So,

Bn

C

BnHn .

Conyers ely, if x E B

n Hn

then T(x) E Hn ® Ho (since x E Ho) and x E B so

x E Bn. Then Bn = B n Hn. In particular, Bn is a vector subspace of B and for m i: n,
Bm n Bn

=

B

n (Hm n Hn)

= {O}, since

For the converse, let b E B \

EBn

H

= EBnEN

Hn is direct. Hence,

EBnEN

Bn

n

n

= (id®1T')~(b)

=b®l

n

n

Now for h n E Hrtl (id ® 1T')~(hn) E Hn ® Ho. Since the coproduct ~ is graded,
=

EB

a+b=n

B.

B n , for a contradiction. Since H is graded, we have

a unique expression b = Ln hn with hn E Hn. Then since bE B,

~(hn) E (H ® H)n

C

Ha ® Hb

=

(Hn ® Ho) EB

EB

a+b=n, b#O

Ha ® H b·
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By definition, 7r(Hb)

(id~iT)~(hn)

=

0 for b

i-

79

°

so (id ® 7r)(EB a+b=n, b::fO Ha ® Hb)

E Hn0 H o0 H o. Also, hn®l E Hn®Ho so I: n h n ®l and

=

0 and hence

I:n(id®7r)~(hn)

are two equal expressions in H®Ho = EBn Hn®Ho with h n ®l, (id®7r)~(hn) E Hn®Ho
for all n. But H 0 Ho is a direct sum and so by the uniqueness of expression in a direct
(id ® 7r)~(hn) for all n. Therefore, h n E B. So h n E B
b E EBn Bn : contradiction. Thus B = EBn Bn.

sum we have h n 01

=

n Hn

and

Finally~ we have the appropriate additivity: if b E B n , c E Bm then the product be
lies in the intersection B

n Hn+m

= B n+m , since B is a subalgebra and H is graded.

0

Therefore we may focus our attention on the structure of the homogeneous components.

Lemma 4.2.7. Bn is a D(Ho, H6)-submodule of B.

Proof: As above. D(Ho, H6) = Ho

t><l

H6° P • For h

E

Ho, b E B n , ht;.b = Ad/'(h) (b), which

is graded, by Lemma 4.2.3: deg(Ad/'(h)(b)) = deg(l,(h))

+ deg(b).

b <l a = < 7r(b(l))' a >b(2)' Now ~ is graded, so (7r ® id)
b <l a

E

H n ~ so b <l a

E

B

n Hn

=

0

For a E H6, b E B n ,

~(b) E Ho ® Hn and hence

Bn.

0

Lemma 4.2.8. We have Bo = k.

Proof: Firstly, k

C

Ho and if A

E

k then (id ® 7r)(~(A)) = A(1 ® 1) = A ® 1 so A

and k C Bo. For the converse, recall the definition of II : H

II(h) = h(1)((S

0

l, 0 7r)(h(2))) = h(1)Sh(2) = c(h)

E

---+

k, i.e. II(Ho)

E

H above. For h E H o,
C

k. So in particular,

o

II(Bo) C k but IIIB = idB so Bo C k.

4.3
Let

B

The quantum negative Borel subalgebra

Uq~ ('I')

J c/, 'T. Then Uq(J) may be identified with the sub-Hopf algebra of Uq('T) with

generators E j , F j , j E l,(J), Kl.I' v E Z'

def

Z[ii(J)].

Recall that Uq('T) has a Z[I]-grading, given by deg Ei
However, it also has many Z-gradings. Let, : I
Z-graded by degEi

= -degFi = ,(i),

---+

=-

deg Fi

=

i, deg Kf-L

=

O.

Z be any function. Then Uq('T) is

degKf-L = O. We see this by noting that all the

defining relations are homogeneous in degree (cf. [Kac90, Section 1.5]). In particular,
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Uq(<r) has a Z-grading associated to any sub-root datum J C~ <r. Let D = 1\ ,,(J) and
let \

D :

I

---+

{O, I} be the indicator function for D, i.e.

1 if i E D

XD(i) =
\

o

Then. as aboye. regarding XD as a function I

Uq(<r) =

if i (j. D
---4

Z we have a Z-grading on Uq(<r):

EB Uq(<r)[n].
nEZ

In particulaL Uq(J) C Uq('~)[oJ and <KJ.L I f-l E Z> C Uq(<r)[oJ'
Consider nmv the sub-Hopf algebra U; (<r) of Uq(<r), the analogue of the negative
Borel subalgebra, generated by the set {Fi liE I} U {KJ.L
is N-graded yia XD: deg Fi = XD(i), deg KJ.L = O.

U;(J), which is generated by {Fj

U; (<r)

i-

EBi~O

Ij

E ,,(J)} U

I f-l

E Z}. Then U;(<r)

In particular, U; (<r)[0] contains

{Kv I

v E

Z'}. Note, though, that

Uq(<r)[i] since for example EiFi E Uq(<r) [0] but EiFi

i- U; (<r).

Also, as

'we recalled in Section 2.3.6, Uq~ (<r) is self-dually paired. Indeed (U; (<r), U; (<r)) is a
dual pair of N-graded Hopf algebras. Hence, Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.2 apply
to

U; (<r) and we have the following.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let J C L <r be a sub-root datum of<r. Then there exists a Hopf algebra

B = B(<r, J, ,,) in the braided category of D(U; (<r)[o])-modules such that

o
Here we have

D(U; (<r)[0]) = D(Uq~ (<r)[0] , Uq~ ('1')[0])
= Uq~ ('1')[0]

[X)

(U; ('r)[O]t P

= Uq~ ('1')[0]

[X)

U; ('1')[0]'

We now examine in more detail the structure of

U; ('1') [oJ'
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The zeroth component Uq~ ('I) [0]

\Ye see imn1ediately that the zeroth graded component Uq( ('1)[0] of Uq~ ('1) is generated
by {~i

Ij

E

l-(J)}

U

{J(IL IlL E Z}. As noted above, Uq((J) C U;('!)[O] and indeed is a

sub-Hopf algebra. \Ve show that Uq(('!)[O] is a central extension of Uq~(J). Observe that

ZUi(J)] = Z'

c Z = Z['iI(I)]

and the quotient Z/Z' is free Abelian-the quotient may

be identified with Z[il (D)] where D = 1\ J.
Proposition 4.3.2. U;('!)[O] is an extension {of Hopf algebras} of k[Z/Z'] {the group

Hopf algebra of Z/Z'} by U;(J). That is, we have the short exact sequence of bialgebras

and U;CT)[o]

tV

U;(J) 0 k[Z/Z'] as a right k[Z/Z']-comodule and a left U;(J)-module.

Proof: Recall that if AI is a monoid, the category of (right) k[M]-comodules is exactly
that of JI-gTaded vector spaces. So we want to identify a suitable k[Z/Z']-grading on

H = U; C3:) [0] with H[o] = U; (J), so that we obtain U; (J) as the fixed point subalgebra
under the coaction corresponding to this grading.
As observed above, Z/Z' is a free Abelian quotient of a free Abelian group Z, so we
haye Z = Z' ffi Z" for some subgroup ZIt of Z (Z" is isomorphic to Z[il(D)]). Explicitly,
the sequence

o -~)
splits: we have]: Z/Z'

---+

Z'

i

-~)

Z

IT

.. ZIt

-~..

0

Z such that iro] = idzjzl and ZIt = 1m] "" Z/Z'. So, we

have unique decomposition of elements of Z into elements of Z' and Z": for IL E Z, we
have I" = IL' ffi 1"" for (unique) 1'" E Z', 1"" E Z". So to each I" E Z we have a unique
associated pair (1"',1/) with 1'" E Z',

1/

= ir(I"")

E

Z/Z'. Define Pl(l") = 1"', P2(1") =

1/

for

anlL E Z.

Then the natural k[Z/Z']-grading is degFi

= 0, degKIL = P2(1"), on generators. We

see that U;(J) is indeed the degree zero part of this grading. Let {Qa
basis for k[Z/Z']. Hence we define the maps i : U;(J)
7r :

'---+

Ia

E

Z/Z'} be a

U;('!)[o] to be inclusion and

U;('!)[O] - k[Z/Z'] by 7r(Fi) = Qo, i E l-(J), 7r(KIL) = Qp2(1L) for all I" E Z, extended

linearly and to products. We can express this as 7r(x) =

Qdegx

for all x E U;(,!)[O]'
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By definition, i and

7r

82

are algebra maps and since

U; (J) is a sub-Hopf algebra of

U; ('I) [0] , i is a bialgebra map. However, ~ on U;('T)[o] and ~k[Z/Z/] on k[Z/Z'] are
group-like on the generators KJ.L' Qv so

So

71

is a bialgebra map, also.

~o\\' define a map

f : U;('I)[O]

f(KJ.L) = Kp1(J.L) 0 Qp2(J.L) for allf1,

E

--+

Uq~(J) 0

k[Z/Z'] by f(Fi) = Fi 0 Qo, i

= x' 0

,,(J),

Z, extended linearly and to products. It is clear that

f is a bijection, with inverse f-l(x0Qg) = xKj(g) , j as above. For all x
can express f(1-') as f(x)

E

Qdegx

E Uq~('I)[O]' we

for a unique x' E U; (J).

It remains to show that f is an isomorphism of right k[Z/Z']-comodules and left
U;(J)-modules. The coaction of k[Z/Z'] on u;(,r)[O] corresponding to the above grading
is 3 : u;(,r)[O]

--+

u;(,r)[O] 0 k[Z/Z'], (3(x)

The left action of U; (J) on Uq~ ('I) [0] ,

1>,

=

x®

Qdegx -

(3 exactly counts the degree.

is left multiplication. We must show that the

following two diagrams commute:

i)

U; (J) 0 U; ('I) [0]

id0!

U;(J) 0 U;(J) 0 k[Z/Z']

)

!m0id

>1

u;(,r)[O] --!-~) U;(J) 0 k[Z/Z']
where m is multiplication in U;(J), or equivalently, in U;('I)[O]'

ii)

!

U; ('I) [0]

»

U; (J) 0 k[Z /Z']

!id0~k

p!
U;('I)[O] 0 k[Z/Z']

(f

)

!0id

0

[Z/ Z'[

U;(J) 0 k[Z/Z'] 0 k[Z/Z']

I> ) (x

0 y)

= f (xy) = f (x ) f (y )

= (x 0 Qo)(y' 0
=

xy' 0

Qdegy

Qdegy)
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and

((117, ® id) 0 (id ® j))(;1: ® y)

= (m ® id)(x ® y' ® Qdegy)
= xy' ® Qdegy

as required.
For ii), let y E

U; ('T)[o].

Then

((j ® id) 0 (3)(y) = (j ® id)(y ®

Qdegy)

= y' ® Qdegy ® Qdegy
and
((id ~ ~k[Z/Z/])

0

j)(y)

= (id ® ~k[Z/Z/])(Y' ® Qdegy)

as required.
So. f is a left U;(J)-module and right k[Z/Z'j-comodule isomorphism and Uq";;('T)[O]

D

is an extension as stated.
Proposition 4.3.3. The above extension is strict.

Proof: We must show that

i) the inclusion I: k[Z/Z'j ~ U; ('T)[O] given by I = j-1 0 (1 ® -) is an algebra map
and

ii) the projection P : U;('T)[o] ~ U;(J) defined by P = (id ® E)

0

j is a co algebra

map.
For i), we have I(Qg)
map. But

= j-1(1

® Qg)

= Kj(g) where J : Z/Z'

~

Z is the splitting

J is a group homomorphism, so I is an algebra map. For ii), the relevant

commutative diagram is

U;('T)[O]

P

~
--~-~

!6

6!
Uq";; ('1')[0] ® U; ('T)[O]

U; (J)

~

P®P

U;(J) ® U;(J)
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U; ('1)[0]

",here ~ is the coproduct on
equality (P 0 P)
Recall that

j(y)

=

y' 0

0

E:

~

=

~

0

84

We require the

P.

k[Z/Z']---+ k is given by c(Qg) = 1 for all g

Qdegy

U; (J).

and, by restriction, on

E

Z/Z', so, again writing

for y E Uq~('I)[O]' we have P(y) = y'. Now P, ~ are algebra maps

so it is enough to show equality on generators. First, however, it is immediate that
equality holds for elements of the sub-Hopf algebra U; (J), since P = id on Uq~ (J): for
all y E U; (J). j(y)

= y0

Qo. So, we need only check equality for KJ.L' J-L (j. Z'. Then

and

as

required. Here, PI (J.1) is the element of Z' such that J.1

,,-ith p~ (J-L) E Z", Z

=

PI (J-L)

+ P2 (J.1)

(uniquely)

o

= Z' E9 Z".

Theorem 4.3.4. U;(,I)[o]

rv

U;(J) ® k[Z/Z'] as Hop! algebras.

Proof: Firstly: by the above, we have U;('I)[O]

rv

U;(J) ~ k[Z/Z']

as

Hopf algebras.

This follows from [Maj02, Proposition 21.9]. The notation "~" describes two simultaneous semi-direct products and coproducts, ><l and ~. Now, the coaction of

U; (J)

on k[Z/Z'] is the push-out of ~ on U;(,I)[o] via P, restricted to k[Z/Z']. That is,

r : k[Z/Z']

---+

k[Z/Z'] ® U;(J), r = (id ® P) 0 ~ oI. We calculate r to see that this is

indeed a coaction on k[Z/Z']. Let Qg E k[Z/Z']. Then
((id ® P)

0

~ 0 I)(Qg) = ((id ® P)

=

0

~)(Kj(g))

(id ® P)(Kj(g) ® Kj(g))

= Kj(g) ® Kpl (J(g))
= Kj(g) ® 1
=I(Qg)®l
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since PI (j(g))

=
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0: j(g) E Z". So 1 is the trivial coaction.

The action of h~[ZjZ'] on Uq~(J) is the pull-back of the adjoint action of U~(,!,)
q

itself via I, restricted to Uq~ (J). That is, a = Po Ad

0

[0]

on

(I ® id). We calculate a. Let

Qg 0 y E k[ZjZ'] 0 U;(J). Then

(P 0 Ad 0 (I ® id))(Qg ® y) = (P 0 Ad)(Kj(g) ® y)
=

P(Kj(g)YKj(~»)

=

P(Kj(g»)P(y)P(Kj(g»)-1

= 1 . P(y) . 1

=y

since y E

U: (J) and Plu~(J) = id.

Ad : h S g

f----'

In the above, we used the adjoint action as a map

h(1)gSh(2) , the group-like Ll on the Kp" SKp,

=

K;I and the fact that P

o

is an algebra map. So, a is also trivial.
So, we see that

U; ('!')[O] is a central extension of U; (J), with the rank of the extension

equal to that of ZjZ' as a free Abelian group, namely

4.4

II \ 11.

Uq('I) is a double-bosonisation

Recall from Theorem 4.3.1 that we constructed B = B('!', J, [,) in the category of
D(Uq~ ('!')[o])-modules. However, to reconstruct

Uq('!') as a double-bosonisation, we re-

quire B in the category of (left) Uq(J)-modules, where "rv" denotes a central extension.
To see that this is indeed the case, we make use of the above analysis of the structure
...---..---

of U; ('!')[O] and define a projection D(U; ('!')[O])

-*

Uq(J) whose kernel annihilates B.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let Uq(J) ® k[ZjZ'] have the tensor product Hopf algebra structure.
Then Uq(J) ® k[ZjZ'] is a quotient Hopf algebra of D(Uq~('!')[O])'
Proof: Recall that in Section 4.3, we described how to obtain Z-gradings on Uq('!') from

maps 1 : I

---+

Il, by setting deg Ei

Consider such a map defined by i

= - deg

1---*

Fi

=

1(i) for i E I and deg KJ.L = 0 for J-l E Z.

1 for all i E I. This therefore determines a Z-grading
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on Uq('I). Observe that we also have a Z-grading on D(U: ('I)) = U: ('I)
similar formulre: deg(l
Now, for 1.

f:.

is)

Ui ('I), by

[Xl

Ei) = - deg(Fi ® 1) = 1, deg(KJ.L ® 1) = deg(l ® KJ.L) = O.

0, D(U:('I))[ij

rv

Uq('I)[ij (as vector spaces), via IPi

def

IPI D(U ~ ('t))[iJ' the
q

restriction of Drinfel'd's projection, which is a graded map. However, IPo has non-trivial
1
kernel: this is precisely the ideal generated by elements of the form K J.L ® KJ.L

-

1 IC:J
to\ 1

for J1 E Z.
\Ye would like a projection D(U:('I)[Oj) -- Uq(J) ® k[Z/Z'] and we make use of the
above decon1position of U:('I)[Oj as U:(~n ® k[Z/Z'] and Drinfel'd's projection. Recall
from the proof of Proposition ,-1.3.2 that the decomposition Z
we may define maps PI : Z

---t

Z', P2 : Z

---t

Z / z' so that to J1

rv

Z' E9 Z / Z' means that

E

Z we have the unique

associated pair (PI(J1),P::(J1)). Retaining our earlier notation, let {Qa
generating set for k[Z/Z'] (Qo =

Ia

E

Z/Z'} be a

1k[ZjZ'j).

Since D(U:CI)[oj) is generated by {Fj®l, l®Ej, KJ.L®l, l®KJ.L I j E ,,(J), J1 E Z},
\\"e may define ~ : D(U:('I)[Oj) -- Uq(J) ® k[Z/Z'] by
~ (Fj ® 1)

= Fj &/ 1,

~(l®Ej)=Ej®l,

~(KJ.L ®
~(1&/

1) = K p1 (J.L) ® Qp2(J.L) ,

KJ.L)

=

K p1 (J.L) ® Qp2(J.L) ,

extended linearly and multiplicatively. It is clear that this is a Hopf algebra projection.

o
The kernel of this map ~ is clearly generated by {KJ.L ® K;;I - 1 ® 1

I J1

E Z}, since

as for Drinfel'd's projection IP we identify KJ.L ® 1 and 1 ® KJ.L in the image. Hence
the kernel of ~ annihilates B, since the identified elements in the quotient K J.L ® 1
and 1 ® K J.L have equal (left) actions on B. To see this, first note that the left action of

l®KJ.L

E

l®U:('I)[ot P

(recall that S(KJ.L)

C

D(U:('I)[O]) is obtained from a right action of K;;I

= K;;l).

E

U:('I)[O]

This right action is itself obtained by evaluation against (a

push-out of) the left adjoint coaction of

U: ('I)

[OJ ,

since

U: ('I)

[0]

is self-dual. This last
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fact and the invertibility of the antipode allow us to translate between the actions and
coactions on either side. Hence B is a (Uq(J) ® k[Z/Z'])-module.
For brevity we will sometimes denote the central extension Uq(J)®k[Z/Z'] by ~.
\Ve conclude by showing that Uq('I) is isomorphic to the double-bosonisation of Band

-----

its dual by Uq(J).

Theorem 4.4.2. Let J C" 'I be a sub-root datum of'T. Then

Uq('T)

rv

--

B ><:J Uq(J) IX (B't P

as Hopf algebras, where B' is dually paired with B

=

B('T,J, t).

Proof: \\'e show that the following diagram commutes:

o --~

Ker 1T~

)-

71"2

--

B ><:J Uq(J) IX (B't P

The rows of this diagram are exact sequences of Hopf algebras. The first expresses
the fact that the quantized enveloping algebra Uq('T) may be obtained as a quotient of
the double, via Drinfel'd's projection IP.
The second combines the above results on the structure of

U: ('T)[O] with the obser-

vation that one may obtain the double-bosonisation B ><:J H K. (B't P as a quotient of
a double built from two (single) bosonisations (cf. [Maj99, Theorem 6.2]).
We carried out the above analysis on U: ('T), to obtain a braided group B such that

/3::;. :

U: ('I) ~ B><:J U: ('T)[O]' However, we could equally well start with the self-dual

Hopf algebra

U; ('T) and obtain a braided group (B't

P

in the braided category of right

D (U; ('T) [0] )- mod ules such that /3) : U; ('T) ~ U: ('T) [OJ K. (B't P • Furthermore, B
and B' are dually paired braided groups, via Lusztig's pairing (as in Section 2.3.6).
The double we use is (B ><:J U:('T)[oJ)
7r2

[XJ

(U;('T)[O] K. (B't P ) and the projection

is the map identifying generators 1 ® K/l- ® 1 ® 1 and 1 ® 1 ® K/l- ® 1, similarly to

Drinfel'd's projection above. We see from Theorem 4.4.1 that the quotient defined by
7T"2

-----

--

contains B ><:J Uq(J) ® 1 and 1 ® Uq(J) IX: (B't P as sub-Hopf algebras, as desired.

--

0
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Observe also that the stated double-bosonisation is well-defined, as Uq(rr) has an associated weak quasitriangular system (see Section 2.3.6) and this restricts to ~. The
cross-relation in the double-bosonisation is the quantized enveloping algebra defining relation (R4) (Definition 2.3.10), the commutation relation for Ei and Fj-this relation
is also encoded in the cross-relations of the double (see for example [Jos95, Section 3.2]).
The map

r

is defined to be the Hopf algebra map such that the second square

commutes. Then all the maps in the diagram are Hopf algebra maps. We see that
there exists an isomorphism a : Ker IP ~ Ker
j3 : D(U;(rr)) ~ (B XI U:CI)[oj)

C><J

phisms ;3~ and j3~. It follows that

r

7r2.

We also have an isomorphism

(U;(rr)[Ojl!>< (B't P ) induced by the above isomor-

0

is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.

The structure of B

4.5

From our results on general braided groups B arising from split projections of graded
Hopf algebras, we know that B = B(rr, J, t) associated to J c/, rr is both graded and an
Ad-submodule of

U: (rr). We now examine the module, algebra and braided-coalgebra

structures of B.
For S a finite set, denote by SM the set of all finite sequences of elements of S,
including the empty sequence,

0. If a

E SM,

1(0:) will denote the length of a; 1(0)

=

o.

If

i : S ~ M is an injective map from S into a monoid M, we define the weight of a E SM

to be wt(a) = L~~~ i(aj). We set wt(0) = 0 (0 denoting the identity element of M).

4.5.1

The algebra structure of B

From the general results, we know that B is a graded algebra; however the general
results do not give us much more information about B than this. Since Uq(J) is defined
by generators and relations, we would like to have a presentation for B. As a first step,
we may explicitly identify a set of generators of B, as follows.

------

Theorem 4.5.1. Let A be the Uq(J)-submodule of B = B(rr, J, t) generated by the set

{F-yHwt(-y)

I, E DM}

and let A be the subalgebra of B generated by A. Then A = B.
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Proof: Recall fron1 Section 4.2 that we have a Hopf algebra isomorphism
T : U: ('1')

--+

B ><:J U: ('1')[0]'

T(h) = h(I)((S 0" 0 7r)(h(2))) 0 h(3)'
\Ve calculate T on the generators of U; ('1') and obtain

For (/) E DN. F~Hwt(0)

= Ho =

1 (by convention).

\Ye wish to show that T(U; ('1')) C A ><:J U; ('1')[0]' Consider a monomial Fa KJ.L ,

0:

E

IN. J1 E Z. Recall that monomials of this form are a basis for Uq";' ('1'). Then

T(FaKJ.L) = T(Fa)(10 KJ.L) and so we need only show that T(Fa) E A ><:J U;('1')[Oj'
\Ye proceed by induction on l(a). For l(o:) = 1, the above formulre for T(Fi) suffice.
Assume now that T(Fa) E A ><:J U;('1')[Oj for all a E IN with l(o:) = r, for some r. Let

f3

E IN with l(3)

= r + 1.

Then we may write F(3

= FaFi

with a E IN, l( 0:)

=

rand

i E I. \Vrite T(Fa) = x(1) 0x(2) in Sweedler notation, with x(1) E A and x(2) E U;('1')[O]

by the induction hypothesis. We then have two cases:

i) if i

E ,,( J) then

T(F(3) = T(Fa)T(Fi)
=

(x(1) 0 x(2))(1 0 Fi)

= x(l) 0 x(2) Fi

ii) if i E D then

T(F{3) = T(Fa)T(Fi)

= (x(I)

0 x(2))(FiHi 0 Hi-I)
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= x(1) Adt-(x(2)(l)) (FiHi) 0 x(2) (2)Hi- 1
(by the form of the product in B Xl U: (,r)[O])
E

A 0 U: ('r) [0]

~ote that Ad~(x(2)(1») (FiHd E A since x(2) E U: ('!)[O] and U: ('!)[O] is a sub-Hopf algebra
of U:('!).
Thus, y(u:(,r)) C A Xl U:('!)[O] but then Y(B)

= B 0 1 C A 0 1 and hence

B=A.

o

From this. the following is immediate.
Corollary 4.5.2. The submodule B I , which is the first graded component of B, is

o

generated as a Uq(J)-module by the set {FdHwt(d) IdE D}.

Obserye that A is graded, since Ad is a graded map, with An C Bn and Al
Corollary 4.5.3. B is generated as an algebra by

= BI.

13;. = BI E9 Bo = BI E9 kl.

Proof: This follows from the proof of the theorem-in particular, part ii) (the case

o

i E D) and Lemma 4.2.8.

4.5.2

The module structure of B

We would like some additional information on the module structure of B, in particular
regarding its set of weights. Recall from Lemma 4.2.4 that B is an Ad-submodule of
H = Uq,;(,('!). Although we want to know the module structure of B as a Uq(J)-module,

we first consider the adjoint action of

U: ('!) on itself. For a

of Fo:KJ-L for the adjoint action is wt( -a)

E

IN, J1

= - L~~{ i 2 (aj), where

E

Z, the weight

i2 : I

<-r

X is the

injection of the index set I into the character lattice X. Since the Fo:KJ-L span Uq,;(,('!),
the set of weights of Uq,;(,('!) for Ad is -N[i2(I)]. That is, Pr;r(B) = -N[i2(I)]. Define
multD(a) = I{aj I j E D}I for a E IN and mUltD(wt(-a)) = multD(a). Note that
multD(a)

= degFo: for the grading described at the start of Section 4.3.

We have that FyHwth) E B for lED; for brevity, write FdHd for FdHwt(d)' By
the above, FdHd has weight wt( -i2(d)). Now wt( -i2(d)) is not in general I-dominant
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< il(d), -i.~(d) > = -Cdd = -2.

(see Definition 2.3.12):

However, its image under p is

J -donlinant.
Lemma 4.5.4. Let dE D. Set A~ = p(-i~(d)) E X', where p is the restriction map of

Definition 4.1. J. Then A~ is J -dominant.
Proof: For j E J

\\"t'

haye

<i~(j),A~>' = <i~(j),p(-i2(d))>'
= <i~(j), -i 2(d»

= -<i 1 (t,(j)),i 2(d»
= -C~(j)d
>0
since t,(j)

i- d (I = t,(J) U D).

Since the map

i~

:I

C-.....+

o

X is injective, we have the decomposition

(where L denotes the disjoint union). Let A E Prr(B) and S C I. Let AS denote
- LkES nk i '2(k)

where A

= -

LkEI nk i 2(k)

=

AI, nk E

N.

Then A

=

A~(J)

+

AD,

uniquely.
Next we consider primitive vectors for the action of Uq(J), which we recall to be
vectors b E B such that Ej

C>

b = 0 for all j E J.

Lemma 4.5.5. The element F,Hwt(r)' , E D N , is a primitive vector for the action of

--------

Uq(J) on B, of weight p( - wt(,).
Proof: For all j E J we have
E~(j)

C>

F,Hwt (,) = AdE. U ) F,Hwt(r)
=

E~(j)F,Hwt(r) - H~(j)F,Hwt(r)H~(})E~(j)

= E ~(j) F, H wt(r)

- q

-~(j).wtb) F

,

H wt(r) E ~(j)
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= Et,(J·)F,Hwt ( ) - q-t,(j).wt(r)q-((-wt(r)).t,(j)) FE. H
,

,

= [Et,(j), F, ]Hwt(r)
= 0

We have the preorder

-< on

t,(J)

wt(r)

since· is symmetric

by (R4): "Ii -:j: L(j) for all i.
X' given by J-l

o
J-l E N[i~ (J)]. Hence,

-< v if and only if v -

we haye the following.
Lemma 4.5.6. For all A E P,!(B), p(A)

-< p(AD) in X'.

Proof: \Ye have A - AD = At,(J) E -N[i~(J)] C X, (by definition, i~ = i2

p(A-AD)
i.e. p(A)

= A-AD

(pLYI

= idx').

Then At,(J)

0

L) and so

-< 0 implies p(A)-p(AD) = p(A-AD) -< 0,

-< p(AD)'

0

kED

kED

in the notation of Lemma 4.5.4. Set A'v = p(AD)' It then follows from Lemma 4.5.4

that A'v is J-dominant.
We may also consider the action of the Weyl group, WJ , associated to .J on X' and
its relationship with
{O't,(j)

Ij

E

-< and

p. Recall that WJ is generated by the simple reflections

J}. In particular, WJ is a subgroup of W,!, the Weyl group associated to 'T.

Lemma 4.5.7. Let A E P'!(B). For all 0' E WJ , O'(p(A))

-< A'v

Weyl conjugates of p(A) are also less than A'v with respect to

=

p(AD)' That is, all

-<.

Proof: We may restrict to considering the simple reflections O't,(j) , j E J. For j E J, the

action of O't,(j) on J-l E X' is
0't,(j)(J-l) = J-l- <i 1 (L(j)),J-l>'i 2 (L(j))
= J-l -

< i~ (j), J-l >' i~ (j).

Similarly, for k E I, the action of O'k on v E X is
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The result then follows by
c
, showing that for A E X , p(ai(J). ('))
/\ -- ai(j) (P('))
/\ ,lor
we may
then use Lemma 4.5.6.

p(ai(j)(A)) = p(A - <il(t(j)),A>i2(t(j)))
=

p(A)

+ <i~(j),A>p(-i~(j))

= p(A) + <i~(j), p(A»'p(-i~(j))
= p(A) + < i~ (j), p(A) >'( -i~(j))
= p(A) - < i~ (j), p(A) >'i~ (j)
=

ai(j)(p(A)).

\Ye have p(-i~(j)) = -i~(j) since -i~(j) E X' and pix' = id x '. From the definition of
the action of aL(j) we see that (ai(j)(A))D
Explicitl~', consider

since A - AD

= Ai(J)

p(aiU)(A) - AD)

=

= AD.

ai(j)(A) - AD. We have

E -N[i~(J)] and

ai(j) (A) - AD

i2(t(j)) = i~(j)

E i~(J). Consequently, we have

E -N[i~(J)]. From the above and the homomorphism

property of p,

p(ai(j) (A) - AD) = p(ai(j) (A)) - p(AD)
= ai(j)(p(A)) - p(AD)'

Combining these, ai(j) (p(A)) - p(AD)

o

-< 0 and hence ai(j) (p(A)) -< p(AD).

Thus far, we have not used the grading on B. Combining Lemma 4.2.7 and Section 4.4, we have that Bn is a Uq(J)-submodule of B for all n E N. So, we first turn our
attention to Bl. Since Bo = k (Lemma 4.2.8), Bo is the trivial Uq(J)-module.
By Corollary 4.5.2, Bl is generated as a Uq(J)-module by its primitive vectors,
namely {FdHd IdE D}. Let V(A~) be the submodule of Bl generated by FdHd. We
remark that although V(A~)

------

n V(A~2)

= 0 for d 1

as Uq(J)-modules. Indeed, possibly A~l = A~2'

=I d 2 ,

we may have V(A~l)

f'V

V(A~2)
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For a weight A' E )(', recall from Section 2.3.6 that we have M(A'), the Verma
module with highest weight vector VN of weight A'. Recall also its universal property,
that for any j\1 E'rMwt and any primitive vector

mN

a unique n10rphism (of weight modules) t : M(A')

---+

d E D. By definition,

M such that

---+ V(A~)

Let

t(VN) = mN.

1'(A~) above is generated by a primitive vector

have the unique morphism td : },1(A~)
td(t'A~) =

E M of weight A', there exists

FdHd, so we

and furthermore, td is onto. (We have

Fd H d but we do not need this.)

~ow td

factors through the associated Weyl module,

L(A~),

which is integrable. As

in the proof of [Lus93. Proposition 3.5.8], we need only see that A~ is dominant and
that Ft,%i)~ (j),A~ >' +1

I> Fd H d

=

0 for all j E J. The first is given by Lemma 4.5.4 and

the second follows immediately from the q-Serre relations. (See [Jan96, Lemma 4.18]
and the following sections for more details.) Let
morphism. Since td is onto,

td : L(A~)

---+

V (A~) denote the induced

td is also onto. Hence:

Proposition 4.5.8. V(A~) is integrable, therefore B1 is integrable. If L(A~) is finite-

dimensional for all d E D then V(A~) and B1 are finite-dimensional. If L(A~) is simple

o
Recall that for A E -N[i2(I)], we have a (unique) decomposition A = At,(J)
where At,(J) E -N[i2(l,(J))] and AD E -N[i2(D)]. Then we have wt(')')
all , E D P

-

p((-wt('))D)

wt(')') has no part in -N[i~(J)]. Hence p(( - wt(')'))D)

=

=

= (wt(')'))D

for

p( - wt(')')); set

A~. So, by Lemma 4.5.6 we have for any A E X with multD(A)

p( A) -< A~ for some ')'

+ AD

=

n,

E DN.

By Theorem 4.5.1 the submodules B n , n

>

2, are direct sums of submodules of

tensor products of the V(A~). Hence we may deduce the following.
Theorem 4.5.9. B is integrable, as a direct sum of the B n , which are integrable, and

0

B is a direct sum of quotients of Weyl modules and tensor products of these.

We observe that these remarks also apply to EBnSN Bn for any N EN.
ffi

WnsN

That

B is an integrable U(J)-module though not necessarily finite-dimensional.
n

q '

IS,
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The coalgebra structure of B

\Ve turn to the co algebra structure of the braided group B = B('I, J, l,).
Definition 4.5.1. Let (B,m,!l,f).,~,§) be a Hopf algebra in a braided category. We say
b E B is braided-primitive if f).b = b ~ 1 + 1 ~ b. We will denote the vector space of
braided-primitive elements of B by Prim(B).

\Ve note that Prim(B) is not a subalgebra of B. The next two lemmas give us information on the space of braided-primitive elements in the braided group associated to a
sub-root datum.
Lemma 4.5.10. Let B

=

B('I,J,i) and let b E Prim(B). Then for any x E Uq(J), we

have Adx(b) E Prim(B).
Proof: By definition, D. is Ad-covariant, as it is a morphism in the module category.

Then

.6.(Adx (b))

= AdX(l) (bQ2) ® AdX(2) (bQl)

= Adx(l)(b) ® Adx(2)(1) + Adx(l)(l) ® AdX(2) (b)
=

Adx(l)(b) ® c(X(2))

= x(1)bSx(2)

+ dX(l)) ® AdX(2) (b)

® d X(3))

+ C(X(l)) ® x(2)bSx(3)

= x(1)bSX(2)C(X(3)) ® 1 + 1 ® c(X(1))X(2)bSx(3)
= x(1)bSX(2) ® 1 + 1 ® x(1)bSX(2)
= Adx(b) ® 1 + 1 ® Adx(b)

o

E Prim(B)

Lemma 4.5.11. For d E D, FdHd E Prim(B).
Proof: Recall that f).b

= b(1)(S 0

i

0

1T")(b(2)) ® b(3)' A simple calculation shows that

.6. 2 (Fd H d) = FdHd ® 1 ® 1 + Hd ® FdHd ® 1 + Hd ® Hd ® FdHd·
Hence,
1

FdHd . S(l) ® 1 + Hd ·0 ® 1 + Hd . Hi ® FdHd
FdHd ® 1 + 1 ® FdHd
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so indeed FdHd E Prim(B).

o

\Ve deduce that Bl C Prim(B), since by Corollary 4.5.2, Bl is spanned by elements
gin"ll by Ad acting on the FdHd, d E D. However, Bl

i-

Prim(B) in general and it

ren1ains to determine Prim(B). We comment on this further in Section 6.2.

Chapter 5

The triple construction
\Ye study the triple of a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra as a natural extension of the
Drinfel'd double. The triple is itself a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. We prove several
results about the algebraic structure of the triple, analogous to known results for the
double. Among them, we prove that in the factorisable case the triple is isomorphic to
a t"'isting of g EB g EB g by a certain cocycle. We also consider real forms of the triple and
the triangular case.

5.1

The triple of a Lie bialgebra

We wish to discuss a special case of the double-bosonisation theorem, as recalled in
Section 2.2A.
Firstly, we have the third description of the Drinfel'd double (Section 2.2.3), now as
a single bosonisation, as follows. We let g be a finite-dimensional quasi triangular Lie
bialgebra and !l* the dual of its transmutation. The bosonisation !l* ><:J g is isomorphic
as a Lie bialgebra to the Drinfel'd double D(g) ([MajOO, Example 3.9)).
In the factorisable case, the dual ~* here can of course be replaced by ~. As a Lie
algebra, we have a semidirect sum by definition of the bosonisation and furthermore
we can easily see that a semi direct sum can be re-diagonalised to a direct sum. The
coalgebra structure on this direct sum induced by these isomorphism is in fact precisely
the one giving the double as a twisting (Theorem 2.2.1). Note that we also have the
alternative description D(g)

rv

g K !l*oP. This isomorphism will be described and used

in Section 5.3.
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\\'e now define the triple, as a double-bosonisation using the transmutation of g. Let

9 be a finite-dimensional Lie bialgebra over a field k of characteristic not 2.
Definition 5.1.1. In Theorem 2.2.2, set b = 9 the transmutation of 9 and c = g*. We

-

-

have 9 E gM by ad. Define T(g) = 9 ><:J 9 [;>< g*op, as a Lie bialgebra.

--

-

The "T" stands for "triple": we will show later the comparison with the Drinfel'd
double D(g). \\'e have the Lie bialgebra structure of T(g) given explicitly in terms of
the brackets and cob rackets on g,

~

and the module structures

for~.

We will show that

these formulre simplify.
\Ye now restrict to the case of 9 factorisable, so that we can replace c = ~* in the
above definition by c = ~. The pairing we use,

« , », is the Killing form

K :9® 9

---*

k

which pairs b = ~ and c = ~ as braided-Lie bialgebras.
For clarity~

T(g) =

\\'e

will refer to the three pieces from left to right in the definition of

~ ><:J 9 [;>< ~oP as b, 9 and cOP, respectively. We will indicate the bracket and

cobracket in T(g) by a subscript "T", to distinguish it from the brackets and cobrackets
of the individual pieces, which will carry a subscript b, g,

c

or

cop

as appropriate.

Lemma 5.1.1. As Lie algebras, let b = ~ = c. The Lie bialgebra structure of the triple

T(g) = b ><:J 9 [;><

cop

is given by:

[b 1,b2 ]T

= [b 1,b2 h

[gl,g2]T= [gl,g2]g

[b, C]T

[g,b]T = a([g,a-1(b)]g)
[g,C]T=E([g,E-1(C)]g)

= -[ b, a 0 ,8-1(c)]0 + [a-1(b), ,8-1 (C) ]g + [,8 0 a-I (b), c],

8 b = 8b + (r(l)
T

I>

b) ® (a(r(2») - r(2») - (a(r(2») - r(2») ® (r(1)

I>

b)

8T g = 8g
8 c
T

= 8c + (,8(r(l») - r(1») ® (r(2) I> c) - (r(2) I> c) ® (,8(r(1») - r(l»)

for b, b E b, g, gi E 9 and c, Ci E c. Here, a, ,8, E are the identity map between the pieces
i
as detailed below.
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Proof: \Ve will use seyeral isomorphisms between the three pieces in what follows. We
set
ex : 9

-+

b =~,

a = id

j3 : 9

-+

c =~,

j3

= id

l : c -+ cop,

1 : c I--t

c :9

C

-+ cOP,

E : 9 -+

-

= , 0 j3 = id

E = 10 j3

cOP,

C

and

= -c = -id.

All of these except I and c are Lie algebra isomorphisms. We can now write the pairing
of band c explicitly as

«
for b E

b~

~

» : b ® c -+ k,

«b, c» = K(a- 1(b), j3-1(c))

c E c.

Firstly. 9 has (unbraided) Lie bialgebra bracket and cobracket structures by assumption: we will denote these by plain brackets, [ , ], and 0 respectively. The braided-Lie
bialgebra structure for 9 is that described in Definition 2.2.3. The braided-cobracket is
(1)) ® [ b, a ((2))
§..b = a(2r +
r + ] b,

for b E b =

~,

where r is the quasitriangular structure on 9 and 2r + is its symmetric

part. Finally, the braided-Lie bialgebra structure of c = ~ is the same as that of b, so

[,],=[,]b

= [ ,]g

and

§..c = j3(2r~)) ® [c, j3(r~)) lc
Each pIece appears as a Lie subalgebra, so we need now to clarify the brackets
between the pieces. We have ~ E gM by 9 [> b = adg(b) for 9 E g, b E ~, that is, the
adjoint action. To be even more explicit, for 9 E g, b E band c E cop we have

9 [> b = [ex(g), b ]b

= a ([g,a- 1 (b) ]g)
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and
9 L>

C

=

[E'(g), C 1cop

=

E' ([ g, E'-1 (C) 1g)

= -c ([ g, _c- 1 (c) 19)
= c ([g,c- 1 (c) 19).
\Ye set [g,

b1T =

9

band [g, c 1T

L>

=

9

L> C,

so the action of 9 on b and

cop

is the adjoint

action, with the bracket taken in 9 after the appropriate isomorphism has been applied.
These brackets come from the Lie algebra structure of the (single) bosonisations
b ><:J 9 and 9 t:><

cop

as in [MajOO, Theorem 3.51. Note that there are two minus signs

which cancel, one from the reversed action in 9 t:><

cop

and one from the "op", so we

just see the adjoint action of 9 on c.
For the double-bosonisation, the remaining bracket is the one between band c. This
is given by

for b E b, c E c. Using the above definitions of ~ and the pairing

« , »,

we obtain the

following:

[b, C1T

=

bQl«c, bB»

(1)

(2)

+ CQl«CB' b» + 2r + «C, r +

L>

b

»

= a(2r~))« [b, a(r~)) ]b, C» + ,8(2r~))« b, [c, ,8(r~))] c»
+ 2r~)« a([ r~), a -1 (b) ]g), C»
so by the ad-invariance of 2r +,

[b, C 1T =

[a(2r~)), b ]b«a(r~)), C» + [,8(2r~)), C ]c«b, ,8(r~))»
- [2r~), a-I (b) 19«a(r~)), C»

= [a(2r~))K(a-l (a(r~))), ,8-1 (c)), b1b

+ [fJ(2r~))K(a-l(b), ,8-1(,8(r~))), C 1c
_ [2r ~) K (a -1 (a (r ~) )) , ,8-1 (C) ), a -1 (b) 1g.
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Then, using the quasitriangular expression for the inverse of the Killing form, that is,
1(-1(,-?)

= 2r~\o(T'~)),
[ b, c ]T = [1{ -1 (1( (;3 -1 ( c) ) ), b ] 0 + [K -1 ( K (a -1 ( b) ) ), c ],
- [1(-1(1((f3- l (c))), a-I (b) ]g

- [b,

a 0

13- 1 (c) ]0 + [13 0

- [b,

(10

!3- l (c)]o + [a-l(b), f3-l(c)]g - [13 0 a-l(b), c ]c<>p

a-I (b),

c], + [a-l(b), 13- 1 (c)

]g

l
- [b, ao f3- (C)]T+ [a- l (b),f3- l (c)]T - [f3 oa- l (b),C]T'
That is. the bracket of an element b E b with an element c E c is given by mapping b
and/ or c into each piece in turn and taking the bracket there. If the bracket is non-zero,
it has a non-zero component in each piece.
\\'e now consider the Lie co algebra structure. We have that 9 is a sub-Lie bialgebra,
so the cobracket on an element of 9 is simply O. For an element b E b = !!, the unbraided
cobracket structure of the double-bosonisation is

oTb = §..b + r(2) ® (r(l)

D>

b) - (r(l)

= ob + (r(l) D> b) ® a(r(2)) -

+ r(2) ® (r(l) D> b) -

Since the bosonisation 9 K

cop

b) ® r(2)

a(r(2)) ® (r(l)

(r(l)

= bb + (r(l) D> b) ® (a(r(2))

D>

D>

D>

b)

b) ® r(2)

- r(2)) - (a(r(2)) - r(2)) ® (r(l)

D>

b).

is taken to be that of cop in the category of g-modules

with opposite infinitesimal braiding (see the proof of [MajOO, Theorem 3.10] for details),
we have

bTc = §.c + (r(2)

=

be - (r(2)
+ (r(2)

D>

D>

e) 0 r(l) - r(l) 0 (r(2)

D>

e) ® f3(r(l))

D>

e)

+ f3(r(l)) ® (r(2) D> e)

e) ® r(l) - r(l) ® (r(2)

= be + (f3(r(l)) - r(l)) ® (r(2)

D>

D>

e)

e) - (r(2)

D>

e) ® (f3(r(l)) - r(l)).

0

In what follows we will want to compute the bracket on general elements of T(g)
so we give this explicitly. Our notation for general elements will be as elements of the
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direct sum vector space, usually writing b, 9 and c for elements of b, 9 and c respectively.
\Ye will also now suppress the isomorphisms

Q,

f3, ... when taking brackets.

Theorem 5.1.2. Let 9 be a factorisable Lie bialgebra. The bracket [ , ]T on T(g) is

given as follows. For all b1 81
[b1 81

gl

81

C1

~ b2 81

g2

81

gl

C'2 ] T

81 C1. b'2 81

g2

81

C2 E

= ([ b1 , b2 ] + [ b1 , g2

T(g) we have
[b 1 , C2 ] +

] -

81 ([ b1 , C2 ] +
81 ([ C1 , b2 ] + [C1 , g2 ]

-

[gl,

b2 ]

-

[ C1 , b2 ])

[gl, g2 ]

+ [C1, b2 ])

[ C1, C2 ]

+ [91, C2 ] + [b1 , C2 ])

o

Proof: Immediate from the preceding lemma.

The structure of T(g), 9 factorisable

5.2

\Ye now investigate the structure of T(g), for 9 a factorisable Lie bialgebra. Our main
results are Theorem 5.2.3 and Theorem 5.2.5. We see that these results are direct
analogues of those for the Drinfel'd double, as recalled in Chapter 2.

5.2.1

The Lie algebra structure

We start by examining the Lie ideals of T(g).
Lemma 5.2.1. The subspaces

1_ = spank { x 81 ( - x) 81

°I x

E 9}

10 = spank { x 81 (-x) 81 (-x) I x E g}
1+

= spank{081x81X I x

E g}

are Lie subalgebras of T(g).
Proof: we use the bracket on T(g) as given in Theorem 5.1.2.
For 1_, let x 81 (-x) 81 0, y 81 (-y) 81

°

E

1_. Then

[x 81 (-x) 81 O,y81 (-y) 81 O]T = ([x,y] - [x,y] - [x,y]) 81 ([x,y]) 81
=

-[x,y] 81 [x,y] 810

E

1_

°
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Similarly~ for Io~ let x EB (-x) EB (-x), y EB (-y) EB (-y) E 10 . Then

[x EB (-x) EB (-x), y EB (-y) EB (-y) IT = [x,y 1 E9 -[x,y 1 E9 -[x,y 1
E 10

Finally, for 1+, let 0 EB.1' EB :1',0 E9 y E9 y E 1+. Then

[0 EB x EB x, 0 EB y E9 YIT

= 0 E9 [x, y 1E9 [x, y]
E 1+

D

Lemma 5.2.2. The subalgebras 1_,10 and 1+ are ideals o/T(g).
Proof: let b E9 9 E9 e E T(g).

1_: let x EB (-x) E9 0 E 1_. Then

[x EB (-x) E9 0, b E9 9 E9 e IT

= ([ x,

b]

+ [x, 9 l- [x, e l- [x, b])

E9([x,e]- [x,9])E90
=

[x,g - el E9 -[x,g - e] E9 0

E

1_

10: let x EB (-x) E9 (-x) E 10. Then

[x EB (-x) EB (-x),bEB 9 EB el T = [x, b+ 9 - e] E9 -[x, b + 9 - e]
EB-[x,b+g-el
E 10

[0 E9 x EB x, b EB 9 EB e IT

= 0 E9 [x, b + 9 1E9 [x, b + 9 1
E 1+

o

Combining these results, we obtain the full simplification of the Lie algebra structure
of the triple, when 9 is factorisable.
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Theorem 5.2.3. T(g) is the direct sum of the ideals 1_, 10 and 1+. Hence T(g) 'ts
i8017l0rphic to 9 EEl 9 EEl 9 as a Lie algebra.

Proof: we must show that the brackets between any two of 1_, 10 and 1+ are zero.
[1_,10]: let x EEl (-:1:) EEl 0 E 1_, y EEl (-y) EEl (-y) E 10. Then

[;2' EEl (-.1') EEl 0, y EEl (-y) EEl (-y) ]T

= ([ x,

y] - [x, y]

EEl (-[x,y]

+ [x, y] - [x, y])

+ [x,y]) EEl ([x,y] - [x,y])

= 0 EEl 0 EEl O.
Similarly. [1+.10] and [1+,1_] are zero. Hence T(g) is the direct sum of 1_, 10 and 1+.
I t is clear that 1_, 10 and 1+ are each isomorphic to 9 so we have the Lie algebra

isomorphism T(g)

r--v

9 EEl 9 EEl g. Notice, however, that the bracket on 1_ is the opposite

one (Lemma 5.2.1), so we can write

which we recognise as the three 'input' Lie algebras of T(g) with the bracket now diagonalised. Alternatively, we can write T(g)

rv

9 EEl 9 EB 9 using the usual isomorphism of a

Lie algebra with its opposite.
Explicitly,

bEBgEElc

(

+
+

0

EEl

b+g

EEl

( b+g-c EB

-b-g+c EB

-g+c EEl

g-c EEl

(

b+g

)

-b-g+c )
0

)

is the decomposition of a general element of T(g) into a sum of elements in the ideals
I ~, 10 and I_respectively. Then we have the two isomorphisms mentioned above.

T(g)

f'V

9 EEl 9 EEl gOP:

define

(h : T(g)

--+

9 EB 9 EB gOP by

b EB 9 EEl c ~ (b + g) EB (b + 9 - c) EEl (-g + c)
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9 EB 9 EB g:

define

fh : T(g)

---+

9 EB 9 EB 9 by
b EB g EB c ~ (b + g) EB (b + g - c) EB (g - c)

It is easily checked that these are Lie algebra isomorphisms.

o

\Ve haye an immediate corollary.

Corollary 5.2.4. The rank of T(g) is three times that of g.

o

This may also be proved independently of the above theorem by examining the possible
Abelian subalgebras of T(g). Indeed, we can use the above isomorphism to see that
the Cartan sub algebra of T(g) is the direct sum of the three incarnations of the Cart an
sub algebra of g.

5.2.2

The Lie coalgebra structure

Recall that the Lie coalgebra structure of a Lie bialgebra is completely determined by
the Lie algebra and the quasitriangular structure, r. From the previous section we have
a Lie algebra isomorphism of T(g) with 9 EB 9 EB g. Furthermore, double-bosonisation
comes with an explicit expression for its quasitriangular structure. This is given in
Proposition 2.2.3. We will identify the image of the quasitriangular structure under the
Lie algebra isomorphism and so express T(g) as a twisting by a co cycle of the direct
sum structure.

Theorem 5.2.5. Let 9 be a factorisable Lie bialgebra. As a Lie bialgebra, T(g) 'is
isomorphic to (g EB 9 EB g)x, the twisting by

of the direct sum coalgebra structure where we take rEB -r21 EB r as the quasitriangular
structure on the direct sum Lie algebra.
Here, for example, r AB

=

(r(1) EB 0 E9 0) Q9 (0 E9 r(2) E9 0).
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Proof: Recall the definition of the (Lie algebra) isomorphism

(h : T(g)

~ 9 EB 9 EB g, b EB 9 EB c ~ (b + g) EB (b

above, that is,

()2

+9-

c) EB (g - c).

\Ve will write rT for the quasitriangular structure on T(g). From the proposition, we
have rT

=

0 EB r EB 0

+ (0 EB 0 EB

fa) ® (e a EB 0 EB 0) in the direct sum notation, with

summation over a understood. Here {e a } is a basis of !! and {fa} is a dual basis. Hence
(()2

® ()2)(rT)

= ()2(0 EB r(l) EB 0) ® ()2(0 EB r(2)

+ ()2(0 EB 0 EB fa)

EB 0)

® ()2(e a EB 0 EB 0)

= (r(l) EB r(l) EB r(l)) ® (r(2) EB r(2) EB r(2))

+ (0 EB -

fa EB - fa) ® (e a EB e a EB 0)

This expression may be simplified as follows. Label the three copies of 9 in the direct
sum as gA. gB and gc and for elements of the tensor product of any two of these, write
the appropriate subscripts. For example, we will write
or

(a(l)

aAB

for (a(1)EBOEBO)®(OEBa(2)EBO)

EB 0 EB 0) ® (0 EB a(2) EB 0) (we will use subscripts irrespective of whether we are

writing upper or lower Sweedler indices).
\Ve observe that fa®e a is precisely the inverse Killing form--or in its quasitriangular
form, 2r +, the symmetric part of r. Hence expanding out the tensor products and
rewriting in our subscript notation, we have the following:
(()2

® ()2)(rT)

= r AA + r AB + r AC + rBA + rBB + rBC + rCA + rCB + rCC
- (fa ® e a) BA - (fa ® ea) BB - (fa ® ea)CA - (fa ® ea)CB

However, fa ® e a

=

2r+

= r + T(r)

so

+ T(r))BA
r(l)B ® r(2)A + r(2)B ® r(l)A
(r

rBA
and similarly for the other terms.

+ T(r AB)
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Hence we obtain

(B2 ® ( 2)(rT) = FAA

+ rAB + rAC + rBA + rBB + rBC + rCA + rCB + rCC

- (rBA

+ T(r AB)) -

(rBB

+ T(rBB))

- (rCA

+ T(r AC)) -

(rCB

+ T(rBC))

+ (r AB ~otice first that

rEB

= FAA -

T(r AB))

T(rBB)

+ (r BC -

T(r BC )) + (r AC - T(r AC))'

(5.1)

+ rCC is the direct sum quasitriangular structure

on 9 EB 9 EB g. choosing the opposite quasitriangular structure for the central copy of g.
~ow

set

x=
Then X + X21 =

rT O~

rEB

= rAB - T(rAB)

+ r BC -

T(rBC)

+ rAC -

T(rAC)'

as is easily seen. That is, X is symmetric and we need only check

the identity (id ® 5EB )X

+

cyclic

+

[X, X] = 0 to see that X satisfies the conditions

for a co cycle and hence defines a twisting of the direct sum.

This identity follows

immediately, however, since we can consider X as a sum X = XAB

+ XBC + XAC,

XAB

=

where

r AB - T(r AB) and similarly for the others. It is known from the proof that the

Drinfel'd double is a twisting of a direct sum (see [Maj95, Theorem 8.2.5]) that terms

o

of precisely the form XAB, etc., satisfy the required identity.

5.3

Relationship with the Drinfel'd double

The above description of the triple in Theorem 5.2.5 is clearly reminiscent of that for
the Drinfel'd double (Theorem 2.2.1). More than that, we expect at least one copy of
the double to sit inside the triple. For example, in the bosonisation picture we have

D(g)

r'V

9K

!!*oP and, of course, we defined the triple as T(g)

=

!! ><:1 9 K !!*oP. Below,

we expand these ideas.
Firstly, let 9 be a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra, not necessarily factorisable. We
observe that we can write the triple as a matched pair of Lie algebras, as in [Maj90aj.
Since we have a Lie algebra structure on the triple, we can break this up as the Lie
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algebras ~ and 9 Cl>< ~*oP and make a matched pair by actions between them. Identifying
the coalgebra structure on this matched pair ' we can rewrl'te th"c; b'la1ge b ra s t ructure 0 f
T(g) as follows.

Theorem 5.3.1. Let 9 be a quasi triangular Lie bialgebra. Then T(g) is a double cross
sum Lie algebra and a sernidirect Lie coalgebra, written

Proof: We haye a left action of 9 Cl>< ~*op on ~,

a : (g Cl>< !!*oP) ® !! --+ ~

a((g EB c) ® b)
and a right action of ~ on 9 Cl><

= adg(b) - bQl< b~,
~*oP,

f3 : (g Cl>< !!*oP) ® ~
f3((gEB c) ® b)

c>

=

--+

9 Cl>< !!*oP

-C(1)<C(2),b> - 2r~)<c,r~) r>b>
-

with r> being the adjoint action. Note that these are exactly the terms in the bracket
defined on T(g) between these two pieces, so we have a matched pair and the Lie bracket
on the double cross sum coming from this is exactly that of T(g).
We notice that!! ><:J 9 occurs as a sub-Lie bialgebra of T(g) and in particular that
elements of

~*op

do not appear in the cobracket on elements of!!. This cobracket is

the one obtained by bosonisation, which is by definition a semidirect coalgebra by a Lie
coaction. For 9 ><:J 9 the Lie coaction of 9 on 9 is , : 9 --+ 9 ® g, ,(b) = r(2) ® r(l) r> b for
bEg. Then we can extend this coaction to one of 9 Cl>< g*op on 9 by letting g*op coact

-

-

by zero. So we can write T(g) = ~ ><l1li (g Cl>< !!*oP) as coalgebras.
We can use the isomorphism of 9 K

~*op

-

-

D

with D(g) to give a version of this theorem

involving the double which is independent of any particular realisation of the double.
The isomorphism is explicitly given by
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for h E g, d E g*op and with D(g) = 9 l><J g*oP. Note that the inverse is
0--

1

: gK

~*oP

for 9 E g, c E ~*op. That

0-

---+

D(g),

0--

1

(g E9 c) = (g + r(1) < r(2), c » E9 c

is a bialgebra isomorphism may be checked along the same

lines as the proof in [MajOO~ Example 3.9] that D(g)

f'.J

~* ><:J 9 (i.e. using the opposite

conventions) .

Corollary 5.3.2. Let g be a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. Then T(g) is isomorphic to
a double cross sum Lie algebra and a semidirect Lie coalgebra

T(g)

f'.J

~ ~ D(g).

Proof: Define the induced actions

a : D(g) 0

~ ---+~,

a=a

0

(0-

0 id)

and

Explicit expressions may be obtained from Theorem 5.3.1. These actions give a matched
pair (~, D(g)). For the coalgebra, we let 9 C D(g) coact by

"y

on ~ as above and let g*op

o

coact by zero.

We now restrict to 9 factorisable. Recall the description above of T(g) as a direct
sum Lie algebra with twisted coalgebra structure. Recall also the similar description of

D(g), as in Theorem 2.2.1. Notice that if we take only the terms in equation (5.1) (on
page 107) involving the A and B copies, we have r AB - r(rBB)

+ r AB - r(r AB)

which

is precisely the quasitriangular structure on the double D(g) in the form given by that

theorem. So we can describe the triple in terms of the double as follows.

Corollary 5.3.3. As Lie bialgebras, T(g)

f'.J

D(g) ~ 9

Proof: We see from the proof of Theorem 5.2.5 and the preceding comments that we
have the bialgebra isomorphism T(g)

f'.J

(g ~ g) ~ g. Here, the first double cross

cosum is as described in Theorem 2.2.1 and the twisting in the second is by
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which is a suitable cocycle, as before. Then the isomorphism of 9 ..... 9 with D(g) for 9
factorisable gives the result.

5.4

o

Real forms and half-real forms of the triple

\Ye now work OYer <C and consider real and half-real forms of the triple. We consider only
the factorisable case. Recall that a real form of a complex Lie algebra 9 is a choice of
basis for 9 such that all structure constants are real. There are two particularly natural
real forms, namely the split and compact forms, but other non-isomorphic forms too.
See, for example, [FH91] for more on real forms. The natural basis for a split form gives
us a bialgebra over IR and as the results of the preceding sections hold over any field of
characteristic not 2 this case is dealt with.
We define a half-real form to be a choice of basis with real Lie algebra structure
constants and imaginary Lie coalgebra structure constants. There will, of course, generally be non-isomorphic half-real forms of the same Lie bialgebra. This concept has been
introduced in [Maj90a], as useful in describing Iwasawa decompositions. Half-real forms
are equivalent to real forms but here we will again find them a more useful language.

In particular, the natural choice of basis for compact forms of simple Lie algebras leads
us to consider half-real forms. However, note that a half-real form (u, r) is a complex
Lie bialgebra, not a bialgebra over IR. This is because the quasitriangular structure r
involves i, so u is not quasitriangular over IR. When 9 is quasitriangular, we say r is of
real type if the symmetric part of r, 2r+, is in fact real in the basis for u.
Lemma 5.4.1. Let 9 be a complex factorisable Lie bialgebra. Let (u, r) be a half-real
form of 9 with r of real type. Then the transmutation of u, !!., as described in Definition 2.2.3 is a real-real form of the transmutation

11. That is, !!. has real bracket and

cobracket structure constants. Note that!!. is therefore self-dual.
Proof: We are in the case of r real type, i.e. 2r + real. Then since by definition u has

real bracket structure constants, the braided-Lie cob racket structure constants are real,
for we recall that
(1)

[

(2)]

§.x = 2r+ ® x, r +
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for all x E u. Self-duality is ensured by [MajOO, Example 3.3].

o

Therefore we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4.2. Let 9 be a factorisable Lie bialgebra over <C. Let (u, r) be a halfreal form of 9 with real type quasitriangular structure. Considering II as in the preceding lemma

(18

a complex braided-Lie bialgebra, define the triple of u to be the double-

bosoni-sation T( u)

= u ><il UK lloP.

Then T(u) i8 a half-real form of T(g) with real type quasitriangular structure.
Proof: The brackets on u and u are real by assumption, as are the braided-Lie cobracket

Q. and the symmetric part 2r+ of the quasitriangular structure on u. Examining the
definitions of the brackets in the triple, we see that these then define a real bracket on

T(u).
The quasitriangular structure rT is not real since r on u is not real. The induced
quasitriangular structure on the triple is recalled in Proposition 2.2.3 and may be written
as r T = 0 EB r EB 0 + (0 EB 0 EB fa) ® (e a EB 0 EB 0) where {e a } is a basis of II and {fa} is
a dual basis. Note that the part (0 EB 0 EB fa) ® (e a EB 0 EB 0) is real. The dual pairing
we are using is the Killing form which is real since u is real as a Lie algebra. Hence the
symmetric part 2( rT)+ is real: 2r+ is real and any contribution from fa ® e a can only

o

be real. So rT is of real type.

Conversely, if r is not of real type then the bracket on the triple is not real, since ~
and 2r+ are not real. Then T(u) = u ><il u K lloP is not a half-real form of T(g).

5.5

The triangular case

Recall that a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra (g, r) is said to be triangular if r has zero
symmetric part. Then if b is a g-module the associated infinitesimal braiding is also
zero: we have
'lj;(a ® b)

= 2r + [> (a ® b -

b ® a)

= O.
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So a braided-Lie bialgebra (b, [ , h,~) in the category gM is a g-covariant bialgebra
with

d~

= O. In particular, we see that this last condition means b is a g-covariant

unbraided Lie bialgebra in the category.
\Ye consider the adjoint representation of 9 in gM. The transmutation !l as defined

in Definition 2.2.3 has the adjoint module structure and the Lie bracket of 9 but the zero
braided-Lie cobracket, since 9 is triangular. Moreover, this is essentially forced upon us.

Lemma 5.5.1. Let (g, r) be a non-Abelian triangular Lie bialgebra and let !l E gM be
the adjoint representation of g, made a Lie algebra in the category by the Lie algebra of
g. Let ~ be a g-covariant cobracket on!l' Then ~ =

o.

Proof: \Ye have g-covariance of the co algebra structure in the form

for ~ E g, x E!l' We also have the zero coboundary property for ~ as described above.
Explicitly~

for a, b E !l
§. ([ a, b]) = ad a (~b) -

(5.2)

illk (~a ) .

Here ,ad
- refers to the adjoint action of -9 on itself, i.e. in the category -gM, or its extension
to !l 0!l' Define an isomorphism of Lie algebras L : 9 ~ !l by L = id, the identity map.
We can now write c>, the adjoint action of 9 on!l, as
or equivalently,

C>

=

ad

0

C> :

9 0!l ~ !l, c>(~ 0 x)

= adL(.;)(x),

(L 0 id).

So, setting a = L(~) and b = x in (5.2) and writing in terms of ad, we have the
following two equalities:
§.( ad L (.;) (x))

= illL(.;) (~x)

§.(adL(.;)(x)) = illL(.;)(~x) - illk(~(L(~)))
Now we see that we have adx(§.(L(~))) = 0 and our choices of L(~),X E!l were arbitrary.
So we conclude that if 9 is not Abelian, so that ad and
must have §..

=

O.

L

are not identically zero, we

o
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\Ye now assume 9 is not Abelian. Notice that -9 is now not self-dual , as it has a
non-zero bracket and zero braided-cobracket. The dual g* will have zero bracket and
non-zero braided-cobracket, namely the (unbraided) Kirillov-Kostant cobracket. We
recall the definition of the triple, using the simplifications we have deduced above.

Definition 5.5.1. Let 9 be a non-Abelian, finite-dimensional, triangular Lie bialgebra
over a field k of characteristic not 2. Consider the transmutation!! as described above.
Define T(g) to be the double-bosonisation!! ><:J 9 n>< !!*.

\\'e have dispensed with the opposite bracket on the dual, as the bracket is zero there.
Examining the bracket from the double-bosonisation, we can write the Lie algebra
structure of the triple in this case as follows.

Proposition 5.5.2. Let 9 be a triangular Lie bialgebra and T(g) the triple as defined
above. Then we have the Lie algebra isomorphism
T(g)

rv

(g

Xlad

g) coade>< g*.

Here ad and coad refer to the adjoint and coadjoint actions, respectively, and both parts
of 9

Xlad

9 act on g* by the coadjoint action.

Proof: This follows immediately from examining the brackets in the double-bosonisation

and identifying the non-zero parts. In particular, we note that

since Ox

=

O. We also use §..<p

= o<p.

Since!! has the same Lie algebra as g, on dualisation

g* has the same Lie coalgebra as g*.

o

It does not appear that any further simplification of the description of the triple in the
triangular case is possible.

Chapter 6

Conclusion
\Ye end by making some remarks on aspects of this work which remain unresolved and
suggest some possible further directions for future work.

6.1

Lie induction

As we ha\'e described in the introduction, one motivation for us to use Lie induction to
provide insight into the simple Lie (bi-)algebras. There are some outstanding questions
prompted e\'en by the small number of examples we have given.
We have described an algorithm for calculating candidates for inductions in Section 3.2.3. However, we have seen that there are obstructions to the existence of such
candidates and also the question of 'flatness'. By flatness, we mean that taking different
routes should yield the same induction.
Even in the case where we obtain a sensible candidate braided-Lie bialgebra, we
have a further practical problem, namely deciding whether the double-bosonisation is
semisimple, let alone simple. Our work on the triple in Chapter 5 illustrates this general problem when working with double-bosonisation, in a different context. For Lie
induction, we have the following questions:

i) How do we fix the remaining values in the Cartan matrix for the induced algebra g?
Note that we have the sub-matrix corresponding to go and the row corresponding
to the new simple root from the highest weight of b-l.

ii) Where, algebraically, do the properties of the Cartan matrix come from, for example,

Gij

=

0

{:::=} Gji

=

O? The restriction on the values in the Cartan matrix
114
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is related to the restriction on the number of non-zero graded parts we may have
in b-where do these come from?
iii)

Is there a general easy test to decide if a double-bosonisation b ><:1

90 [;><

b*op is

sin1ple?
These are clearly not independent: an answer to the first two questions would give us
an effective answer to the third.
Howeyer, the results and examples we have, though partial, give some hints as to
other settings where these obstructions might not occur. We have some candidates for
a finite-dimensional Eg, F5 and G3, which must certainly not be simple. This is in
some ways encouraging. Had we found that no modules were possible candidates for
any induction, there would be little more to say. It is plausible, though, that in an
alternative setting-for example that of quasi-Lie algebras-the non-simple candidates
we have might in fact be simple. Even when no modules exist in the Lie setting due to
dimension restrictions, an alternative setting might provide these. To say more we would
need to see how far the theory we have developed carried through and in particular we
would need a classification result in place of Theorem 3.2.4. Of course, this theorem
supposed the knowledge of the classification of the simples in the first place, although a
case-by-case inductive approach may be possible.
We have built here on the work begun in [MajOO] and many of the comments concluding that paper apply equally well here. We have also restricted ourselves to working
over the complex field and to considering the standard quasitriangular structure. As
noted there, it ought to be possible consider twisting and *-structures on the braidedLie bialgebras and we now see that they would have to be compatible with the graded
structure.
We also recall that the double-bosonisation construction can be defined when working
over fields of any characteristic except two. The theorem of Azad, Barry and Seitz
([ABS90D we use in Section 3.1.1 holds except for the following algebra-characteristic
pairs, called special: (Bl' char K = 2), (Gl,2), (F4 ,2), (G2' 2) and (G2' 3). So we expect
that the inductive method ought to carryover to (most) positive characteristics. This,
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and an analysis of these special pairs, would be an interesting direction for further work.

It seems natural to extend our field of view to Kac- Moody Lie algebras in general,
since we have dealt here with the finite-dimensional case only. The definitions of a
braided-Lie bialgebra and of double-bosonisation do not need finite-dimensionality: the
only result we use that does is the quasitriangularity of the double-bosonisation but with
care this should not be a problem. We may require formal power series, for example, or
an alternative formulation, such as the semi-classical version of a weak quasitriangular
structure.

6.2

Quantum Lie induction

The principal aim of Chapter 4 was to extend the work of Majid ([MajOO], [Maj99]) and
Chapter 3 to the quantum setting. We have seen that there is a strong correspondence
between Lie induction and its quantum counterpart, in that many structural features
appear in both. However, there are some differences. On the plus side, our results in the
quantum setting are not restricted to finite-type root data, corresponding to the finitedimensional setting of Chapter 3. We have also considered the deletion of an arbitrary
number of nodes from the associated Dynkin diagram, including the deletion of all nodes
(the case explicitly described in [Maj02, Chapter 18]).
However, we currently have less complete knowledge of the structure of the associated
braided groups B

=

B(rt, J, l} We have a set of generators for B (Theorem 4.5.1) but

not a presentation: we need a description of the relations in this algebra. It is clear that

B should inherit some of the q-Serre relations-relation (R6) in Definition 2.3.10 for
i, j E

1\ J.

It is not completely clear that we should have no further relations, though.

Knowledge of a presentation for B should also allow us to complete our description
of the coalgebra structure. We conjecture that the space of braided-primitive elements
of B should have the same dimension as 0, the braided-Lie bialgebra associated to the
same deletion/sub-root datum, and that the relations in B should come from the Lie
algebra structure on O. Then we would interpret B as a braided enveloping algebra of
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b, Q"q(b) say, which would make sense of the identity

Such an expression would indicate that Lie induction behaves very well with respect to
quantisation and would considerably strengthen the argument for studying it further.
Beyond the questions which parallel those from the semi-classical theory, we have
some which exist only in the quantum setting. One area for future work would be
to attempt to identify quantum groups obtained by this induction that do not have
classical (Le. q ~ 1) counterparts-purely quantum phenomena. It is not clear even
whether such objects of this type exist, though.
It is the author's opinion that the ideas of Lie induction should not be thought

of as simply an alternative description of some, albeit important, algebraic structures,
but in fact a potential method of proof. We have considered one aspect of this-the
classification problem-in Section 3.2 and discussed it further above.
For the quantum case, we have a different type of proof method in mind, namely a
genuine inductive method. For example, one may consider the existence of the PoincareBirko:£f-Witt-type (PBW-type) basis and the Lusztig-Kashiwara canonical (or crystal)
basis on Uq(T). For an induction, the base case is rank one root data, for which the
existence should be provable directly (and hopefully, easily). Then for the inductive
step, one should show that such a basis is induced on B. If B is indeed Q"q(b) as above,
then this is plausible.
In this direction, Ufer ([Ufe04]) has shown that one obtains PBW-type bases on the
Nichols algebra of certain finite-dimensional Uq(g)-modules, via a braiding coming from
the quasi-R-matrix. The Nichols algebra is a certain quotient of the tensor algebra: our
previous conj ecture on the structure of B could be rephrased to say that B is a Nichols
algebra generated by the braided-primitive elements (which should correspond to b), or
possibly a quotient of this. We would like to extend Ufer's results to all modules arising
from Lie induction, not just finite-dimensional ones.
The ultimate aim of such an approach would be to obtain a deeper understanding of
these bases and their properties. In principle, one stands a better chance of understand-
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ing them on the 'sn1aller' object B. It may be possible to see that the module properties
of B force conditions on, for example, the corresponding structure constants. Even if
full proofs are not immediately forthcoming, performing explicit calculations may be
simplified. The package Qua Group ([Qua]) for the computer program GAP ([GAP])
works with the PBW-type basis on Uq(g) (for 9 of small rank) and we have begun to
develop some code to calculate examples of deletions in GAP.

6.3

The triple construction

All our results from Chapter 5 on the triple should be the semi-classical version of,
and prO\'ide insight into, quantum group versions of similar constructions. The analogous general double-bosonisation is of course known (Theorem 2.3.9) and for H finitedimensional the special case which we would call

is again a canonical example (using quantum group (co ) adj oint actions). Its particular

structure has not been studied but it is quasitriangular (from the general theory) at least
in the finite-dimensional case, and is an extension of the Drinfel'd quantum double D(H)
(Definition 2.3.5). In terms of applications, the triple T(H) can be expected to extend
the role of the double D(H). For example, in non-commutative differential geometry
the bicovariant differential calculi on a Hopf algebra H were classified by Woronowicz
([Wor89]) effectively in terms of the representations of D(H). In [Maj98], Majid notes
that braided bicovariant differential calculi on braided groups

If are classified in an

entirely analogous way precisely by the appropriate double-bosonisation, which is T(H).
If one could prove a co-twisting theorem for T( H)-that as an algebra it is the tensor

product of three copies of H (this is suggested by our Theorem 5.2.3 for T(g))-one
would then be able to classify such braided differential calculi, for example. Such a
theorem, if true, appears to be rather non-trivial to prove.

Appendix A

Appendix
In this appendix~ we give the explicit calculations for the deletions (g, d, go, £,) with 9 and
go simple. In the notation of Section 3.1.1, set bi = g[iJ for i

< 0,

the graded components

of b as a graded Lie algebra. The grading gives us another way to analyse b, since we can
2

consider the go-module /\ b and its subspaces. In particular, we can consider /\ 2 b-1,
\\"hich will give us information about b-2.
Firstly~

if md = 1, so b is irreducible, b has zero bracket. Secondly, if md = 2 and

dim b_..:: = 1. there is a non-zero bracket on b-1 and it is a co cycle central extension of
the zero bracket. For dim b-2 = 1 implies b_ 2 is spanned by A, the highest root in 9
and the grading on b tells us that if X;;, Xi E b_ 1 then [X;;, Xi] = c5(a
where c5(a

+ 3~ A)

= 0 if

+ /3 =

ex and 3) if a

a + /3

i- A and c5(a + /3, A) =

+ /3, A)XA

ca {3 (some constant depending on

A. If md > 2 and dim b-2 > 1, although a similar additive formula

will hold, we cannot be so explicit.
The bracket [ , ]9

: /\

2

9 ~ 9 clearly restricts to [ , ]b

: /\

2

b ~ b and indeed even

restricts to [ , ]-1 : /\2 b-1 ~ b-2. Hence we can consider the kernel K-1 of [ , ]-1',
2

which must be a sum of irreducible components of /\ b-1 (possibly zero but not all of
b_ 1) and so we have b-2

rv / \

2 b-1/ K -1. Given the restricted number of possibilities

for b-l (which we know), clearly there will not be very many choices for b-2, so in
the case where 9 and go are simple (md < 3) we are essentially done. In particular, if
b-2 =1= {O} and /\2 b-1 is irreducible, we have Ker [ , ]-1
and b_ 2

rv / \

2

i-

/\2 b-1 so Ker [ , ]-1

=

0

b-l.

All of the above has been classical, in the sense that it has been derived from properties of root systems.
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\Ve now consider the final structure we need on b, that of a braided-Lie bialgebra.
This has been given in the proof of [MajOO, Proposition 4.5] when the quasitriangular
structure on 9 is chosen to be the Drinfel'd-Sklyanin solution. In this case, it has the
general forn1

§.)(;; =

L

c(3,,/Xi

1\

X:; E /\ 2 b.

0:=(3+,,/
By the addith'ity property of the multiplicity multd( -), this must be zero on elements
of b-l since if a

= J + ( for some

not be zero on bj , j

\\·ill

< -2.

j3, ( E b_ 1 then mUltd(a)

= 2. However, if md > 2, ~

If /\ 2 b_ 1 is irreducible, by the above, b_ 2

rv / \

2

b_ 1 so

using Schur's lemma §. must be an isomorphism.
We have used the above tools and the computer program LiE ([vL94]) to calculate
the braided-Lie bialgebra structures arising in the deletions (g, d, go, £,) for all choices of
9 and d such that 9 and go are simple. These calculations are given below, grouped by
the yalue of md for each deletion.
For the exceptional simple Lie algebras, we have given less detail as the maps are
not easily expressible in simple terms and the explicit formulre not necessarily very
informative. We wish to stress, though, that once the task of writing down the Weyl
basis (or equivalently the root system) has been achieved, it is relatively simple to recover
these formulre. For a summary of the module structures, we refer the reader to Table 3.3
on page 56.

A.I

md =

1

Recall from above that in the case

md

= 1, b = b_ 1 is irreducible and has zero Lie

algebra and braided-Lie coalgebra structures. Below we give the induced isomorphisms
of b as a set of roots of 9 with the usual basis for b as a go-module of the appropriate
highest weight.
Rather than numbering the cases, we will use a two-letter code corresponding to the
Dynkin types of 9 and go (in that order), suppressing the rank as subscript where this
is appropriate. Other notations are as in Section 3.1.1.
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(AA) Deletion (A I+1 , l,

AI, id)

b has highest weight

WI

so is the natural representation of Al =

vector space l' of dimension l

+ 1.

A basis for V is {e i

£[1+1

on the

I 1 < i < l + I}

and

the highest weight vector is e 1 • The corresponding go-module isomorphism is
ei

~ -XC~-i+2)".(l)(l+1)·

+ 1)

(BB) Deletion (BI+ 1 , 1, B l , i ~ i
b has highest weight

WI

so is the natural representation of Bl =

vector space 1 of dimension 2l
r

+ 1.

and the highest weight vector is
e~X•

.

for 1 < i
1

~

(DD) Deletion (Dl+ 1 , 1, Dl, i ~ i
WI

{ei

on the

I 1 < i < 2l + I}

The corresponding go-module isomorphism is

12 .. ·,

( - 1)l+i el+ i -

b has highest weight

e1.

A basis for V is given by

£021+1

X12 .. ·(i-1)(i)(i) .. ·(l+1)(1+1)

<l

for 2 < i < l + 1

+ 1)

so is the natural representation of Dl

space V of dimension 2l. A basis for V is

{ei

11 < i

<

= £021

on the vector

2l} and the highest weight

vector is el. The corresponding go-module isomorphism is
e i ~ X;; ... i
( - 1) l+i el+i-1

for 1 < i < l
~

X12 .. ·(i-l)(i)(i) .. ·(l-1)(l-1)(l)(l+1)

for 2

<i <l- 1

(E7E6) Deletion (E7' 7, E6, id)
b has highest weight W6 and is one of the dual pair of representations of E6 of

dimension 27. As discussed in [Sch66] and [Bae02], these come from the action of
the group E 6, as a group of determinant-preserving linear transformations, on the
exceptional Jordan algebra £)3(0).
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(CA) Deletion (C l+ 1 ,[ + I,Al,i

1----+ [ -

i

+ 1)

b has highest weight 2W1 so is the symmetric square Sym 2 (V) with V the (l

+ 1)-

dimensional natural representation of A l • A basis for Sym 2 (V) is given by the set
{eiej

11 < i < j < [+ I}, so the dimension of Sym 2 (V) is ~(l + 1)(l + 2), and the

highest weight yector is e~. The corresponding go-module isomorphism is

l

e 2 1----+

-X-(~-i+2)(I-i+2)"'(I)(I)(1+1)

e·e· ~
• J

x- .

for 1

.

f or 'I,. < J..

(I-J+2)(I-J+3)· .. (I-i+1)(I-i+2)(I-i+2)".(I)(I)(1+1)

(DA) Deletion (D l+ 1 , [+ 1, Al, i ~ [ - i

< i < l+1

+ 1)

b has highest weight w~ so is the second exterior power 1\ 2 (V) with V the (l

+ 1)-

dimensional natural representation of Al. The dimension of 1\2(V) is ~l(l+ 1). A
basis for 1\ ~ (V) is {e i 1\ ej I 1
el 1\

e2'

< i < j < l + I}

and the highest weight vector is

The corresponding go-module isomorphism is

e 1 1\ e J

~

x-(I-J+2),,·(1-1)(1+1)
.

ei 1\ ej

1----+

X(~_j+2)"'(I_i+1)(I_i+2)(I_i+2)".(1_1)(1_1)(I)(1+1)

for j

for 2

b has highest weight

W4

>3
< i < k -< l + 1.

-

so is the positive (half-)spin representation

st of D5 (see

st = I\O(V)t!OI\2(V)t!OI\4(V)
with V the vector space of dimension five. Hence a basis for st is given by taking

for example [FH91, Chapter 20]). As a vector space,

the natural bases for these pieces. The highest weight vector is e 1 1\ e 2 1\ e 3 1\

e4'

The corresponding go-module isomorphism may easily be calculated from this.

A.2

md =

2

The Lie algebra and braided-Lie coalgebra structures are no longer zero and we give
explicit expressions for these where possible, in addition to the description following the
pattern of the above.
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(CC) Deletion (CI+1.1.Cl,i ~ i

b-l has highest weight

WI

+ 1)
so is the natural representation of C l = sP2l on the

vector space 1 of dimension 21. A basis for l' is
T

weight vector is

el'

{ei

11 < i < 2l} and the highest

The corresponding go-module isomorphism is
for 1 < i

( _l)l+i-1 el+i-l

b_~

has highest weight '-v'o

~

X12 ... (i-l)(i)(i) ... (l)(l)(l+1)

for 2

<l

<i<l

= [0,0, ... ,0] so is the trivial representation. We can

see this by a dimension calculation. So, as described above, b_ 2 is spanned by the

highest root, X~22
The bracket on b
on b_ 1 ~ with [e i1
1

.. (l)(l)(l+l)

=

=

<;.

b-I EB b-2 is a co cycle central extension of the zero bracket

(-el+i)]

= Ci <;

<i <l-

for 1

1 and

[el'

e 2 tl

= ct <;,

where the

Ci,

< i < l. are constants. The braided-Lie cobracket is zero on elements of b-l' as

discussed previously, and
1

QS =

L "Yi

(e i

/\

el+ i )

i=1

for some constants "Yi·
\\Te have

.1\.'2 b-l

rv

V(W2) EB V(wo) (V(w) is the representation of Cl with highest

weight :...:) and we see that we have Ker [ , ] rv V(W2), b-2

b-l has highest weight

W7

rv

V(wo) = <C.

and is the smallest non-trivial representation of E7. This

may be realised by a Freudenthal triple system (see [Bae02] and the references
therein). The dimension of b-l is 56.
b-2 has highest weight Wo so is the trivial representation, by a dimension calculation. It is spanned by the highest root in E s, XZ;,3,4,6,5,4,3,2)'
The bracket on b

=

b-I EB b-2 is again a co cycle central extension of the zero

bracket on b-I and has the additive form described previously. Similarly, the
braided-Lie cobracket is non-zero only on b-2 and has the additive form.
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Note: One might consider that this deletion provides the most natural basis for the
56-dimensional representation of E7.

b-1 has highest weight

W3

dirnensional natural representation of A5 .

1\3 (1 <)

for
e1

I 1 < i < j < k < 6}

is {ei 1\ ej 1\ ek

/\ e2 /\ e3'

1\3 (V) with V
The dimension of 1\ 3 (V) is 20.

so is the third exterior power

the sixA basis

and the highest weight vector is

The corresponding go-module isomorphism may be calculated from

this.
b_~

has highest weight wo, so is the trivial representation, by a dimension cal-

culation. It is spanned by the highest root in E 6 , X(~,2,2,3,2,1)' However, as we

will see. we should consider b-2 to be

1\6(V)

with V as before, spanned by

The bracket on b = b-1 EB b-2 is given by the map

that is, the wedge product. The bracket is zero on all other elements of b02 . The
braided-Lie cobracket is a map

so must be a non-zero scalar multiple of the identity.

(F4C 3) Deletion (F4' 1, C3, i
b-1 has highest weight
CP3 :

1\ 3(V)

-7

t-1-

5 - i)

W3

and is described as the kernel of the contraction map

V for V the six-dimensional natural representation of C3

=

SP3

(see, for example, [FH91, p. 258]). The dimension of b-1 is 14.

b-2 has highest weight Wo so is the trivial representation, by a dimension calculation. It is spanned by the highest root in F4 ,

X(-;,3,4,2)

= <;.
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The bracket on b = b-I EEl b_~ is again a co cycle central extension of the zero
bracket on b-I and has the additive form described previously. Similarly, the
braided-Lie cobracket is non-zero only on c; and has the additive form.

b_ I has highest weight

3WI

so is the third symmetric power Sym 3 (V) with V the

two-dinlensional natural representation of AI. A basis for Sym3 (V) is given by
the set {e~, e~ e2, e1 e; , e~} and the highest weight vector is e~. The dimension of
Sym 3 (1 ') is four. The corresponding go-module isomorphism is
e 31

1---+

x-

e32

1---+

x-1112 •

2'

b_~ has highest weight Wo so is the trivial representation, by a dimension calcula-

tion. It is spanned by the highest root in G2, X~122' We can consider b-2 to be
spanned by e~ e~, for the following reason.
The bracket on b

=

b-I EEl b-2 is a co cycle central extension of the zero bracket

on b-I, given explicitly by [e~ete~e;] = 8(i+k),38(j+l),3e~e~. The braided-Lie
cobracket is

3

L

i,j,k,I=O
i+k=3
j+l=3

for some non-zero constants rijkl·

Note: This case has been covered as Example 4.6 in [MajOO].

(E7 D 6) Deletion (E7' 1, D6, i

1---+

8 - i)

b-I has highest weight

W5

so is the negative (half-)spin representation 56 of D6

1 Chapter 20]). The dimension of
(see for examp1e [FH9 ,

5;

is 32. A basis for
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5

(' ')

EB 1\ (V) (as vector spaces; V the vector space of dimension six)

is giYt'n by taking the natural bases for these pieces and the highest weight vector
is e 1

/\

e2

/\

e3

/\

e4 1\ e 5 •

b_::! has highest weight Wo so is the trivial representation. In what follows, we see

that 1\6(1'), spanned by e 1
b- ·•

/\

e2

/\

e 3 1\ e 4

/\

e 5 1\ e6 , is the correct choice of basis for

.

The bracket on b = b-1 EB b_~ is given by the wedge product, i.e. is non-zero on the
3

3

subspaces " /\ 1\::' (F) and 1\ (V) 1\ 1\ (V) of b-1 1\ b-1. The braided-Lie cobracket
will be a non-zero map Q : 1\ (V) ~ 1\6 (V), i.e. is a non-zero scalar multiple of
6

the identity.

(BA.) Deletion (B I+1 , l

+ 1, AI, i

1---+

l- i

+ 1)

b_ 1 has highest weight ~l so is the natural representation of Al on the vector space

,r of dimension l + 1.

A basis for V is {e i I 1 < i < l + I} and the highest weight

vector is e 1 • The corresponding go-module isomorphism is e i

1---+

X i(i+1)".(l+1)' for

l<i<l+l.
b_~ has highest weight W2 so is the second exterior power 1\ 2(V) with V as before.

The dimension of 1\2 (V) is ~l(l+I). A basis for 1\2 (V) is {ei!\ej

11 < i

< j < l+l}

and the highest weight vector is el 1\ e2' We may deduce this from the following.
The bracket on b = b-1 EB 0-2 is non-zero: for example, there exists

X;;

such that

X] E gA where A is the highest root in g = Bl+ 1 ' Clearly, we have the
[ XQ'
1+1
isomorphism 0-2
Ker [ , ]-1

I"V

1\2 o_l/Ker [ , ]-1 but 1\2 0-1

=I 1\2 0 _ 1, we see

[ , ]-1 = /\ : V Q9 V

that 0-2

I"V

~ 1\2(V). The braided-Lie cobracket Q: 0-2 ~ 1\2 0_ 1 is an

The go-module isomorphism is given on 0-2 by

< i < j < l + 1.

1\2(V) is irreducible. Since

1\2 0_ 1 = 1\2(V). Further, the bracket is

isomorphism.

for 1

=
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(E7.-16) Deletion (E7, 2 , A6 ' 1
(123456))
3 456 7
b-1 has highest weight W3 so is the third exterior power 1\ 3(V) with V the seven-

Th d'
.
f 1\3(V) .
.
e ImenslOn 0
IS 35. A baSIS
7} an d t h
'
.
e hIghest
weIght
vector is e 1\ e2 1\ e3'

dimensional natural representation of A
for l' is {e·t 1\ e·e
J k

11 < i < J' < k <
-'

_

6·

1

b_~ has highest weight W6 by considering the module decomposition

1\ ~ b_ I

=

V([O, 1,0,1,0,0]) ffi 1\6(V)

(we use a formula in [FH91, Chapter 15]) and a dimension calculation. We use
the usual natural basis for 1\6(V) rather than a basis in terms of the dual of V ,
even though

1\6(1

T
)

rv

V*. The dimension of 1\6(V) is seven.

The bracket on b = b-l ffi b-2 is given by the wedge product map

The kernel of 1\ is V([O, 1,0,1,0,0]). The braided-Lie cobracket §.. is an isomorphism.

(F-lB3) Deletion (F4' 4, B 3, id)
b_ 1 has highest weight W3 so is the eight-dimensional spin or representation 8 3 of

B3 =

.507·

EBf=o 1\i (V)

A basis for 83 =

(as vector spaces; V the vector space of

dimension three) is given by taking the natural basis for each piece and the highest
weight vector is

el

1\

e2

b-2 has highest weight

1\

e3'

WI,

by considering the module decomposition

for W the seven-dimensional natural representation of B3 and a dimension calculation. We obtain this decomposition by examining the above description of 83.
So, b-2 is isomorphic to the natural representation, W.
The bracket on b

= b-1 EB b-2 does not seem to have an interpretation as a natural
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(EsDi) Deletion (E8, 1, D 7 , i ~ 9 - i)
b-I ha.s highest weight W6 so is the positive (half-)spin representation st of D

7

•

The dimension of st is 64. As a vector space, we have

st = 1\even(V) =

EB

l\i(V)

i=O,2,4,6

with \ ' the vector space of dimension seven so a basis is given by taking the natural
basis for each piece. The highest weight vector is el 1\ e2 1\ e3 1\ e4 1\ e5 1\ e6'
b_~ has highest weight

Di

.

so is the 14-dimensional natural representation W of

WI,

A basis for TV is {e i I 1

<

i

<

\Ye obtain this from the decomposition

14} and the highest weight vector is e 1 •

1\ 2 b_ 1 =

1\2(st)

rv

1\5(W)EBW and a

dimension calculation.

A.3

md =

3

(E8 A -:-) Deletion (E8, 2, A 7 ,

U~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~))

b_ 1 has highest weight W3 so is the third exterior power 1\3(V) with V the eight-

dimensional natural representation of A 7 • The dimension of 1\ 3(V) is 56. We take
the natural basis for 1\ 3 (V) and the highest weight vector is e 1 1\ e 2 1\ e 3 •

6

b-2 has highest weight W6 so is the sixth exterior power 1\ (V), with V as before.

The dimension of 1\ 6 (V) is 28. We take the natural basis and the highest weight
vector is el 1\ ... 1\ e6' We obtain this from the decomposition

and calculating dimensions.
b-3 has highest weight

WI,

so is the eight-dimensional natural representation V.

The highest weight vector is el' We see this since the tensor product of b-l ® b-2
decomposes as

/\ 3(V) ® /\ 6(V)

rv

V([O, 0, 1,0,0,1,0]) EB V([O, 1,0,0,0,0,1]) EB V
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so. by the same arguments about the kernel of the bracket map, we can use a
dimension calculation as before.
(G~.-h)(b) Deletion

b -1 has highest weight

..11
e1

=
f---4

(5))

(G2. L .~h,

c..,'1

so is t.he two-dimensional natural representation of

sl~. A basis for ,. is

{e 1,e2} and the highest weight vector is e1. We have

~Y;-.

e2

f---4

X 1~'

b -:; has highest weight Wo so is the trivial representation, spanned by <;, say. This

is since

1\ ~ (' ')

rv

C and Ker [ , ]-1 = 0 (the bracket is non-zero on b-1)' We have

b -3 has highest weight

w'1

so is another copy of the natural representation V, with

basis {fl' f2}' The highest weight vector is fl' This is obtained from a direct
examination of the root system of G 2 , giving f1 ~ X 1-;-12 and 12 ~ X;;-122'
The bracket in these bases is
[ e l , e2] =

for some constants Ci·

C1 <;,

[ e1 , <; ] =

C2

11,

[ e2, <; ] =

C3

12
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